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ABSTRACT

Managers of manufacturing and service facilities often face situations where incoming
demand exceeds available capacity. In such situations a firm can accept, reject or
renegotiate the order in order to match the demand and supply. Order acceptance research
studies this decision, both at the firm and supply chain level, in order to help the firm
select orders that meet their business objectives. Prior research has focused on developing
order acceptance models for diverse business situations. This thesis builds upon prior
research by incorporating rejection techniques in the development of order acceptance
models.
A tunable two-step order acceptance model consisting of a screening step and a detailed
evaluation step is proposed. A set of 53 single-step acceptance models, built using four
acceptance procedures and six sequencing methods, are analyzed in a simulation study.
The best performing single-step models are modified by adding a screening step and
evaluated for performance using a set of metrics including profit, acceptance rates,
rejection rates, revenues, costs, service levels, average queue length, workload and flow
time. The best performing models are then analyzed under changing industry, customer
and business conditions in order to evaluate the robustness of the model.
An integrated model using the minimum tardiness beam search procedure for shop floor
scheduling and a slack based acceptance model using the apparent tardiness cost (ATC)
dispatch procedure for shop-floor scheduling are identified as the best single-step models.
Additional results confirm that the performance of the single-step models can be
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improved further by using screening which increased profits of the integrated model by
an average of 26.92% and of the slack model by about 24.28%.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Managers of manufacturing and service facilities often face situations where incoming
demand exceeds available capacity. In such situations a firm has three options: accept,
reject or renegotiate the order terms such as due date and price. In each of these cases,
management is selectively accepting orders to fulfill in a given period. Order selection,
required due to an excess of demand over available capacity, is what characterizes an
order acceptance problem. Otherwise the problem reduces to a scheduling problem,
where all jobs are accepted and scheduled.
This thesis is inspired by the order acceptance problem at a leading tire manufacturing
firm in India. The central issue studied here is how to accept customer orders so as to
maximize profit for the firm while meeting firm and customer constraints when the total
demand exceeds available capacity. The process of order acceptance is informed by the
characteristics of the industry within which the firm operates. Though this problem is
inspired by the tire manufacturing industry, order acceptance problems of this nature are
common in many other industries and the insights gained are likely to be useful
elsewhere as well.
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Order acceptance involves balancing planned profits derived from accepted orders
against estimated processing costs and other contractual costs (for example: tardiness cost
for late orders and rejection costs for rejected orders).There are explicit and implicit
penalties associated with missing customer commitments which put the planned profit
from an order at risk. The goal of an order acceptance procedure is to determine the set of
orders that provide the highest marginal profit with the lowest risk. An order acceptance
procedure for a static problem (when all jobs are available at the beginning of the
planning period) usually contains three steps. The first is selecting a set of available
orders and computing planned profits. The second is evaluating the risks to realizing
planned profits from the selected order set. These two steps are repeated for all possible
sets of orders. The third step is selecting the set with the highest profit and lowest risk
and scheduling those jobs on the shop-floor. In the case of dynamic order arrivals (when
jobs arrive one by one over time), an often-used method is to create an order set of the
new and previously accepted orders by evaluating them using the three-step procedure.
The solution must contain all previously accepted orders, since we cannot reject a
previously accepted order, and a subset of the new orders. Solution procedures are
designed to reduce the run time by using various techniques to reduce the computational
intensity of the three step procedure (for both static and dynamic arrivals). An order
acceptance procedure can be designed as sequential or joint optimization of the first two
decision steps, over all the order sets evaluated. The sequencing of the first two steps has
been studied by Wester, et al. (1992); Kate, 1994; Slotnick & Morton, 1996). Their
research concludes that executing them jointly provides superior solutions than
considering them sequentially.
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Over the last three decades, researchers have studied the order acceptance problem from
various perspectives. They have evaluated the benefits of order selectivity, developed
order acceptance methods to account for various shop-floor, job and order characteristics.
They have also developed various models to execute the order acceptance process.
A common theme of these papers is their analysis of the nature of the demand and supply
of production capacity. This information is important for understanding the risks that
affect the realization of planned profits from accepted orders. We expect the realized
profits (at time of order delivery) to match planned profits computed at the time of
decision making. However, this may or may not happen due to various risks in the
production system. An effective order acceptance procedure evaluates these risks.
A good estimate of the demand and supply of production capacity is critical for some
order acceptance procedures, where production capacity is scarce and the solution is
sensitive to estimation errors. Users of such order acceptance procedures expect the
procedure to estimate capacity and generate solutions that are robust to estimation errors.

1.1 Factors affecting capacity estimation

Understanding available-to-promise production capacity and order capacity requirements
is critical for an analysis of all order acceptance procedures. There are two types of
factors that complicate this capacity assessment.
1. Wastage factors: These are factors that reduce capacity utilization by blocking or
starving the machines. Blocking occurs when processing stops due to lack of
buffer capacity to store materials between processes. This leads to waste of
machine time due to forced idleness. Starving occurs when work centers receive
3

work with arrivals separated by long intervals, forcing the machines to be idle
between order arrivals. Machines placed after a shop-floor bottleneck is likely to
face the latter situation. They will be forced to wait for orders while the
bottleneck machine is working on them. In the case of fixed bottlenecks (the same
machine/work center being the bottleneck throughout) analytical solutions can be
developed to mitigate their effect on the shop-floor. However, in shifting
bottleneck situations this becomes very difficult, as shown by Adams, et al.
(1988). By definition, blocking and starving cannot occur in single-machine cases
and are only relevant in cases with multiple machine and order routing.
Key wastage factors include:


Batching: waiting for the right batch size can cause delays in the online arrival
case



Sequence-dependent set-up: time needed for setting up the machine reduces
utilization



Routing with precedence constraints: when orders have precedence-constrained
routing requirements, coordination between work center queues is required to
avoid blocking or starving at work centers.



Machine breakdown: causes loss of production at the affected workstation and
also reduces utilization of other workstations due to routing dependency.



Buffers: Lack of buffers between machines or limited capacity of buffers can
force jobs to stay on the machine and block capacity utilization.

2. Deviation factors: These are factors that cause the actual consumption of capacity
to deviate from the planned consumption.
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Key deviation factors are:


Deteriorating processing time: In some production environments, the processing
time of an order is proportional to the order start time. In such cases, if the order
start time is delayed
(shifted earlier), the order processing time increases (decreases) accordingly. This
leads to deviations from estimates made at the time of order acceptance and
increases the risk of not realizing the planned profits calculated at the time of
order acceptance



Machine degradation: When the productivity of a shop-floor machine decreases, it
takes more machine time to complete an order than was estimated at the time of
acceptance. This deviation increases the risk of achieving planned order
profitability.

1.2 Dimensions of the order acceptance problem

The scheduling problems in the general scheduling literature consist of two main
operations: sequencing the orders and dispatching them to the machine. The sequencing
procedure arranges the orders in order of increasing priority to be placed on the machine
for processing, the dispatching operation allocates a start time to the order. However, in
situations where the machine is not allowed to be kept idle while waiting for orders
(inserted idleness), the dispatch operation is trivial as the order is dispatched at the
completion of the prior order on the machine (Baker & Trietsch, 2009). Order acceptance
problems, on the other hand, require three operations: order selection, sequencing and
dispatching. Due to the increased number of operations order acceptance problems have a
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higher complexity. Depending on the characteristics of the production system, solutions
to the order acceptance problem involve different levels of coordination between the
three basic operations. These solutions also use different techniques to execute each of
the operations. Therefore, the three operations of selection, sequencing and dispatching
form the key dimensions of the order acceptance problem.

1.3 Order Acceptance and routing

Each of the factors identified in section 1.1, which occur frequently in production
environments, increase the computational complexity of the order acceptance procedures.
Using optimization procedures to solve the order acceptance problems characterized by
wastage and deviation factors can be computationally intensive. This is especially true if
the solution involves all three operations: selection, sequencing and scheduling. In
production systems with neither order routing or inserted idleness the dispatching
operation is not required since the incoming order is scheduled as soon as the previous
order finishes. In this case, even though the order acceptance problem reduces to a twostep procedure involving selection and sequencing, it remains computationally complex
(Du & Leung, 1990).
In production systems requiring order routing, where multiple queues in front of multiple
resources must be coordinated, order scheduling is important to avoid blocking and to
balance the shop-floor workload. In such conditions the complexity of accomplishing the
three-step order acceptance procedure is significantly higher. The computational
resources and time required for optimal solutions to such problems may not be available
in real-world production environments. As a consequence, researchers have used
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heuristics and metaheuristics such as genetic algorithms and neural networks to strike a
balance between computation time and solution accuracy. The analytical challenge of
developing better order-acceptance solutions in the presence of routing has made this an
active area of research. Researchers have used workload control concepts (Henrich, et al.,
2004) to develop order acceptance solutions for various production situations.
In the literature review in Chapter 2, 41 papers of the 139 papers include the routing
complexity factor and 45 papers use single machine or multiple machine scenarios
without routing. Multiple machine scenarios without routing include parallel machine
shops, flow shops and group technology shop-floors.

1.4 Order Acceptance and Rejection

In the order acceptance literature for both static and dynamic problems, the acceptance
procedure must evaluate each order to make a decision. In an over- demanded production
facility, this evaluation may not be practical. Barut & Sridharan (2004) and Arrendondo
& Martinez (2010) find that narrowing the order pool prior to applying an order
acceptance procedure improves the overall solution. Kate (1994) attributes the superior
performance of an integrated acceptance solution to higher selectivity of the procedure.
To confirm this, he introduces an improved selectivity step in the myopic acceptance
procedure, and obtains significantly improved results.
There are a series of papers in the computer science literature that consider order
acceptance with rejection costs. Rejection costs reduce profitability and increase
complexity of the order acceptance problem. The solution procedure uses job rejection to
eliminate jobs from the incoming job stream, preventing them from being considered for
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detailed scheduling. The remaining jobs are scheduled to optimize various objectives
such as minimizing rejection costs along with makespan, total completion times or
weighted tardiness. The use of rejection procedures represent an approach to achieving
order selectivity that is distinct from those used by the order acceptance papers.
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CHAPTER 2- LITERATURE REVIEW
The relationship among the general themes in the order-acceptance literature based on a
review of 139 papers is shown in Figure 1.
A majority of the order acceptance and rejection papers approach the order-selectivity
problem from an intra-firm perspective and emphasize enhanced coordination between
marketing and production management groups within the firm. A separate stream of
papers analyzes the problem of order acceptance from an inter-firm perspective using
order negotiation. These papers develop solutions for order acceptance problems among
different firms in a supply chain.
The intra-firm order acceptance literature can be classified further using the capacity
utilization factors discussed in section 1.1. Based on the methods of achieving order
selectivity, the intra-firm order acceptance literature can be depicted by the following
matrix:
None of the papers reviewed for this research can be classified in the order rejection with
routing segment of Figure 1: Classification of order acceptance literature.
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2.1 Order acceptance with routing

Of the 139 papers reviewed for this literature survey, 41 papers fall into this category.
Based on their research objectives, the papers in this area can be further classified as
shown in Figure 2.
The papers in each of these areas are listed in Table 2.

2.1.1 Workload Control
A large body of production control research has established the inverse relationship
between work-in- process (WIP) inventories and manufacturing lead times. (Melnyk, et
al., 1991; Vastag & Whybark, 1993) The workload control theory uses this information to
develop the relationship between production system characteristics and order lead times
achieved by the firm. In all production environments, especially in complex job shops,
control of manufacturing lead time is important because it forms the basis of due-date
estimation and delivery-time promises. Both of these activities affect firm profitability. A
workload-control based production control system aims to regulate the inflow of orders to
match the rate of order outflow. Therefore one of the goals of theoretical and applied
research in this area is to develop appropriate control structures for regulating the order
flow in the firm.
This section on workload control review is split into two subsections. Subsection 2.1.1
presents a brief overview of major theoretical developments in workload control theory.
Subsection 2.1.2 surveys the applied research in this area.
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2.1.1.1 Workload Control Theory
Many researchers have focused on developing a conceptual framework, using workload
control concepts, for controlling shop-floor workloads in a job shop. (Stevenson, et al.,
2011) provide a brief overview of the evolution of a comprehensive planning structure
that regulates a three-tiered hierarchy of workload (total, planned and released). The
paper focuses on the practical aspects of workload control such as pre-implementation
and post-implementation issues, common implementation strategies and implementation
mistakes.
Development of workload control theory has been significantly influenced by work done
by researchers in Eindhoven, Hannover and Lancaster. The Hannover school focuses on
the idea of load-oriented release to control shop-floor performance. They argue that shopfloor performance is dependent not only on the total workload in the shop, but also on the
balance of workload on different work centers, and develops load-oriented release
methods to address this. (Breithaup, et al., 2002) briefly outline the main ideas of this
approach, along with its advantages and disadvantages. The authors develop extensions
to existing literature to address some of the criticisms of load-oriented approaches.
Following the Lancaster school approach, Stevenson & Hendry (2006) classify the
aggregate load-oriented workload release concept using the approach in Bergamschi et al.
(1997). The classification attributes are: order release mechanisms, timing conventions,
workload measures, aggregation methods, workload control methods and capacity
planning with schedule visibility. The authors present a case study to identify methods to
improve workload-control implementation in small to medium -sized make-to-order
industries. Kingsman (2000) of the Lancaster school, develops a theory of comprehensive
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workload control system that includes input controls at job entry and output controls in
the form of capacity planning to control work center queues.
Wisner (1995) provides one of the first comprehensive reviews of research into order
release policies and release methods. The author classifies the available research based on
shop-floor characteristics, problem constraints and the performance criteria used to
evaluate results. Bergamschi et al. (1997) develop an eight-criterion system to classify
order release research and indicate directions for future research. This paper has
motivated many other research efforts and is often cited in the workload control
literature. Even though theoretical studies indicate that workload control improves shopfloor performance, many empirical studies have failed to find evidence of this. To
explore this phenomenon, Fredendall et al. (2010) design an experiment to study the
impact of three workload control components: order selection, workload aggregation and
buffer limits on overall shop performance. Their study was set in a production
environment characterized by varying bottleneck utilization and different protective
capacity levels. They find that the workload rules have a significant impact when
bottleneck utilization is high and protective capacity is low. This is consistent with other
results indicating that workload control is valuable only when demand for capacity
exceeds available capacity.
Henrich et al. (2004) explore the applicability of the workload control concept in
different production environments. They studied the impact of production characteristics
such as order arrival rates, order due date characteristics, operational characteristics such
as order processing time variability , set-up times, order routing variability and routing
flexibility, on the performance of a production system based on a workload control
12

concept. They find that workload control works better in a

production system

characterised by a large number of orders requiring short processing times rather than one
characterised by a few large orders. Workload control performs better in production
systems facing high order processing time variability and low set-ups. Orders with short
but flexible routing requirements with low level of convergence between different order
routes perform better in workload control based production systems.

2.1.1.2 Workload Control Applications
Kingsman (2000) provides a context for designing experiments to test the key ideas of
workload control. Figure 3 depicts the different stages of workload control structure.
The negotiation stage includes the order-acceptance step and the due-date setting process.
Both of these procedures can be used to control the incoming workload. Once accepted
into the production system, an order stays in the order pool while order raw materials are
being procured as per materials requirement planning (MRP) procedures. While the
orders are in the pool, their start time and planned completion time are continually
updated based on periodic or real-time feedback from the shop-floor. Release of the
orders from the pre-shop pool to the shop-floor is called the order release mechanism.
Research on order release includes immediate release, interval release, continuous and
periodic aggregate release, work center workload-based release and path-based
bottleneck release (Sabuncuoglu & Karpinar, 1999). Raw materials are issued to the
shop-floor when an order is released.
Common themes among the numerical studies investigating workload control concepts
include:
13



Modeling different types of workload control regimes by including all, or some
combination of, the control elements such as order acceptance (acceptance rules and
due date methods) , order release, dispatch rules and buffer control (Moreira & Alves,
2009; Moreira & Alves, 2006; Ebadian, et al., 2009; Lu, et al., 2011; Haskose, et al.,
2004; Kingsman & Hendry, 2002).



Modeling performance of any one control element in different environmental
conditions such as demand variability, lead time tightness and order complexity
(Sabuncuoglu & Karpinar, 1999; Ebben, et al., 2005; Philipoom & Fry, 1999;
Yücesan & de Groote, 2000; Oosterman, et al., 2000; Betrand & Ooijen, 2008;
Fernandes & Silva, 2011; Missbauer, 1997)



Modeling performance of new rules for a control element (Ebben, et al., 2005; Rogers
& Nandi, 2007).

The performance measures referenced in the above studies can be classified into three
types:


Inventory measures: Since workload control is based upon reducing WIP inventories,
various inventory measures such as mean flow-time, average system time and time in
pool, ratio of pool to shop-floor time are used in the simulation studies.



Customer satisfaction measures: These measures are directly related to customer
experience factors and firms place a high priority in improving them by implementing
workload control methods. Commonly used customer measures in workload control
research are: mean tardiness, root mean square tardiness, and percentage tardy jobs.



Service level measures: These measures are used to measure the percentage of
incoming orders that have been rejected, or alternatively the percentage of accepted
14

orders. Another measure is the percentage of incoming workload that has been
rejected.

Table 3 lists the papers on workload control application along with the relevant workload
control measure.
Although these studies vary in the specification of workload variables, they generally
conclude that, if properly modeled and executed, order review and release policies
improve shop-floor performance. (Sabuncuoglu & Karpinar, 1999). In Melnyk, et al.,
(1991) the authors conclude that the effectiveness of an order-release mechanism is
enhanced by a load-smoothing mechanism (such as order acceptance methods). These
two filters (order acceptance and order release) improve shop-floor performance
throughput and due date performance. Order acceptance reduces flow times and order
release reduces variability of the flow times. Oosterman et al. (2000) concludes that the
direction of order flow on the shop-floor strongly impacts the effectiveness of the
workload control rules. Haskose et al. (2004) find that buffer controls have a significant
impact on shop-floor performance.
Workload control procedures aim to reduce WIP inventories, which reduce operational
costs. However, only Betrand & Ooijen (2008) explicitly optimizes a cost-based
objective, using workload control principles. The authors minimize total costs of lead
time, work in process and tardiness. They study the impact of various shop-floor
conditions such as shop size (in terms of number of work centers), utilization, relative
work-in-process costs and relative tardiness costs, in achieving overall cost reduction.
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2.1.2 Demand Management
In over-demanded production systems, firm have the option of rejecting unprofitable
orders in order to maximize profit from the deployment of capacity. To evaluate order
profitability, some of the key order attributes are: workload (including set ups), revenue,
due dates and customer type. For analytical simplicity, researchers have often considered
these variables to be exogenous and non-negotiable. However, in the real world,
negotiating for order fulfillment and better due dates is often the norm. In situations
where customers place frequent orders, it is useful to take into account overall customer
profitability over time along with individual order profitability. In some industries price
and/or due-date are not decided by the customer and so these factors are based on
negotiations between the customer and manufacturer. Many firms design customer order
policies to eliminate the need for negotiating on every order. The customer order policies
weigh the benefits of accepting an order against the cost of rejecting it, such that pertinent
objectives optimized. Designing customer order policies to manage incoming demand has
been studied in other research areas like yield management and revenue management.
Weatherford & Bodily (1992) present a summary of the revenue management research
which includes designing customer order policies to meet firm objectives.
Negotiating customer order parameters to maximize firm revenue may be a good
business strategy. Moodie (1999; Moodie & Bobrowski (1999) conduct simulation
studies to evaluate the value of different price and due-date negotiation strategies with the
objective of the maximization of the long-term revenue of the firm. The goal of the
negotiation model is to identify appropriate price and due-date profitability curves for
different orders. The next step is to identify the range of attribute values within which the
16

firm is willing to negotiate. The firm then develops a negotiation strategy by identifying
the variable(s) to be considered for bargaining. Finally, if the customer accepts the
revised order parameters, the order is scheduled to meet required customer and
production conditions. The authors report that by selecting appropriate negotiation
variables and critical values, firms can increase their profitability, above the base case of
no negotiations, by about 8% in some production scenarios.

2.1.3 Order Acceptance based on Production Control Decision
Support Systems
Another stream of order acceptance research is the development of organizational
decision support models to expand the scope and improve the quality of order-acceptance
decisions. In real-world situations, order acceptance is not purely an objective evaluation
of profits, costs and risks. There are many subjective elements involved and many
different groups in the company, besides marketing and production management, need to
evaluate them. Gharehgozli, et al. (2008) develops an order-acceptance model that
incorporates subjective factors and multiple organizational groups in making orderacceptance decisions. They use a two-stage acceptance model, where the first stage is
based on due dates and the second on capacity availability. The capacity check stage is
conducted using the TOPSIS methodology, whereby subjective measures are turned into
preference scale measures and used to prioritize competing objectives. Though the
authors do not present any computational study highlighting the benefits of their
approach over the other methods, this could be an area for future research.
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Ebadian et al. (2008) design a production control decision support system that makes
order acceptance decisions on incoming orders based on two criteria: price and due date.
The authors design a five-step decision process. In the first two steps, orders are
evaluated based on due date. Orders with flexible due dates are negotiated to a feasible
date. The last three steps of the decision process estimate the price of the order. The paper
presents a mixed integer linear programming model, with production factors such as
material availability, in-house and subcontractor capacity and workload limits for
resources. The authors present numerical experiments to demonstrate the time taken to
solve the MILP for various problem sizes. An opportunity for future research is
estimating the efficiency and effectiveness of adopting such a decision model, as well as
the potential problems and costs. Kalantari et al. (2011) design a decision support system,
along the lines of Gharehgozli et al. (2008) and Ebadian et al. (2008) for a firm operating
in both make-to-order and make-to-stock production environments. They use capacity as
the first check, and then use price and delivery commitments in subsequent steps of a
five-step process. They also use information from the rejected orders to improve the
production solution.

2.1.4 Other Order Acceptance Criteria
Section 2.1.1 discussed the implementation of workload control to achieve production
system goals, including work-in-progress inventory reduction and manufacturing lead
time control. Researchers have also developed alternative acceptance methods to improve
order acceptance performance in terms of solution time and overall profits. This section
of the literature review summarizes the contributions made in this area, including order
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acceptance with scheduling feasibility, cost and price based acceptance and capacitybased acceptance rules.

2.1.4.1 Order Acceptance based on Scheduling Feasibility
This grouping of order acceptance mechanisms, for dynamic order arrivals, is based on
one of two approaches. The first approach is to construct a detailed schedule, including
all the currently accepted jobs and the newly arrived job (s), and generate operational
data in terms of completion times, lateness and other operational performance measures.
This information is then used by the acceptance rules to decide whether or not to accept
the order. Due to the computational complexity of constructing an optimal schedule in a
production environment with routing, researchers have developed alternative tools to
generate information about a complete schedule and then utilize it to make order
acceptance decisions.
Nandi (2000) analyzes the performance impact of a simulation-based mechanism for
order acceptance in combination with an order-release mechanism. In the first of the twostage acceptance process, the author uses simulation to construct a schedule of all
accepted jobs, including the new job, and then rerun the simulation excluding the new
job. The scenario with higher profit is adopted. The author compares this simulationbased acceptance policy with three other policies including the base case of no rejection.
The simulation-based rule outperforms the others under various shop-floor conditions,
including higher demand level, higher process-time variability, increased due date
tightness and higher proportion of urgent orders. However, the simulation procedure
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rejects a higher proportion of the profitable rush orders than other acceptance methods.
Nandi & Rogers (2004) test the simulation-based method under different shop-floor
conditions and multiple order classes. The simulation-based acceptance method
outperforms the base case of no rejection. Since the simulation uses a large amount of
shop-floor information to make acceptance decisions, it is to be expected that it will
perform better than other acceptance methods. The drawback to using simulation is that
the amount of computational resources and expertise needed to make acceptance
decisions is high and may not be readily available in various production environments.
The run time in some of the problem scenarios was five to six hours, which is impractical
for real production applications.
A second approach to order acceptance using scheduling feasibility is to use workloadbased rules. The key idea here is to assess the production capacity demanded by the
orders and use workload norms to ensure that accepted workload is within a certain
range. Various types of workload rules have been developed in order-acceptance
research. The use of workload rules for order acceptance is different from the use of
workload information to achieve workload control, as discussed in section 2.1.1. In the
workload control context, workload information is used differently at multiple points in
the production system but primarily at the point of order release. Different types of
workload aggregations, such as total workload in the order pool, overall system
workload, and total direct and indirect workload at a work center are used to make
production control decisions. In the context of developing workload-based rules for order
acceptance, the focus is on the relationship between order workload and scheduling
feasibility.
20

Philipoom & Fry (1992) develop order acceptance rules based on total workload and
maximum workload on the order route. Raaymakers et al. (2000) develop an acceptance
rule based on maximum workload per resource type in a shop-floor with no-wait
restrictions between operations and order batching at work centers. The authors use a
maximum and minimum workload rule over all resources, so as to select batches that
utilize at least 50% of all the resources. Their results show that workload-based order
acceptance improves customer performance by reducing job tardiness, but this
improvement comes at a cost of reducing machine utilization. In a heavily loaded shop
this may not be an acceptable tradeoff.
The two order-acceptance methods discussed above have their benefits and costs.
Detailed scheduling procedures are more precise but they are intensive in terms of
computation and information. Workload-based rules operate at a more aggregate level
and are easy to use but are less accurate. Raaymakers (1999) and Raaymakers et al.
(2001) use regression analysis to estimate order makespan, and then use this information
for order acceptance. The regression-based tools are developed using information from
workload-based scheduling methods as well as detailed scheduling methods based on
simulated annealing. The difference in makespan estimates from these two methods is
called the interaction margin. Regression analysis is used to study the relationship
between the interaction margin (dependent variable) and some of the significant order
and shop-floor characteristics (independent variables). After predicting the interaction
margin, using shop-floor and job characteristics, this information is used to improve the
makespan estimate generated using workload information. The improved estimate is then
used to accept or reject orders. Their computational results show that order acceptance
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based on their regression-based tools is superior to those achieved using workload-based
rules, especially in situations where the workload is heavy and the variability of order-set
characteristics is high. Also, regression based rules are less computationally intensive
than scheduling-based procedures.
The benefit of using workload information is ease of use, especially in scenarios where
expertise to perform complex computations is not available. These rules perform well
under conditions of high job, variability, which is especially important in many real
world scenarios. Ivanescu, et al. (2002)and Ivanescu, et al. (2006) further develop the
regression-based model by adapting it to situations of uncertain processing times. This
adds to the utility of this tool, since processing time uncertainty is a practical reality on
many shop-floors. They compare the performance of regression-based acceptance models
to models based on detailed scheduling and confirm the findings of Raaymakers (1999)
that regression-based policies perform well in heavily loaded shop-floors, with high
processing time variability. However, regression-based acceptance policies achieve lower
capacity utilization than scheduling-based policies. This is true for production
environments with both high and low demand variability. This is attributed to better order
selectivity by scheduling-based tools, where selectivity implies that the policy is able to
choose orders with precise characteristics as required by the situation.
Selectivity in terms of order acceptance is studied further in (Ivanescu, 2004) and its
impact on the performance of acceptance policies is evaluated. They conclude that
selectivity undermines the ability of the system to adapt to changing production
conditions, and that scheduling becomes too tight to accommodate new information
arising between the time of acceptance and scheduling of the order. Thus selectivity
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sacrifices one objective (delivery reliability) to achieve another (capacity utilization).
However, Arrendondo & Martinez (2010) and Barut & Sridharan (2004) argue that
enhancing order selectivity, prior to using acceptance procedures, could improve the
overall solution.
Due to the complexity of obtaining an optimal schedule in production environments
characterized by complex routing, researchers have used alternative methods to solve this
problem. Most of this research focuses on obtaining good solutions in acceptable run
times. To accomplish this, researchers have focused on developing efficient heuristics
and metaheuristic techniques such as genetic algorithms and artificial intelligence. Snoek
(2000) use neuro-genetic architecture to solve the order acceptance problem in a dynamic
job shop. The authors develop an acceptance procedure coupled with a scheduling
procedure to maximize profit. The acceptance policy is induced to learn through a neural
network using reinforcement learning. Though they report improved performance
compared to two other heuristics, they do not compare running times. This is a potential
area for future research.

2.1.5.2 Order Acceptance based on Cost and Price
Another stream of research in order acceptance uses order cost information as a tool to
evaluate order attractiveness, and make order acceptance decisions. Though the literature
in this area is not large it does appear to be a promising area for the future. Leitch et al.
(2005) propose the use of full-cost heuristics instead of opportunity cost heuristics, to
evaluate order costs in an environment of stochastic demand and fixed production
capacity. They conduct statistical tests to evaluate the order acceptance performance of
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multiple cost-accounting heuristics with efficacy-based metrics based on throughput and
material costs. They test these metrics in various production environments with different
levels of demand and due-date tightness. Leitch et al. (2005) report that full-cost
heuristics provide robust performance across different production environments and
significantly outperform other heuristics in conditions of heavy load. Although, in
general, order acceptance based on workload outperformed those based on order-cost
accounting, full-cost heuristics had the smallest performance gap.
Wu & Chen (1996) develop a mixed integer program based on order costs to make
acceptance decisions for rush orders. The authors balance incremental costs of inventory,
labor and materials with the additional profit from accepting a rush order. This
information is used to accept or reject an order. Deng et al. (2008) use a revenue
management model to achieve a balance between demand and supply of capacity.
Revenue management uses price to bring demand and supply in balance in order to
maximize revenue. Deng et al. (2008) use a capacity management model based on
marginal revenues to allocate production capacity to different orders. The marginal
revenue computation follows the opportunity cost model highlighted by Leitch et al.
(2005). The authors report that opportunity cost models significantly improve the revenue
earned from a given set of order. Geunes et al. (2006) analyze a situation where the firm
uses pricing decisions to determine the service levels to be achieved by the firm. This is
different from normal practice where the production planning group sets the service
levels, based on capacity and resource constraints. The authors use a piecewise linear cost
model to determine production costs in a capacitated as well as infinite-capacity shopfloor.
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2.1.5.3 Order Acceptance based on Capacity
When demand for capacity exceeds supply, the amount of available capacity becomes a
constraint in accepting new orders. This suggests the use of capacity and capacity
allocation strategies as an order acceptance mechanism. Though it is theoretically simple
to state the idea of order acceptance using capacity, it is difficult to estimate capacity in
complex job shop environments. In job shops characterized by routing requirements,
system capacity varies significantly with time and system load factors. Because of this
there has been limited research that uses optimization tools for order acceptance
procedures. Chen et al. (2009)and Mestry et al. (2011) develop a branch-and-price
solution for an MILP model designed to accomplish order acceptance and capacity
allocation jointly for every order. Due to the joint and dynamic nature decision making,
the system has accurate capacity information at each order selection decision point. The
branch-and-price solution solves large problems in relatively short time. Due to the
computational complexity of handling a complex job shop, these papers only consider
static problems, where all the orders are available to the decision maker at the beginning
of the planning period.

2.2 Order acceptance without routing
Of the 139 papers reviewed for this literature survey, 45 papers consider order acceptance
without routing. As discussed in chapter 1, order acceptance problems consist of three
operations:selection,sequencing and dispatching. In production systems characterised by
no routing requirements order acceptance problems face only two of the three operations
: selection and sequencing. Therefore, when compared to order acceptance problems with
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routing, problems without routing are less computationally complex. However, there are
still many order-acceptance problems, without routing, that are analytically intractable.
Such problems include order-acceptance problems containing wastage and deviation
factors, discussed in Section 1.0, occur in many real-world production situations and have
been analyzed by researchers. In production environments where demand for capacity is
much higher than supply and order routing is not a factor, the order acceptance
procedures focus on evaluating feasibility, overall profitability, capacity availability or
maximum acceptable workload in order to determine which orders to accept. Productionplanning departments make acceptance decisions according to the production
environment they face and the firm objectives on which they focus. Firms that face
significant profit impact by misallocating scarce capacity use more sophisticated capacity
allocation tools such as revenue management (services) and inventory rationing
(manufacturing). Firms where the marginal impact of capacity misallocation is lower tend
to use aggregate methods like those based on workload. (Barut & Sridharan, 2004)
Another factor that impacts the choice of order-acceptance methods is the type of order
arrival, i.e. static or dynamic. In a dynamic ordering environment, customer orders arrive
over time both with (offline) or without (online) prior information about order
characteristics such as order size, due date and processing constraints. When customers
arrivals are static, firms have all the information needed to make order acceptance
decisions is available at the start but in dynamic arrivals (both online and offline) all the
relevant information to make precise order acceptance computations is not available
therefore firms have to rely on best estimates of to make order acceptance decisions.
Various order acceptance models use different methods to develop these estimates.
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Order acceptance differs in static and dynamic customer arrival environments in terms of
acceptance procedures, computational time and computational tools used. In the static
case we can, in some cases, solve relatively larger problems (problems with a large
number of orders) using optimization tools, within acceptable solution times. Though
there are some static problems that can be easily solved by optimization tools, many are
too computationally intensive for optimization. In the case of dynamic arrivals, it is
difficult to obtain an optimal solution, due to incomplete information regarding future
orders. So researchers often use heuristics and meta-heuristics in such situations. Table 4
lists the static and dynamic order acceptance papers.
Many production environments can be classified as non-routing cases. This includes
production systems with a single machine, a number of parallel machines, flow shops or
cellular manufacturing shops. Even though flow shops have a routing plan for incoming
orders, the routing is identical for all orders which helps to reduce the problem to a single
(bottleneck) machine formulation.
Based on the objectives, the order acceptance without routing literature can be classified
as shown in Figure 4. The list of papers in each of these areas is presented in Table 5.

2.2.1 Order acceptance based on due-date and lead time
Many firms operate in business environments where they must quote a precise date for
order delivery (due date) or provide a length of time (lead time) needed to complete an
order. In such situations firms must:
a) Estimate the order workload
b) Estimate the manufacturing lead time based on currently accepted (and planned
future) workload
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c) Estimate, from historical and expert data, likely variations in both of the above
estimates
d) Use the information from step b and c to quote a lead time or a due date computed
from the estimates
However, customers may not accept the proposed due dates and lead times. They can
either negotiate to change the due date or cancel the order. The non-binding nature of the
due-date decision differentiates the order-acceptance literature from the more general
due-date setting literature (Keskinocak & Tayur, 2004). Since a customer has the option
to reject orders if the order parameters are not suitable, firms employs different strategies
to retain customers. Based on these strategies the due date based order acceptance
literature is classified in Table 6.
Using the first strategy of incorporating customer –lead time preferences to set order duedates, De et al. ( 1991) solve the problem of quoting a common due date for several
orders. The solution involves trading off order revenues and tardiness costs. If the quoted
due-date exceeds a given threshold, further costs are incurred. By using threshold costs,
the solution incorporates customer due- date expectations into the due-date calculations.
Duenyas (1995) introduces the idea of designing due-date policies from a customercentric point of view. The paper explicitly models a customer acceptance probability for
every due-date. The probability distribution is used to compute planned profit and costs.
Duenyas & Hopp (1995) develop due-date solutions for infinite and finite capacity cases
and for first-come-first-served (FCFS) and other scheduling procedures. Their goal is to
evaluate the impact of capacity constraints and scheduling procedures on the due-date
setting process and consequently on the planned profitability of the order acceptance
procedure. Duenyas (1995) develops solutions for due-date setting and sequencing
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problems in a single queue production system, with two classes of customers arriving
dynamically. The solution heuristic uses the information about differences in price and
lead time preferences between the customers classes to set due dates for the two classes.
Since achieving the computed due-date depends on the effectiveness of the scheduling
procedure, due-dates are computed for both FCFS and non-FCFS scheduling
environments. The computational study finds that heuristics that exploit the difference in
price and lead-time preferences between customer classes produce higher profits.
Keskinocak, et al. (2001) develop due-date setting and sequencing models for a twocustomer class system where revenue is sensitive to lead time and there is a critical
threshold of lead time beyond which all quotations are rejected. By using the threshold
value and the deteriorating profit, due-date models incorporate customer lead time
preferences. The authors present dynamic and static models with different customer wait
times. The relationship between order revenue and lead time is varied for the various
models. The overall profitability from the order selection procedure is measured by
competitive ratio defined as a ratio of the online and offline profits.
Gordona & Strusevich (2009) model a due-date assignment and scheduling problem
where job processing times are proportional to start time (the later the start, the longer the
processing time).This due date setting model incorporates a cost for changing due dates,
if a customer rejects the proposed dates, and a rejection penalty to reflect job rejection
costs, if the order is not negotiated any further. These two costs incorporate customer
due-date preferences into the model.
The second strategy to avoid customer order rejections is to develop a continuum of price
and lead-time points which are acceptable for the firm and the customers. A related
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situation arises when contingent orders, on which the firm has placed a bid but not yet,
received a confirmation, are confirmed and add to the accepted workload. The uncertain
nature of these orders adds to the uncertainty in quoting lead times to regular customers.
Easton & Moodie (1999) develop a due-date hedging strategy to address these
uncertainties and provides a model to identify profitable price and lead time pairs that can
be used to quote regular customers. Charnsirisakskul et al. (2004,2006) develop two
MILP models of the order selection and scheduling decision. The models also incorporate
lead time, order fulfillment and inventory flexibility. Lead-time flexibility enables firms
to quote a longer lead time than otherwise, order fulfillment flexibility allows firms to
fulfill the order in smaller units, and inventory flexibility allows the firm to produce an
order up to its due date. The first goal is to estimate the value of these flexibilities and
understand which of them is useful in different production conditions. The next goal is to
utilize these flexibilities to obtain a range of price and lead time points that are profitable
for the firm and acceptable to the customer.
Keskinocak & Tayur (2004) survey the due-date management literature which, though
not entirely within the order acceptance research area, is closely related to it. This
literature is classified along nine dimensions, and each dimension includes papers that
employ simulation, analytical methods or competitive analysis methods. In one of the
sections they survey the studies that set due date and price in context of order selection
decisions.
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2.2.2 Static Order Acceptance
The stream of order acceptance literature that models the static order selection problem
focuses on selecting the best subset of available orders that provide the highest objective
function values within the given constraints. The common objective function in these
papers is the maximization of non-discounted (that is nominal) or discounted profit or
revenue, minimization of costs or maximization of utilization. Of the twenty-one papers
reviewed in this section, twenty use maximization objectives and only one uses
minimization (Table 7).
2.2.2.1 Nominal profit maximization

Order acceptance papers that maximize nominal profit cover various shop-floor situations
and solution methods. Senju & Toyoda (1968), one of earliest papers in this literature,
develop a steepest gradient method to solve a knapsack problem of selecting the best
subset of orders that meet multiple resource constraint in order to maximize profits. De et
al. (1993) present a dynamic programming model for an order selection and scheduling
problem when processing times are random. Slotnick & Morton (1996); Slotnick &
Morton (2007) and Rom & Slotnick (2009) develop order acceptance solutions for
increasingly larger job sets with tardiness penalties using branch-and-bound, dynamic
programming, genetic algorithms and a variety of heuristics. In Lewis & Slotnick ( 2002)
the authors extend the acceptance problem to multiple periods. Ghosh (1997) provides
complexity results for problems of order acceptance with tardiness. Nobibon & Leus
(2011) extend the problem by adding potential future orders in the form of contingent
orders, to the pool of available orders. Two branch-and-bound procedures and a constant
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factor approximation algorithm are developed to solve problems up to 50 jobs. Carr &
Duenyas (2000) formulate a Markov decision process model for the order acceptance and
sequencing problem in a combined make-to-order and make-to-stock production
environment, where the make-to-order jobs have a higher profitability. The solution
specifies which order type to accept at each instance of order arrival, depending on the
state of the system. Numerical studies are conducted with different parameters of order
arrival rate distribution, for the two types of orders.
Yang & Geunes (2007) develop heuristic approaches for solving the problem of order
acceptance with tardiness penalties and controllable processing times. In this problem,
processing time crashing costs and order tardiness costs reduce the overall profitability of
the selected order set. The solution heuristic uses a priority rule to determine the
sequence of jobs and then uses the compression-relaxation algorithm to generate a
feasible order schedule.
2.2.2.2 Discounted profit maximization

Firms often make capital budgeting decisions by selecting from a list of projects and
allocating capital to the selected projects. This is similar to the static order acceptance
problem where firms have to select from a list of available orders and allocate production
capacity to them. The difference between the project selection and order acceptance
problem is that project revenues are discounted whereas order revenues are typically not.
This could be due to the smaller time periods associated with orders as opposed to
projects which are typically of longer time duration where discounting would
significantly impact project evaluation.
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The addition of the discounting variables penalizes revenues obtained later in time and
will force the solution procedure to schedule high-revenue jobs early. Gupta et al. (1992)
develop a dynamic- programming algorithm for a project selection problem. Aspvall et
al. (1995) provide an optimal algorithm for a project selection and scheduling problem
and Kyparisis et al. (1996) develop a dynamic programming method for a project
selection and scheduling problem with additional resource constraints. Two heuristics are
also developed to solve the model for larger problem sizes. Computational studies show
that for larger job sets with a single constraint, heuristics achieved about 99.98% of the
optimal solution. For problem instances with multiple constraints, heuristics achieved
about 99.33% of the optimal solution. Computational tests were conducted for various
values of order revenue and processing time distributions. Chen & Askin (2009) develop
an MILP model and an implicit enumeration solution for the problem of project selection,
ordering and prioritization, where project prioritization determines the resource
allocation. The goal is to demonstrate the impact of resource constraints on project
selection. The authors develop an enumeration algorithm with an embedded module to
solve the resource-constrained project scheduling problem at each stage of the iteration.
The algorithm is used in conjunction with different priority rules for resource
prioritization. A computational study tests the performance of the different rules. Their
results show that using project priority to allocate resources improves the overall profits
by 21.2% to 38.7% under conditions of resource tightness.
2.2.2.3 Nominal revenue maximization

Some research focuses on maximizing total revenues instead of net profits. Stern & Avivi
(1990) analyze a textile firm that chooses jobs in order to maximize total revenue. The
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authors develop a greedy algorithm to select and sequence orders. Computational studies
show that the greedy heuristic achieves within 5% of the optimal revenues. Oguz et al.
(2010) develop an MILP model for the order selection and sequencing problem for a
printing and lamination shop. Their model incorporates tardiness discounts and sequencedependent setups

between jobs. MILP relaxation is used to generate upper bounds for

the solution and heuristics are developed to the solve the problem. Heuristic solutions are
measured against the relaxation upper bounds. One of the heuristic methods solves the
acceptance problem for a pool of 300 orders in few seconds with 8-10% deviation from
the upper bound.
2.2.2.4 Discounted revenue maximization

Order acceptance models with revenue discounting are developed by Stadje (1995) for
selecting and scheduling orders on a machine that is likely to break down. Two selection
methods and one scheduling method are derived to select n orders from available orders,
with random processing times and initiation costs, taking into account the likelihood of
not realizing any revenue from a job if the machine breaks down and weighing it against
the revenue earned if there were no breakdown. Analytical proofs are provided for the
optimality of the solutions.

2.2.2.5 Order Acceptance based on cost and utilization

In production systems without routing, profit and revenue maximization are the most
commonly used objective functions. Cost minimization and bottleneck capacity
utilization are two other objectives that researchers have explored.
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Lee & Sung (2008) develop a cost-minimization model where capacity is augmented by
outsourcing at a cost, when an overall outsourcing budget has been given. The firm has to
decide which orders to produce in house and which to outsource. Since outsourcing
reduces profits, the firm has an incentive to select a set of orders that maximizes profits to
be done in house, and to outsource the rest. The authors develop two heuristic approaches
and a branch-and-bound solution. The heuristics are based on incrementally adding
(addition heuristic) or removing (removal heuristic) jobs to build the outsourcing job set.
These are compared to a branch-and-bound procedure for different outsourcing budgets
and problem sizes. The heuristic procedure produces worst-case results within 15% of the
branch-and-bound solution Van Foreesta et al. (2010) analyzes order-acceptance policies
for the customized lot-scheduling problem with multiple standard products, where setups
are required between batches of different product types. Performance of the order
acceptance policy is evaluated by a simulation study, and policies are judged on the basis
of effective utilization of the bottleneck. Their results indicate that selective rejection of
orders to create slack enables higher utilization of the bottleneck. Also, restricting the
number of order types increases utilization. This highlights the value of selectivity of
order acceptance procedures.

2.2.3 Order acceptance and production planning and control
systems
Order acceptance procedures have been used to control the production system and drive
system performance towards intended goals. Ono & Jones (1973) explores the
performance of a coordinated production control system which includes order
acceptance, sequencing and capacity management decisions. The author evaluates the
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impact of using different combinations of acceptance rules, sequencing rules and
overtime capacity management rules. The system performance is measured by operations
rate, overall profit and maximum order tardiness. This was one of the earliest papers to
explore the link between order acceptance procedures and overall system profit.
Pourbabi (1989) develops an order acceptance procedure by building a production
planning model that selects from available orders, taking into account constraints such as
workstation capacity, batching and planning horizon length. Pourbabai (1992) develops a
just-in-time model with capacity constraints and random processing times which include
routing delay, operator delay and machine breakdowns. After the order selection is
complete, shop-floor loading by a pre-specified dispatching rule is discussed.
Kolisch ( 1998) develops an MILP model for a production horizon of three to twelve
month for a make-to-order flow shop environment where price and delivery time window
is pre-specified. The production plan is constrained by engineering, manufacturing and
assembly capacities as well as precedence constraints. Their objective is to maximize the
revenues from accepted orders. Order revenues are proportional to workload. The paper
develops optimal and heuristic solutions to solve the MILP. The heuristic solutions are
about 10% inferior to the optimal ones. Lee & Kim (1998) develop a multi-period order
selection and loading model for a flexible manufacturing system. The objective is to
minimize earliness, tardiness and subcontracting costs. Computational studies use four
iterative procedures that are capacity reduction, bisection search, greedy method and
Lagrangian relaxation. The bisection search method, which adjusted aggregate shop
capacity up and down during the plan horizon, produces the lowest costs.
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Over-demanded production systems generate a large volume of information for making
order acceptance decisions. Since the decision has to be made in a short period of time, it
is usually neither possible nor effective to evaluate each piece of information in great
detail. A model to effectively sort out the available information in order to a) identify the
valuable pieces and b) estimate the value of each selected piece, in different production
settings, is very useful from a

production planner’s perspective. Ten Kate, (1994)

analyzes this problem by investigating whether order acceptance decisions based on
integrated models, requiring detailed scheduling information, or hierarchical models
using aggregate data, perform better and produce higher profits for the firm. His results
indicate that the model employing

detailed information used more irrelevant pieces of

information than the model based on aggregate data, since much of the scheduling
information generated at the time of order acceptance loses validity as time passes. Also,
generating repeated schedules and frequent changes at each order arrival introduces
nervousness in the system. The conclusion is that hierarchical models are more robust
and better suited to real-world applications, even though integrated models produced
higher profits in certain situations.

2.2.4 Other acceptance rules for order acceptance without routing
2.2.4.1 Order acceptance based on workload rules

The absence of routing makes order acceptance problems less computationally intensive
and therefore research in the no-routing case has often used optimization methods along
with metaheuristics like genetic algorithms and heuristics. Since optimization-based
procedures produce superior solutions compared to workload-based ones, their
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application, when computationally tractable, is preferred. Due to this, workload-based
order acceptance procedures, which are extensively used in scenarios with routing, are
used infrequently in no-routing scenarios. However, there are still many cases in the norouting case where optimal solutions are not computationally feasible and the use of
workload based procedures is useful.
Wester et al. (1992) cconsiders a make-to-order shop with single machine, which
produces multiple product types in batches. Set-up costs are incurred when shifting from
one product type to another. Three order acceptance methods are tested: monolithic,
hierarchical and myopic. The monolithic procedure uses information from detailed
scheduling of accepted orders and new orders. The hierarchical method uses total
workload level thresholds to accept or reject orders and produce detailed schedules of
accepted jobs. The myopic procedure uses an aggregate workload measure for job
acceptance but uses a dispatch method for scheduling. Their results lead to the conclusion
that joint optimization of order acceptance and scheduling procedure produces the best
results. Performance of workload-based rules can be improved significantly by being
more selective in considering incoming jobs. This is the basis of the rejection method for
achieving selectivity (see section 2.5). Ten Kate (1994) models the order acceptance
problem as a coordination problem between marketing and production management and
uses the integrated and hierarchical approaches to simulate production system behavior
under various shop-floor conditions. The author concludes that in most situations the
performance of both the models is similar. The difference between the approaches is only
evident for shop-floor conditions when orders have short due dates and capacity
utilization is high.
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Yoon & Nof (2011) design a coordination mechanism between production and sales
departments and use it to accept incoming orders. The coordination mechanism is based
on inserting the new order into existing production plans by switching the priorities of
previously accepted jobs. The switching is accomplished without violating the due date
commitments of previously accepted jobs. Computational studies show that the
coordination mechanism increased the order acceptance and capacity utilization rates by
10-15%.
2.2.4.2 Order acceptance based on learning

Arrendondo & Martinez (2010) models the order acceptance problem for an online maketo-order environment production environment. A firm facing heavy demand has three
options: accept, reject or negotiate an order. Order negotiation is valuable only if the
order, once accepted, increases short term average revenue per unit cost of installed
capacity. Though the authors do not explain the relative merits of this measure over other
metrics, they claim that maximizing marginal profit from capacity deployment is an
important shop-floor goal. Based on whether acceptance or rejection increases the short
term average revenue, the order gain value is calculated. Only orders above a critical
threshold gain value are accepted for further consideration. The threshold gain value is
dynamically adjusted by a learning algorithm. Accepted orders are evaluated for
scheduling feasibility. The feasible orders are accepted and infeasible orders are either
rejected or renegotiated based upon the order information and customer preferences.
Computational studies show that learning-based heuristics outperform other heuristics
under production conditions of heavy load and various order arrival distributions.
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2.2.4.3 Order Acceptance based on order costing

Due to the practical difficulty of applying relevant costs to an order acceptance decision,
there is limited literature on making order acceptance decisions purely on the basis of
costs. Wouters (1997) discuss the relevant costs to be considered for order acceptance
decisions. The author focuses on contribution margin as the metric to be evaluated for
order acceptance and discuss the use of contribution margins in various production
scenarios. For example, there are opportunity costs to investing available capacity in
other jobs or when additional capacity costs have to be incurred in order to complete the
order. The paper discusses implementation issues and adaptation under conditions of
uncertainty resource utilization and varying contribution margins. Uskonena & Tenhiälä
(2012)} discuss activity-based costing methods to evaluate urgent change orders. They
conclude that even though change order impose significant costs, their total impact can be
reduced by improving classification, time-fencing techniques and better order
information processing.
2.2.4.4 Order Acceptance based on inventory control

After receiving an order, firms have to make decisions about how to fulfill it. They have
various options to choose from. An assemble to order (ATO) firm can use semi
assembled goods inventory and schedule the remaining build of the product, or they can
choose from the finished goods inventory .They could also use the current master
production schedule and materials issued under it to schedule the order onto the floor or
they could use the available-to-promise part of the master production schedule to backfill
the order. Each of these options has costs and benefits that need to be evaluated in the
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context of the customer priority and profitability. Guerrero & Kern (1988) and Kern &
Guerrero (1990) develop models to enable managers to make this determination. After
this evaluation, if there are no profitable ways to fulfill the incoming order, they can
choose to reject it. Here managers choose the least-cost sources of supply to fulfill the
observed demand.

2.2.5 Order Acceptance based on Capacity
Due to the over-demanded nature of production capacity in order acceptance problems,
capacity should only be allocated to orders that are likely to bring highest profits. Order
acceptance procedures can thus be seen as capacity rationing devices. Researchers have
used this concept in developing order acceptance procedures for various production
environments. Patterson et al. (1997) develop a capacity rationing model for a
manufacturer producing two classes of products, with one class having higher profit per
unit capacity than the other. Two rationing procedures are used in the study. One
procedure (BSP) reserves capacity for the higher profitability products in a dynamic
fashion and updates available capacity after every allocation. The second procedure (FQ)
is static in nature and the rationed capacity is fixed at the start of the planning period
without further modification. Both models are tested against a base case of no rationing
and both rationing models outperform the no-rationing models. BSP produces superior
results but is information intensive and needs more user sophistication whereas the FQ
procedure is easier to use with lower informational needs. Given the informational needs
of building the rationing models, Balakrishnan et al. (1999) test for the robustness of the
model for different data sets and changes in forecast factors. Barut & Sridharan (2004)
use a decision theory approach to develop heuristics for capacity rationing for multiple
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classes of customers in a capacitated shop-floor. They evaluate the heuristics against the
base case of no rationing, and test them in production environments with variation in
order profits, capacity tightness, and customer order size, order rate structure, coefficient
of variation of order workload and order arrival rates. Their results show that rationingbased models produce, on average, 9.38% higher profits but a slight (.85%) reduction in
capacity utilization than models without rationing.
Roundy et al. (2005) develops an MILP model for capacity-based order acceptance in a
multistage batch manufacturing system characterized by setup costs, finished goods
inventories and multiple customer classes. When an order cannot be met from current
finished goods inventory, production must be scheduled for the order. A computational
study on small problems demonstrates a procedure that runs in reasonable time. For
larger problems, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and LP based heuristics are
developed. Herbots et al. (2007) develop a stochastic dynamic programming model for a
dynamic order acceptance and capacity planning problem. They jointly optimize order
acceptance and capacity allocation. Joint optimization produces higher profits than
sequential optimization. The model is further extended to consider both regular and nonregular capacity, due-date flexibilities, tardiness penalties and reinvestment revenues.
Hing et al. (2007) develop a Markov decision model with reinforcement learning for
capacity reservation under uncertainty. Reinforcement-learning models are effective in
reducing the time required to generate and test an effective decision-making rule. Models
based on reinforcement learning are relatively new in the order acceptance literature, and
this is a promising direction for future research.
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2.3 Order rejection without routing
The order acceptance problems analyzed in previous sections maximize either revenue or
profit by accepting a subset of available orders. To achieve this we require revenue and
cost information for every order. There are production environments where this may not
be possible, for example, in customer service call centers where incoming calls for
assistance do not generate revenue but bad handling of the call could lead to customer
dissatisfaction and loss of business. In such environments the goal is to minimize the cost
of bad customer experience instead of maximizing revenue. A focus on objectives that
reduce bad customer experience along with objectives that improve customer experience
(such as reduced makespan and smaller completion time) separates this literature from
the order acceptance literature covered in previous sections. Order rejection problems of
this type are studied extensively in the computer science literature, in order to study the
performance of microprocessors (servers) in completing computing tasks (orders). These
papers are markedly different from those discussed in previous sections, since they focus
more on technical characteristics of the problems and less on practitioner issues. This gap
points to significant opportunities for future research in applying this research to
business-oriented problems.

2.3.1 Introduction
Using rejection-based order acceptance methods increases the problem complexity but
improves the overall solution quality, as defined by competitive ratios. However, no
direct comparison of solutions with and without rejection has yet been attempted in this
literature. Six of the seventeen papers on rejection (see Table 8) focus on developing
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algorithms that improve the quality of the solution, and the remainder focus on adapting
an algorithm to various shop-floor conditions and improving the algorithm’s execution
speeds. In the papers that focus on improving solution quality, the algorithms first
separate out a rejection order set from the incoming orders ( for an online problem) or
from the available set of orders ( for an offline problem). The remaining orders are then
scheduled according to sequencing rules selected in accordance with the shop-floor
conditions. Subsequently, the algorithm checks to see whether adding back any of the
orders in the rejected set improves the solution quality. If it does then these orders are put
back into the solution, otherwise the rejected order set is discarded.

2.3.2 Solution Quality Vs Speed
The literature reviewed in this section falls into two categories. First, there are papers that
focus on improving the solution quality, by developing algorithms that can attain better
competitive ratios than previous solutions. In this section, papers use competitive analysis
to evaluate solution quality. Since competitive analysis is a study of worst-case outcomes
while facing an adaptive adversary, we are unable to assess the best-case or average-case
outcome from these models.
Secondly, there are papers that focus on solution speed by designing fast-executing
algorithms that reduce the computational complexity of existing solutions (see Table 8).
These algorithms strive for a tradeoff between solution quality and execution speed.
These methods are useful to scheduling practitioners since they can be used to study the
performance of the model in a multitude of shop-floor situations.
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2.3.3 Classification
One of the earliest papers that apply the idea of order rejection to scheduling problems, in
this survey, is Bartal et al. (2000). Since then, researchers have applied order rejection to
scheduling problems with various shop-floor, machine type, order type and the objective
function being optimized (see Tables 8 and 9). Based on the information available at the
time of decision making, papers that deal with order rejection without routing can be
classified as shown in Figure 5. The list of papers in each of these areas is presented in
Table 8. The rest of this subsection describes the job rejection literature based on these
characteristics.

2.3.4 Offline vs. Online models
Based on the information available at the time of making a rejection decision, models are
classified as offline or online (see Table 8). In the offline models, order rejection
decisions are made regarding the set of orders that have already arrived. Only after the
scheduling of accepted orders is complete will orders from the next set be considered for
scheduling.
In online models, orders arrive continuously over time and the decision maker has to
make a rejection decision without full knowledge of future order arrivals. Since the
arrival of a order is the trigger that sets off the decision-making process, these models are
called event-triggered models. In offline models, decision making is triggered at
predetermined intervals of time and hence these models are categorized as time-triggered
models (Dobrin, 2005)
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Bartal, et al. (2000) present algorithms for both the online and offline versions of the mparallel machine problem to show the impact of online arrivals on the competitive ratio.
They develop a 2- (1/m) competitive solution for an offline problem and a 1.707
competitive solution for the online version. Seiden (2001) solves the same problem with
preemption and shows that the offline version has a lower bound c≥2.1247, whereas the
online version has a bound of c≥2.38518. Sengupta (2003) solves the offline version of
the problem for the lateness and tardiness objective. Online models constitute a majority
of papers in the order rejection literature (12 out of 17 papers). Due to incomplete
information about future orders, models for the online problem are computationally more
complex than offline versions.

2.3.5 Shop Characteristics
Researchers have investigated order rejection in scheduling for various production
environments, including single machine and parallel machines with generalization to a
general m-machine case, for any arbitrary m. Approximation algorithms for order
rejection problems have also been developed for order shops and batch machine shops.
Hoogeveen et al. (2003) develop a solution by relaxing an LP model for an APXcomplex order shop problem and obtain a 1.58 competitive solution. Since order rejection
problems are NP-hard they are computationally complex even for single machine
problems (Sengupta, 2003). Further complexity is added by complicated shop-floor
setups. Bartal et al. (2000) contrast the case of two machines (upper bound c = 1.6183)
with that of three (c= 2) or more machines (c=2.099 for m=4 ). The solution quality
progressively decreases with addition of parallel machines.
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A majority of papers (10 out of 17, see Table 8) focus on the single-machine case.
However, most single machine papers also give results for m parallel machines. Bartal et
al. (2000) show that the competitive ratio increases from 1.707 for the two-machine case
to 2.0 for three machines. He & Min (2000) also show the c-ratio rising from s+1/s for
m=2 to s+2/s for m=3 . Lu et al. (2009) investigate the problem of parallel-batch
machine scheduling. They design a pseudo-polynomial solution with c≥2 in O (n2 ∑wj )
and a fully polynomial solution solvable in O (n4 /ε) . The contribution of this paper is the
consideration of the unbounded version of the batch machine problem. They design an
FPTAS approximation solution for the problem with competitive ratio c≥2.

2.3.6 Order Characteristics
Order characteristics include order properties like: preemption, order compression,
deterioration, release dates, precedence constraints and multiplicative rejection penalties.
Seiden (2001) studies the impact of preemption on the rejection problem. He
demonstrates that preemption reduces the lower bound of the competitive ratio from
2.38518 to 2.12457. He modifies Bartal’s RTP (α) algorithm to account for fractional
orders (possible due to preemption) to obtain a bound for the preemptive version of the
problem. Hoogeveen, et al. (2003) prove the existence of a pseudo-polynomial solution
for the preemptive version of the m-related machine case, for the objective of
minimization of makespan and order rejection costs. The authors develop a fully
polynomial-time approximation solution for this problem.
Engels et al. (2003) apply rejection to problems where orders have precedence
constraints. They obtain a

4.5 competitive ratio solution for
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1|rj ,perc|∑wjCj +∑ ej

whereas a uniform machine version of the problem without preemption

has a

competitive ratio of two. This competitive difference underscores the cost added by the
precedence constraints. Cao et al. (2006) introduces the idea of compressible order times,
where the processing time of the order is reducible by paying the appropriate
compression costs. They describe two versions of the compression problem: continuously
compressible order time and the discretely compressible version, and solve for the latter.
The main objectives are minimization of makespan and total weighted completion time.
The secondary objective is minimization of rejection costs and compression costs. In the
past, similar bi-criteria problems have been formulated using a simple additive model of
the two objective functions. Cao et al. (2006) test an alternative model where the primary
objective is minimized while the secondary objective is constrained. They develop a
pseudo- polynomial solution for the problem, which is solvable in O (n2 Pmax ) and upon
relaxation obtain a solution procedure with complexity of O ( (1+ε)2 n log Pmax log (n2
Pmax Wm)) . They also develop a greedy heuristic to minimize the sum of weighted
completion time plus total compression costs. Analysis show that the greedy solution has
a bounded worse case and works well for the general problem.
Cheng & Sun (2009) introduce order deterioration, where the processing time of the order
increases as a function of time in the system. They analyze the problem for a variety of
objective functions such as minimizing lateness (min. Lmx) and tardiness (min.Tmax ),
weighted completion times

and

minimizing makespan. They develop a pseudo-

polynomial time solution for the makespan problem along with an fully polynomial
approximation solvable in O (n2). For the weighted- completion time problem, orders are
first arranged in descending order of bj / wj * (1+bj) (bj = revenue and wj =resource cost)
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and earliest due date (EDD) for the Lmax and Tmax problems. Lu, et al. (2008) study the
impact of introducing order release dates

(rj) ). They develop a two-competitive

algorithm for a single machine case. Lu, et al. (2009) extend this work by applying
release times to orders for a parallel batch machine, and develop

a dynamic

programming algorithm.

2.3.7 Machine Characteristics
The order rejection option has been used in scheduling problems with identical, uniform
and unrelated machines (see Table 9). The complexity of the solution increases as we
move from identical machines to unrelated machine problems. Hoogeveen et al. (2003)
provide proofs for the NP hardness of these problems and calculate bounds for the
competitive ratios of their solutions. Dósa & He (2006) develop solutions for the
preemptive and non-preemptive version of a uniform two- machine case. They introduce
the PMPT (α) rejection scheme and modify the list scheduling solution (LS (α) ) from
He & Min (2000) to obtain a lower bound with a competitive ratio of .5+ (.25+ 1/s) ½ for
s≥1 where (s is the machine speed) . Hoogeveen,et al. (2003) focus on the problem of
unrelated machines with preemption. This problem is APX-complex and is harder than
the equivalent version of identical and related machines which are NP-hard. Dósa & He
(2006) introduce the idea of replacement machine costs. They formulate the singlemachine problem with rejection such that for every order acceptance, extra capacity is
purchased in defined increments. The cost of this purchase is then added to the
processing costs in order to establish the net benefit for every order acceptance. Though
they do not discuss an approximation algorithm for the problem, they compute the
bounds for the competitive value to be greater than two.
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2.3.8 Objective functions
The order rejection literature evaluates the value of the rejection option primarily as a
cost minimization tool. None of the papers use revenue or profit in their objective
function. In keeping with the cost minimization theme this set of papers examine the
trade-off between the various costs such as:


Processing costs



Rejection costs



Compression costs



Machine purchase costs



Order delivery costs



Inventory carrying costs

The last two costs are dealt with by Lu et al. (2008), where delivery truck constraints
force the manufacturer to carry inventory if production is scheduled too far in advance.
This is the only paper in this group that considers inventory in their models.
Due to the focus on cost minimization, the most common objective in this literature is to
minimize the sum of makespan costs and rejection costs. Another reason to use makespan
is that it is logical to expect order rejection to reduce capacity utilization, and makespan
objectives relate to utilization measures. However, Engels, et al. (2003) and Sengupta
(2003) consider alternative objective functions such as weighted completion times
(∑wjCj) and maximum lateness/ tardiness objectives (Lmax and Tmax). Cao et al. (2006)
consider the impact of processing time compression and its costs on a weighted
completion time objective. Similarly Cheng & Sun (2009) consider the impact of
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increased processing costs due to order deterioration on tardiness/lateness objectives.
Sengupta (2003) develops a ε-approximate formulation for lateness objectives since the
negative objective function does not lend itself to rounding techniques in a dynamic
program.
Review of the order rejection literature opens up possibilities of identifying future
directions of work in this field. There is a need to develop a more diverse set of models to
evaluate the value of the rejection option vis-à-vis other order acceptance tools such as
due-date management. Use of order rejection in multi-period models, where a rejection in
one period could lead to lower order volumes in future, is another possible extension. The
study of order rejection as a strategic option, rather than a tactical one, opens further
areas of enquiry such as when rejection is useful and how it can be deployed, what are the
negative externalities of using the rejection option and how those can be mitigated.
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2.4 Order acceptance based on Intra-firm negotiation

Another area of order acceptance research is the modeling of the order negotiation
process. Where the other streams of acceptance literature focus on improving the order
acceptance method and the coordination between marketing and production functions,
this set of papers focuses on improving the structure and method of negotiating for an
order, in a multi-enterprise setting.
Calossoa, et al. (2003) develop three MILP models for standardized negotiation in a
three-tier supply chain setting, with customers, level one and level two suppliers. They
break the negotiation process into three phases: information phase, negotiation phase and
settlement phase. Each phase has its own informational needs. The overall model
considers a given order from the perspective of the firm’s capacity, supplier’s capacity,
outsourcing costs and planned future order flow in every time horizon bucket. The
objective functions are profit, resource utilization and workload leveling. The three-level
models are solved sequentially with the highest level model dealing with system level
parameters at the highest level. The paper provides many directions for future research on
negotiation models.
Lee et al. (2004) develop a time-bound framework for negotiating and decision support
for a virtual enterprise which is defined as an organization composed of several business
partners sharing costs and resources for the purpose of producing a product or service. An
agent-based decision modeling technique is used, first to develop a negotiation protocol
and then to use the negotiation information to make decisions. Agent-based models are
used to model very complex systems with multiple actors and numerous interactions. The
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negotiation models focus on designing strategies for each player based upon the evolving
production situation and the strategies adopted by the others in the network. Strategies
may include decisions on frequency of purchase, size of each order, discounts,
outsourcing and possible cancellation costs. Four models are developed for modeling the
interactions among the three agents. Depending on the production environment, and the
context within which the three agents interact, any combination of the models could be
used to design a negotiation protocol and decision support system. A genetic algorithm is
suggested for faster execution of the order acceptance model. A computational study is
conducted on the proposed genetic algorithm for order sets of varying sizes.
Alarcón et al. (2009) analyzes the problem of order coordination in collaborative selling
networks (SNs). An SN is a group of firms that coordinate with each other, to sell a
bundled product (e.g. product and a service bundled together).The efficiency of the sales
process depends on the effectiveness of the collaborative processes. One of the key
collaborative processes is the order promising process (OPP). A conceptual framework
for the OPP is defined, along with key elements and structures. By using the conceptual
framework, SN members can identify key aspects of a collaborative OPP and design their
process accordingly, to maximize client satisfaction and SN efficiency. The inter-firm
order acceptance literature is a relatively new line of research in order acceptance and is a
promising direction for future research.
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CHAPTER 3- MOTIVATION FOR RESEARCH
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1 this thesis is motivated by the order acceptance problem at a
leading tire manufacturing firm in India. Tire manufacturing is a capital intensive
industry requiring large specialized machines for various chemical and physical
processes. Based on Taylor’s typology (Taylor, et al., 1981) of process industries, from a
batch/mix type to a pure process/flow type, tire manufacturing can be characterized
(Figure 7) by high production speed, low product complexity, short set up times and a
limited number of processing steps. Due to the capital-intensive nature of tire production,
capacity is relatively inflexible over the short term. As per Taylor’s two-dimensional
typology (Figure 7), tire manufacturing is a high-volume differentiated product with
medium material flow complexity. Tire manufacturing is closer to a process/flow shop
than a batch/ mix type shop-floor on the one-dimensional typology for process industries
(Figure 8). Due to capacity constraints, process/flow industries tend to adopt production
control systems based on order acceptance procedures that allocate bottleneck capacity to
the most profitable set of orders (Bertrand, et al., 1990).
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To understand the order acceptance process at the tire manufacturing firm, this chapter
first describes the manufacturing process and identifies the key elements of the business
scenario within which the firm operates.

3.2 Manufacturing Process
The tire manufacturing process (Figure 6) begins with mixing (step①) natural rubber
and carbon black with other chemicals like styrene butadiene, polybutadiene and silica.
Anti-oxidants are also added to enhance the properties of raw rubber. The mixing is
conducted at a high temperature in a mixing machine called the Banbury. Next, the
rubber compound is used to prepare the bead wire and tread (step②) through the
extrusion process. This step also provides for a second round of mixing and cooling after
the extrusion process. Parallel to the tread and bead wire preparation process, nylon
fabric goes through the process called calendaring (step ③) whereby rubber compound is
applied to both sides of the fabric and is rolled into sheets called ply. Ply is then cut
according to the requirements of each tire.
The next step (step ④)is the building of the green uncured tire by combining the ply,
steel belt and tread along with sidewall and bead wire on the tire building machine. The
tire-building machine combines the various elements, via strip winding methods, while
rolling the ply on a fast spinning drum. The green tire can be stored for some time
(step⑤) before it is cured or vulcanized. However, utmost care must be maintained
during storage so as to avoid contaminants from degrading the properties of the green
tire. Green tire making and curing are the bottlenecks in this production process.
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The next step (⑥) is to cure the tire in the curing machine by application of heat and
pressure. This allows natural rubber and the other chemicals to react and expand the tire
to fill the mold while also giving it strength. Under high pressure and temperature the
various components fuse together to form the solid tire. The tire is then sent to the
trimming machine (step ⑦) to cut and reform any tire components that have not fused
together completely. The finished tire is taken to the endurance testing machine to check
for faults. After the testing process (step ⑧) the tire is ready to be packed and prepared
for delivery.

3.3 Business Scenario
The firm operates in a competitive business environment and is rated among the top five
tire companies in India in terms of annual gross revenues. The firm produces tires for
various vehicles such as: trucks, buses, light commercial vehicles, automobiles and
agricultural tractors. Truck and bus tires constitute about 80% of the output by volume.
These tires have the highest profit margins since they contribute over 50% of the overall
firm profit annually.
The firm segments its customers into two broad categories

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) - These are manufacturers of trucks
and buses who use tires as a component product.



Replacement market or After market- These are tires sold through tire retail
stores

The firm handles tire requirements of eight OEM truck and bus manufacturers. OEM’s
typically have annual supply contracts (two years in some cases) with the firm. They get
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bulk discounts proportional to the length of the supply contracts. However, if the firm
rejects an OEM order, the OEM charges an order rejection penalty at the time of contract
expiry. The rejection penalty is assessed as a percentage of the sales prices of all rejected
orders over the contract period. Penalties are also applied if the firm fails to meet OEM
order due dates.
The replacement tire market is dominated by independent multi-brand retailers. Due to
the fragmented nature of the retailing industry, none of the retailers command a dominant
share of the market. Therefore the retailers tend to place smaller and more infrequent
orders compared to the OEM clients. As a result the firm does not have long-term
relationships with the tire retail chains and most of the purchasing in this segment is done
on a transactional basis. Due to this the aftermarket customers are not offered the
discounted pricing structure that is available to the OEM clients. The firm can accept or
reject the retail orders without incurring order rejection costs since the retail chains can
quickly purchase a similar product from a competitor. Aftermarket customers impose
price discounts if the firm is unable to meet order delivery dates. Penalties for missing
due dates are higher for aftermarket customers than for OEM clients. There are no
earliness penalties and both customers can take early deliveries if necessary.
Though the OEM customers get price discounts and impose penalties if deliveries do not
meet their requirements, it is still profitable to service this market segment because it
reduces the need to launch expensive marketing campaigns and staff a national
marketing infrastructure required for generating sales through the retail outlets. Another
factor in favor of the OEM segment is that many automobile customers prefer to replace
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their original tires with the OEM brand, and therefore presence in the OEM segment is
likely to generate spill over into the aftermarket business.

3.4 Ordering Process
The OEM annual volume contracts require them to purchase a predefined quantity of
tires during the course of the year, in a series of orders placed over the one-year interval.
There is a lot of variability in the timing and quantity of each of these orders due to OEM
business cycles, market promotion campaigns and new product introductions. Ordering
in the aftermarket segment is also variable in terms of time and quantity. However, there
is a surge in orders around the middle and at the end of the month. In both market
segments, customers expect the firm to convey the order acceptance/rejection decision
shortly after receiving the order.

3.5 Production Planning Model
The firm’s production process is modeled as a discrete flow shop because of the discrete
nature of the end product, the sequence of the processing tasks and the routing of
materials through the shop-floor. The firm operates on a make-to-order basis with orders
from two customer types. Since truck and bus tires form the bulk of the production and
profit of the firm, this study focuses only on this product line. Orders from the two
customer types (OEM and retail) are considered two separate products due to special
build and markings required for the OEM tires. The extra markings do not add any
production time to the process. However, due to the different set of molds required for
OEM tires, there is a set-up required on the curing machine. This set-up is only required
when alternating between the two types of customer orders. If consecutive orders of the
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same customer type are being processed, the curing machine does not require a set-up but
it still needs to be cleaned and tuned before processing the order. Since the time to set the
curing machine for a different customer order type and cleaning it up for processing an
order of the same type are comparable, it allows us to combine the set-up time with the
order processing time without treating the set-up time as sequence dependent.
The production planning model (Figure 9) representing the tire firm diagrams the order
completion process on the shop-floor. Due to the existence of a static bottleneck (the tire
building and curing process), the production floor can be modeled as a single-machine
shop. Incoming orders first go through an order acceptance process after which the
accepted orders are converted into production orders. Every customer order is converted
into a unique production order and placed in a production queue which has infinite
capacity, that is, it can hold any number of orders. The queue is common for both types
of products (OEM and Retail) and consists of two sequential queues: the pre-shop queue
and shop release queue.
The shop release queue consists of orders that have been released to the shop-floor. These
orders are already committed to production and cannot be reprioritized if a new order
were to arrive at the firm. The pre-shop pool consists of orders that have been accepted
but not committed to the shop-floor and can be reprioritized. The production process in
the firm is non-preemptive and once an order starts processing, it cannot be interrupted.

3.6 Production Control Process Models and Order Acceptance Models
This section presents a brief overview of past order acceptance models and describes
how the models used in this research evolved from them. As discussed in section 2.1, the
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theory of workload control approaches the order acceptance problem as a component of
the larger production control problem. The basic philosophy is that by reducing work in
process inventories we can bring more predictability to the order flow time and thereby
achieve better control of the manufacturing process. The key stages of such a production
control systems are: customer enquiry, order entry, order release, and shop-floor
management (Figure 10 Figure 11). Each of these phases use an input and output control
to manage the flow of order at the given stage (Figure 12). The input controls regulate the
flow of orders into a stage and the output controls regulate their outflow from a stage
which consists of capacity management.
As shown in Figure 12, this approach uses order acceptance as one of the input control
mechanisms at the order entry stage. Some researchers (Ebadian, et al., 2008; Kingsman
& Hendry, 2002; Moreira & Alves, 2009; Breithaup, et al., 2002) have focused on
evaluating how various order acceptance procedures, when used in conjunction with
different types of controls in the other stages, improve the production performance of the
shop floor. Since order acceptance is part of a multi–stage production control process,
these order acceptance models are referred to as production control process models in
this thesis.
Other approaches to order acceptance focus exclusively on the order acceptance control
(in the order entry stage) or on the order acceptance control along with one of the other
types of controls (order release, pre-shop pool sequencing or dispatching) from the latter
stages of production control process. Bergamschi et al. (1997) review the research
focusing on order acceptance and order release controls. Slotnick & Morton (1996) and
Lewis & Slotnick (2002) focus on order acceptance and order sequencing (pre-shop pool
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management stage), while Patterson, et al. (1997) focus exclusively on capacity-based
order acceptance mechanisms without any of the other production controls. Due to their
exclusive focus on the performance of the order acceptance mechanism, these models
will be referred to as order acceptance models in this thesis.
Researchers using the production process control models have largely focused on the
question of identifying the type and combination of process controls that can achieve the
best shop-floor performance. The performance measures in this stream of literature focus
on operational metrics such as due date performance of accepted orders, maximum
tardiness, number of late orders, flow time, manufacturing lead time and average workin-process inventory levels. Production process models have been developed for different
shop-floor configurations and production conditions.
Due to the narrower focus of order acceptance models, researchers in this stream have
been able to focus on a wide range of questions such as operational performance of the
shop-floor (Raaymakers, et al., 2000), revenue maximization (Deng, et al., 2008; Kolisch,
1998) , cost minimization (Wu & Chen, 1996) and profit maximization (Barut &
Sridharan, 2004; Pourbabi, 1989). Researchers have also developed order acceptance
models for multi-period production situations (Lewis & Slotnick, 2002) and models
based on order cost (Leitch, et al., 2005).
Another stream of research focuses on the interaction between the different production
controls. Order acceptance models have been developed to study the interaction between
order acceptance and order sequencing (Wester, et al., 1992; Kate, 1994). The interaction
between customer enquiry/order negotiation stage and order acceptance has been
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modeled by Charnsirisakskul et al. (2006a&b). Motivated by this stream of research, this
thesis studies the profitability of the interaction between a modified order acceptance
control and pre-shop pool order sequencing.
Using an immediate release mechanism (Wester, et al., 1992) and (Kate, 1994) develop
three order acceptance models to study the interaction between order acceptance control
and order scheduling. This interaction is based on the amount of information exchanged
between the two components. The integrated model uses the maximum amount of
information exchange between the two components, followed by the hierarchical model.
The myopic model which schedules the orders based upon a dispatch priority uses the
least amount of information exchange. The authors conclude that except in few scenarios
(when lead times and demand uncertainty are low) the hierarchical model does equally
well or slightly better than the integrated model in terms of capacity utilization,
percentage of tardy orders and overall tardiness costs. Both models outperform the
myopic models. This result was counter to expectations, as one would have expected the
more updated and detailed information of the integrated model to outperform hierarchical
models based on aggregate information. However, Ten Kate (1994) discusses the use of
redundant information in making order acceptance decisions by the integrated model.
This redundant information reduces the profitability of the overall solution even though
the quantity of information exchanged is large. Barut & Sridharan (2004), Arrendondo &
Martinez (2010) and Balakrishnan et al. (1999) have suggested that a more selective
acceptance process could improve the profitability of the order acceptance process
models by reducing the use of irrelevant information.
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Separate and hitherto unrelated streams of research in the computer science literature
focus on the problem of selecting orders to execute on a microprocessor. Although this
literature does not refer to the research on order acceptance, the nature of the problem is
similar to the order acceptance problem in a production environment. The orders (often
computing orders) in the computer science research do not have revenues and incur
rejection costs if they are not accepted for processing. These two features distinguish this
stream of research from the order acceptance literature. The rejection costs used in these
problems are similar in nature to the OEM order rejection costs at the tire company.
This thesis uses the order rejection insights to develop a two-step order acceptance
process to improve the selection of orders and reduce the problem of redundant
information for making order acceptance decisions. The elimination of redundant
information is expected to improve the ability select the best set of orders through the use
of the order acceptance models. The first step of the two-step acceptance model is a
screening step based on a preliminary order evaluation and the second step is an
acceptance-based detailed order evaluation.


Preliminary order evaluation (Screening step): The goal of this step is to choose a
subset of orders that are good candidates for detailed evaluation. In situations where
demand is much higher than capacity it is likely to be impractical to evaluate all
incoming orders in a detailed manner. This is time consuming and, as indicated by
(Ten Kate, 1994), introduces a lot of nervousness in the system which degrades the
performance of the order acceptance process model. The preliminary evaluation
procedure is based on the order profits (Balakrishnan, et al., 1999)and overall
profitability (Arrendondo & Martinez, 2010).
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Detailed evaluation (Acceptance step): The goal of this step is to accept or reject an
order after considering the rewards and penalties associated with the incoming
order. This step can interface either sequentially or jointly with the scheduling system
in order to make the required determination. There are various methods of detailed
order evaluation. The least computationally intensive method is to use workload
based rules, which evaluate an order based on its total processing time and use a
combination of rules to limit the workload accepted into the production system.
Accepted orders are then scheduled based on one of two scheduling procedures.
Another approach is to test the profitability of accepting the new order by scheduling
it with all of the previously accepted orders and computing the rewards and penalties
associated with the resulting completion time. If the net benefit is positive then the
order is accepted. This method requires a complete rescheduling of the production
order queue every time a new order arrives and can be computationally intensive. Yet
another approach to detailed scheduling is to insert the new order into the currently
accepted sequence of production orders. If the insertion is feasible without any (or
with minimum) impact, then the order is accepted.

Currently the tire manufacturing firm uses a single-stage order acceptance process.
Acceptance is based on workload rules and they use dispatch rules to prioritize orders in
the pre-shop pool. The ease of use of workload rules and the flexibility of the dispatch
scheduling procedure are cited as the reasons for using the current procedure.
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3.7 Research objectives
The objective of this research is to study the impact of a two-stage order acceptance
process on the profitability of the tire company described in sections (3.1-3.3). The study
will evaluate the effectiveness of introducing the screening step by testing three order
acceptance models and evaluating their profitability. Finally, model performance will be
studied under various production conditions in order to test the robustness of the results
and generate managerial insights.
In order to study the impact of the two-stage order acceptance model, we begin by
validating the results of previous research regarding the performance of hierarchical,
integrated and myopic order acceptance models under the reward and penalty structure at
the tire firm. We then evaluate the impact of using a two–step acceptance process on
order acceptance models with different acceptance rules and scheduling methods. We
also test the effectiveness of alternative methods of conducting the preliminary order
evaluation step.
Finally, we test the various acceptance models by evaluating their performance in
different production conditions by varying order characteristics such as: ratios of
tardiness costs, rejection penalties and processing costs, due date tightness and overall
demand levels.
The following research questions will be investigated in this study:
1. For online order arrivals, under the given reward and penalty characteristics, which
model (hierarchical, integrated or myopic) produces the highest profit when using a
single-step order acceptance process?
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2. What is the impact on firm profits of using a two-step order acceptance process for
the three order acceptance models? Which model performs the best under these
conditions?
3. What is the relative impact of using different procedures in the preliminary
evaluation stage of the two-stage order acceptance process and which of two rejection
methods (profit based or profitability based) performs better?
4. What is the impact of using alternative acceptance procedures and scheduling
procedures on overall firm profits and which model performs the best under these
conditions?
5. What is the impact of varying environmental conditions such as:
a. demand characteristics: high and low demand conditions
b. reward and penalty characteristics : various levels of rewards and penalties
c. due date tightness : high and low level of due date tightness
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3.8 Research Design
This section lays out the structure of the computational study which will be discussed in
greater detail in the following sections. The order acceptance rule along with the
scheduling procedure and order release mechanism form the basic components of our
order acceptance model (Figure 13). This thesis uses the immediate release mechanism,
where orders awaiting processing are released immediately to the shop-floor upon
completion of the previous order, and the three types of acceptance models: hierarchical,
integrated and myopic models developed by Wester et al., (1992) (Figure 14). These
three types of models are evaluated and then enhanced with the screening step to increase
contribution to profitability.
The model that provides the highest profits and is robust across a wide range of demand
characteristics, order characteristics and shop-floor conditions is considered the best
model for the tire company. Since performance may vary depending on the problem
characteristics, the best order acceptance model for the tire manufacturing firm may not
be the best for other companies in the industry.
After selecting the best of three order acceptance models for the tire company, we
modify them by introducing a two-stage acceptance rule consisting of a preliminary
evaluation and detailed evaluation step (Figure 15). The objective here is to enhance the
selectivity of the acceptance process. Since the detailed evaluation step is
computationally intensive, especially in the integrated model, by reducing the number of
orders that need detailed evaluation we reduce the computational effort required for order
acceptance.
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As noted earlier, order acceptance models consist of an acceptance rule and an order
scheduling (sequencing and dispatching) procedure. In the integrated model an order is
accepted only if it increases overall firm profits. Alternatively, we can say that the order
acceptance rule for the integrated model is that the change in system profit, upon the
acceptance of a new order, must be positive. This is referred to as the SysProf (positive
system profit) rule in this thesis. The hierarchical and myopic models use acceptance
rules based on aggregate production system variables such as total system workload or
workload on order route. Unlike in the integrated model, the acceptance rules in the
hierarchical and myopic models do not provide any immediate information about the
impact of order acceptance on overall firm profits.
To study the impact of a two-step order acceptance rule on overall firm profits, this thesis
considers different rejection schemes,designed to reject orders that do not provide some
minimum level of benefits, thus preventing them from being considered for a detailed
evaluation. The level of the minimum benefit required and the method of computing that
benefit form the core of each rejection scheme. After incorporating the rejection schemes,
the order acceptance model that provides the highest overall profit will be considered
most appropriate for the tire manufacturer. Finally, the performance of the different order
acceptance models will be studied for robustness under varying operational conditions
such as: price, due date, processing cost and the tardiness and rejection penalties. The
research design (Figure 16) shows how the performance of the three types of order
acceptance models will be evaluated in the computational study.
The integrated model is tested by varying rejection procedures and scheduling methods
for the SysProf acceptance rule. In the Hierarchical and Myopic models, all three
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components of the order acceptance model (rejection procedures, acceptance rules and
scheduling procedures) are varied. The impact of the changes in rejection procedures,
acceptance rules and scheduling methods is evaluated over a range of demand, order due
date tightness and order penalty conditions
The rejection methods, scheduling procedures and acceptance rules used in the
computational study will be discussed in the next section.

3.8.1 Notation

The following notation is used for the order acceptance models in this thesis.
j = index of the order j (order number)

wj = revenue obtained from order j

rj =arrival time of order j

β = fraction of revenues charged as lateness penalty

βj = β* wj = lateness penalty for order j

k = fraction of revenues charged as production cost

pj = processing time of order j

kj = k* wj = processing costs for order j

dj = due date of order j

e j = rejection costs of order j

sj = Slack time of the order j

Y j = 0 or 1 indicating if order j is rejected or accepted

aj = start time of order j

∏ 0j = Profitability of order j as per the schedule generated
at order arrival time

Cj = completion time of order j

∏ tj= Profitability of order j (if scheduled) at time (t)

∏Total = total overall profits

Δ∏JTotal= increase in overall profit by including order j

TS = Tardiness cost of schedule

Zo = Overall order acceptance profit

P= total processing time of accepted orders

E = total rejection costs of rejected orders

W = total revenue of all accepted orders

N= set of all received orders
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To study the performance of two-step order acceptance we construct three order
acceptance models using two acceptance rules, two scheduling methods and two rejection
procedures. In this section we describe these procedures in detail (refer to Figure 16).
The different types of costs (tardiness, rejection and processing) for the computational
study are calculated as a percentage of the order revenues. The OEM tire orders have a
rejection cost but the aftermarket orders do not. The due dates for both types of orders are
a function of their order processing time:
dj= f (pj).
This is true in many business situations where larger orders require more time to
complete. At the tire company the due dates for OEM orders are much longer compared
to their processing time but the in aftermarket orders the due dates are much tighter.
Within the set of OEM orders, due dates are much tighter if the OEM relationship is
relatively new and there is a less trust between the two parties.
In the tire company the revenues (wj) are a function of the processing time (pj) and due
dates (dj)). Revenues are directly proportional to the processing time and inversely related
to the order due dates. In routine business situations, complex orders requiring long
processing times are likely to earn higher revenues. Also, rush orders with tight deadlines
are priced higher than orders executed under more relaxed due date guidelines. As for the
costs, the processing costs (kj ) are proportional to the processing time of each order (pj)
{kj = f(pj). These costs are directly related to capacity and raw material utilization and
increase in proportion to the usage of firm resources.
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3.8.1.1 Integrated model
The overall goal of the order acceptance process is to maximize firm profits. Profit
maximization can be viewed in light of the following tradeoffs. There is an incentive,
especially for marketing departments, to maximize revenues by accepting orders without
regard to production capacity. Similarly, rejection penalties increase the incentive to
accept orders. However, order acceptance in excess of production capacity leads to
backlogs and increased tardiness which reduce profit. In an optimal production schedule,
the addition of a new order either increases total tardiness (and tardiness penalties) or
leaves total tardiness unchanged. However, for non-optimal scheduling procedures the
relationship between total tardiness and number of accepted orders depends on the
effectiveness of the solution procedure.
The objective function used in this study defines total profits as total revenues less the
sum of tardiness and rejection penalties. Therefore, if the best available production
schedule that includes the new order increases total tardiness penalties in excess of the
revenues brought in by the new order, it is optimal to reject it. This also implies that to
maximize profits, the order acceptance process must employ a scheduling procedure that
minimizes total tardiness. At the tire company, tardiness penalties are proportional to
revenues and the total tardiness penalty is the sum of tardiness penalties of all accepted
orders. Therefore, the scheduling procedure must minimize total weighted tardiness. For
this reason we use total weighted tardiness as the objective for the scheduling component
of the integrated order acceptance model.
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The integrated model uses the scheduling procedure to generate a new schedule when
each order arrives. The scheduling procedure determines the completion time of the order
depending on the schedule generated by including the new order along with all the
previously accepted orders. Profits at arrival depend on the best available order schedule
generated by including the new order and can be calculated as:
∏0j = Yj [wj - kj - βj (Cj - dj)+ ] - (1- Yj ) ej

(1)

Where Yj = 1 if the order is accepted and 0 otherwise.
Aftermarket orders have ej =0 and OEM orders have nonzero ej penalties.
If the order is accepted (1) reduces to:
∏0j = [wj - kj - βj (Cj - dj)+ ]

(2)

If the order is rejected (1) reduces to:
∏0j=-ej

(3)

Combining (1) to (3) we see that if we were to look myopically at a new order it is
preferable to accept that order as long as (2) > (3).
[wj - kj - βj (Cj - dj)+ ] > - ej
Rearranging the terms we get the expression for the critical completion time of the
order(tcrit):
Cj < dj + (wj - kj + ej )/ βj

(4)
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The completion time in expression (4) is called the Critical completion time Cjcrit. (Figure
17)
However, to completely evaluate the impact of accepting an order we must evaluate the
impact of order acceptance on the total firm profit. The total firm profit, at the instant
order j arrives, is calculated as the sum of the profits (loss) from order j and all the
previously accepted orders.
∏Total = ∏0j +
The term

∏tj Ʉ i ɛ N

(5)

∏tj is the sum of profits of previously accepted orders as calculated by

the new schedule generated upon the arrival of order j.
If the total system profit (∏Total) computed after the arrival of order j is larger than profit
without j, then we conclude that accepting order j increases overall system profit.
The acceptance rule 1 for order j in the integrated model (see Figure 16, integrated
model) is:
∏Total (N U j) > ∏Total (N )

(6)

From (6) we have : Δ∏JTotal= ∏Total (N U j) - ∏Total (N )
SysProf rule for order acceptance in the integrated model can be stated as :
Δ∏JTotal > 0

(7)

The profit generated from an order and the increase in tardiness costs due to its
acceptance is dependent on the schedule. Therefore a scheduling procedure that looks
exhaustively to find the best possible schedule to achieve this is desirable. However, we
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know that the weighted tardiness problem is NP-Hard (Du & Leung, 1990). The
computational requirements for such a procedure in a production environment with the
order volume at the tire company will be very high. Also, the time required to achieve
this given the computational resources available on the company shop-floor would likely
be too long. Therefore, in this study the integrated order acceptance model uses two
different heuristic scheduling procedures :
a) Detailed Beam search (Valente & Alves, 2008)
b) Modified Lawler heuristic (Chen 2004)
The goal of the scheduling procedure is to minimize total weighted tardiness of the order
schedule. In the integrated model, schedule generation is triggered by the arrival of a new
order. Therefore the set of orders to be scheduled includes all previously accepted orders
plus the new order. All the orders being scheduled are available at the time of schedule
generation. Therefore the scheduling problem reduces to the static weighted tardiness
problem (SWTP). The objective is to minimize the total cost of tardiness penalties.
Ts=Minimize

+

for Ʉ jε (NUj)

(8)

Subject to no overlap constraints: Cj+1= Cj + pj
The steps to execute the two heuristic scheduling procedures are described next.
a. Detailed Beam search (Valente & Alves , 2008)
The beam search method consists of a truncated branch-and-bound where only a
partial set of the most promising nodes are retained for further branching. The number
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of promising candidates called the beam width is used to control the size of the search
space that is evaluated for the end result.
Since the procedure is barred from revisiting discarded nodes at each level of the tree,
it is critical to select the right beam width. Apart from selecting the right beam width,
the other important part of this procedure is to choose an appropriate evaluation
function to select the candidate nodes to be included in the beam. This study uses the
total tardiness cost evaluation of the constructed sequence as the evaluation function.
The Apparent Tardiness Cost(ATC) dispatch rule is used to construct the complete
sequence for each partial node in the tree. The steps of the process are detailed below:
N0= root node of the branch-and-bound consisting of all the orders
Set B= set of nodes retained in the beam search for further branching
Set C= set of offspring nodes
BW = the selected beam width
Step 1: Initialize: Set B = N0 Set C = Ф


Branch from all the elements in B to generate the corresponding children



Compute a bound on the optimal total tardiness cost for the sequence at the
node by completing the sequence using ATC dispatch priority ordering of the
remaining orders and computing the cost of the sequence using order
completion time and order tardiness cost



Select BW child nodes with the least total tardiness cost and add them to C



Set B = N0

Step 2: Node selection:


Select the best BW nodes in C and add them to B
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Set C = Ф

Step3 Stopping condition


If the nodes in B are leaf nodes(contain full sequence of orders) select the
node with the lowest total tardiness cost as the best sequence found and stop



Otherwise go to Step 2

b. Modified Lawler Heuristic (Chen et al., 2005)
The Lawler heuristic to reduce total weighted tardiness is designed as a fast executing
heuristic of at most O (n2) complexity and is (n-1) approximate . The steps of the
heuristic are as below:
Step 1: Modify all the order due dates by setting dj”= max{pj , dj}
Step 2: Let J= {J1, J2… Jn} be the set of all previously accepted orders and P = sum
of processing times of accepted orders. Set k= n
Step 3: Pick Jj from J such that wj*max (0,P- dj”) is minimum among all orders in J.
Set the priority of Jj =n
Step 4: Set k= n-1, J= {J1, J2… Jn}-{ Jj } and P=P- pj
Step 5: If k=0 Stop otherwise return to step 3
Of the two scheduling procedures, beam search is computationally more intensive but is
expected to produce better results. By using these procedures in the scheduling
component of the order acceptance model, we can study the value of investing in
exhaustive scheduling techniques that have a higher solution quality but are
computationally intensive vis-à-vis techniques that are computationally less intensive but
have lower solution quality. It is intuitive that low tardiness penalties will reduce the
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incentive for using optimal scheduling techniques since tardiness penalties will detract
less from profits. However, this may lead to an increased rate of order acceptance which
could lead to a considerable number of orders becoming tardy. The large number of tardy
orders could add up to significant tardiness penalties even if the penalty per order may be
low.
Another argument in favor of using a less computationally intensive scheduling
procedure is that since the acceptance rule, in the integrated model, selects any order that
increases overall system profits regardless of the amount of the increase, there is little
incentive to look exhaustively for a schedule that maximizes the incremental order profit
(Δ∏JTotal). However, depending on the order due-date and processing time characteristics,
it is increasingly difficult to generate profitable schedules as the number of accepted
orders in the system increase. In such a scenario a less exhaustive scheduling procedure is
unlikely to find profitable schedules and will therefore reject new orders, which could
reduce overall firm profits. This is an argument in favor of increased investment in
exhaustive scheduling procedures.
In view of these tradeoffs this study will investigate the relationship between the
sophistication of the scheduling procedure and overall profit to evaluate the conditions
under which increased investment in a scheduling procedure results in higher firm profits.
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3.8.1.2 Hierarchical model
The hierarchical model uses predefined acceptance rules, based on aggregate production
system parameters, to accept incoming orders. The accepted orders are scheduled using
the same methods as the integrated model in section 3.8.1.1. This thesis uses two
different acceptance rules to study the impact of using different production system
parameters on overall firm profits. This also enables the evaluation of the interaction
between acceptance rules and scheduling procedures. This interaction is tested in
production conditions that vary demand volume and due-date tightness. The two
acceptance rules used in this thesis are: maximum system workload and minimum system
slack.
a) Rule 1-Maximum system workload (PMax): this rule limits the maximum workload
(total processing time of accepted orders) that can be accepted into the production
system at a given point in time. Once the maximum system workload has been
reached, no further orders are accepted until orders leave the system after
processing and the total system workload (P) goes below the maximum workload.
The total system capacity is one input to calculating a value of PMax . It can be
experimentally tested as to what values of PMax produce higher levels of firm
profits in various production conditions. Many researchers (Wester, et al., 1992;
Kate, 1994; Ebadian, et al., 2009) have used workload based variables to control
production system performance.
b) Rule 2- Minimum system slack (SMin): this rule requires that an incoming order
have a minimum level of slack in order to be accepted. The appropriate level of
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SMin can be determined experimentally by using the slack of all previously
accepted orders.
Using these acceptance rules and the scheduling methods from section 3.8.1.1, we
construct a number of hierarchical models for order acceptance. The models will be
tested in different production conditions.

3.8.1.3 Myopic model

The myopic model uses the same acceptance rules as in the hierarchical model. For
scheduling it uses a dispatch scheduling method, instead of the detailed scheduling used
in hierarchical models. In this thesis we use two different dispatch procedures for
scheduling in the myopic model: the apparent tardiness cost (ATC) based priority and the
weighted slack rule (WSLACK):
a) Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC) rule : This dispatch rule used for reducing
weighted tardiness combines the weighted shortest processing time (WSPT) rule
which is effective for tardiness reduction and the minimum slack rules for
prioritizing orders with approaching due dates. (Morton & Pentico, 1993)
Priority=(wj/pj)exp{-(dj-pj-t)/k*pav)

(9)

Where k is a parameter set to 2 for single machine problems and pav is the average
processing time of accepted orders. The order priority increases as slack
decreases.
b) Weighted slack (WSLACK) rule: This dispatch rule was proposed by Jayamohan
& Rajendran (2004) and is intended to reduce weighted tardiness and reduce the
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tardiness variance between orders. This rule is a modification of slack-based rules
developed by prior researchers.
Lj

= si * βj

for si ≤ 0

si / βj

for si >0

(10)

Orders with the lowest value of Lj are given the highest priority. We can see that
for any order the priority rises as the slack decreases. Priority for orders with high
tardiness penalty (βj ) rises faster as their slack reduces. Using the above
dispatching rules along with the acceptance rules discussed in section 3.8.1.2, we
construct different myopic models for order acceptance. The performance of these
models is tested under conditions of variable demand and due date tightness.

3.8.1.4 Screening Procedures
The screening procedures developed in this thesis derive from two types of ideas
developed by prior research. The first type of screening methods is based on order profits
and the second on order profitability.
a) Profitability based screening: This procedure is based on rejection schemes in
Bartal et al. ( 2000) and Dósa & He (2006). They develop algorithms based on the
idea of rejecting orders whose rejection penalties are low when compared to the
profits obtained upon acceptance. In this thesis we use the profitability version of
this idea by accepting those orders whose profit per unit of processing time is
more than the average of that of all previously accepted orders. In order to be
accepted
{ wj - kj}/pj ≥ (1/n-1)

(11)
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b) Revenue- based screening: This procedure is based on the AROLA rejection
scheme in Arrendondo & Martinez (2010). The AROLA procedure rejects orders
whose revenue is less than the average revenue of the previously accepted orders
currently in the production system. A modified version of this rule is used in this
simulation where the revenue is the computed as the net revenue (order revenue
less direct production costs). The procedure rejects all orders that have less
average revenue than the set of previously accepted orders.
In order to be accepted {wj - kj} ≥ (1/n-1)

(12)

Both screening procedures will be used in all three models. The intuition is that screening
will help to improve the performance of the integrated model more than that of the
hierarchical or myopic models. This is because the screening procedure will be better
able to direct the detailed scheduling algorithm to look exhaustively within a narrow set
of profitable orders and reduce system nervousness caused by evaluating orders with
widely varying profit levels.

3.8.2 Acceptance and Screening Criteria Values
In order to study the impact of the acceptance and screening procedures on overall
performance, we evaluate the acceptance models at different levels of acceptance and
rejection. The goal is to study how performance changes as the acceptance and screening
procedures are performed under strict or loose conditions. The calibration of the
procedures is as below:
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Acceptance criteria value: In section 3.8.1.1 equations 6 and 7 we analyzed how
the system profit (SysProf ) rule will be used to estimate the incremental profit
produced by an order at the time of arrival ( Δ∏JTotal) . In the acceptance rules we
specify that in order to be accepted Δ∏JTotal should be equal or higher than some
critical value. In this study the critical value is set equal to a fraction of the order
revenues less direct costs. The value of the fraction can be altered to study the
acceptance at different levels. The fraction is called the acceptance criterion and a
particular selection of the acceptance criterion level is called the acceptance
criteria value.



Screening criteria value (ω): Section 3.8.1.4 discussed the profitability and
revenue based screening procedures. Similar the one used in the acceptance
procedure we use a calibration for the screening procedure. Equation in 11,
presents the criteria for rejecting an order. Unless the average of the profitability
or revenue (depending on the rule selected) of all previously selected orders plus
the new order is higher than the average of all the previously accepted orders
currently in the production system the order will be rejected. In order to vary the
screening condition , we use a screening criterion value(ω) that can be used to
modify the relationship in (11 )as below:
{ wj - kj}/pj ≥

(1-ω)* { (1/n-1)

}

(13)

When screening criteria (ω) = 0, then (13) equals (11) and the rejection criteria
are tightened. When ω =1 the rejection criterion is very loose and all orders are
accepted. By varying ω between 0 and 1 we can evaluate how the model performs
at different levels of rejection criteria.
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3.8.3 Varying production conditions
To simulate shop-floor conditions, model performance of the acceptance model is studied
by varying the following production variables:
a) Demand:


Volume: The number of orders (OEM and aftermarket) arriving will be
tested at three levels (high, medium and low).



Mix: The mix of OEM and aftermarket orders in the incoming demand
will be varied to reflect predominantly OEM orders, predominantly
aftermarket orders and a third case where both type of orders will be
equally represented

b) Due date tightness: To simulate the effects of rush orders, two levels of due date
tightness will be studied using the relationship between due date and processing
time of the order.
c) Cost structure: As discussed in section 3.8.1, the processing costs, tardiness
penalties and rejection costs are a percentage of the order revenue. The impact of
these penalties is studied by varying the overall level of penalties (at 80% and
120% of standard values)
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3.8.4 Evaluating model performance
The performance of the order acceptance models will be evaluated using the total profit
produced by each of the models. The profit produced by a model is computed as the
average of the total profit over multiple simulation runs of a model. The standard
deviation of the total profit is used to indicate the robustness of model performance.
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CHAPTER 4 COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
This chapter will cover the following: description of model parameters, design of the
computational study and design of the simulation software.

4.1 Computational Study
This study is designed to evaluate the impact of different procedures for the detailed
evaluation step (referred to as acceptance procedure) in a single-step order acceptance
model (Figure 18). The impact is analyzed by evaluating the changes in production
system metrics such as overall firm profit, average order acceptance rate, average
customer service levels, average workload, average flow time and system costs such as
production costs, tardiness penalty costs and rejection costs. Further, the single-step order
acceptance model is modified by adding a preliminary acceptance step (referred to as
screening procedure) to complement the acceptance procedure. The impact of this twostep acceptance model is evaluated using the change in system metrics used to study the
single-step model.
In order to study the order acceptance models we:


Select the procedures used for the acceptance and screening steps
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Select the level at which the screening and acceptance criterion are used



Select the sequencing rule for the orders in the pre-shop pool

Three types of acceptance procedures used in this study are: integrated, workload based
and slack based. The workload (slack based) models accept orders based on comparing
the order workload (slack) with thresholds of the overall workload (slack) of the entire
production system. The integrated model accepts orders based on the incremental profit
to the firm provided by the new order. The incremental profit is computed by subtracting
expected tardiness costs from revenues. The tardiness costs are computed by calculating
order completion times by sequencing the new order along with the previously accepted
orders. This study uses six methods to generate order sequences. After orders are
accepted into the production system, they are placed in the pre-shop pool awaiting
processing. The orders in the pre-shop pool are sequenced using the same set of
procedures as used in generating sequences for the acceptance step. The two screening
procedures used in the study are: profitability based and revenue based screening. The
screening procedure, acceptance procedure, acceptance sequencing procedure and the
pre-shop pool sequencing procedure are the components of the order acceptance model.

4.2 Model Nomenclature
This section described the classification system used to identify the various data sets and
models in this simulation.
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The acceptance procedures numbers are:
01

Accept All

02

Integrated acceptance

03

Workload based acceptance

04

Slack based acceptance

Based on the type of acceptance procedure used the acceptance models are called
integrated, slack or workload models.
The sequencing procedures are numbered below:
01

Minimum Tardiness Beam Search(MTBS)

02

First Come First Served (FCFS)

03

Weighted Shortest Processing Time (WSPT)

04

Earliest Due Date (EDD)

05

Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC)

06

Modified Lawler Procedure (ModLaw)

XX

If no scheduling procedure is used

Based on the type of acceptance procedure, acceptance sequencing procedure (for
integrated models) and the pre-shop pool sequencing procedure, an order acceptance
model is identified as shown in Figure 21. Additionally, the models are referenced as
with screening or without screening. A major goal of the study is to understand the
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impact of using the screening procedure on various aspects of the model performance
rather than to identify the best screening procedure for any set of order acceptance
models. Hence the simulation uses a profitability based screening procedure for
evaluating the impact of introducing a two-step procedure. The revenue based screening
procedure is used as a comparative case for a limited set of models.

4.3 Model Parameters
As shown in Figure 18, the input to the order acceptance model is the set of customer
orders. Based upon the type of acceptance model and the business rules within which the
firm operates, the acceptance model accepts and schedules some of the incoming orders
and rejects the rest. We also see here that, besides the acceptance procedure, two other
pieces of information (business characteristics and customer order characteristics) have a
critical impact on the model output.
4.3.1 Business Characteristics

The economic relationships between a firm, its customers and its competitors, both inside
and outside the industry, interact in complex ways to influence firm profits. Since firms
have different types of customers, a typical firm may have a large number of such
interacting factors, making it difficult to estimate profits from serving different sets of
customers. One way firms deal with this problem is to classify customers according to
different attributes which represent a set of relationships with customers or competitors.
The customer attributes used for this simulation correspond to the following parameters:
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i.

Lead Time: Used to calculate the due date of the order. It is a multiple of the order
processing time and indicates the lead time available to complete the order. The
product of lead time factor and processing time plus arrival time equals the due
date of the order.

ii.

Revenue: a multiple of processing time, indicating the revenue obtained when the
order is completed. The product of revenue factor and processing time gives the
total revenue.

iii.

Processing Cost: a fraction of the order revenue and represents the costs incurred
in completing the order. The product of processing cost factor and revenues is the
total production costs.

iv.

Rejection Cost: a fraction of total order revenues and represents the costs
incurred if an order is rejected. The product of rejection cost factor and order
revenue is the rejection cost.

v.

Penalty cost: In this study, tardiness is the only time-related factor that incurs a
penalty, which are the costs incurred if an order is delivered after its due date.
Penalty cost is a fraction of the product of order revenues and tardiness.

These five factors are used to create four classes of customers (A,B,C &D).
The revenue and lead time factors are influenced by the level of competitiveness of the
firm’s customer base. If the power in the relationship favors the customers, then they are
likely to request lower prices and shorter delivery times, thereby pushing the revenue and
lead time factors down. On the contrary, if this relationship favors the firm then it is
likely to set the revenue and lead time factors high thereby pushing prices and lead times
higher.
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The penalty and order rejection factors, on the other hand, are largely influenced by
industry norms and the level of competition between firms within the industry. The more
intense the competition, the more likely that they will use high penalties to signal their
commitment to completing orders on time. This is likely to increase lateness and rejection
penalties for all firms in the industry. On the other hand, a weakly competitive industry is
likely to have low tardiness and rejection penalties.
Depending on market and industry competitiveness, a firm can operate in one of the
following business environments (Figure 19):


Strong Industry competition & Strong customer competition (SS)



Strong Industry competition & Weak customer competition (SW)



Weak Industry competition & Strong customer competition (WS)



Weak Industry competition & Weak customer competition (WW)

We study the performance of the order acceptance models under the above conditions to
identify the best models for each situation. The details of these four business conditions
are shown as the business base case (Table 10) and business test case (Table 11 and Table
12. The market competition variables (price factor and lead time factor) and industry
competition factor (rejection and tardiness penalties) are varied at two levels, from the
base case, to simulate the four business environments. Note that we do not include
changes to the production cost factor because production costs, to a large extent, are
dependent on the firm’s internal processes, technology and supplier relationships rather
than the external business environment.
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4.3.2 Customer Order Set Characteristics

The second important factor impacting the performance of an order acceptance model is
the characteristics of the set of customer orders (Figure 18). This study uses three
attributes of customer orders:


Average order size ( in terms of processing time)



Inter-arrival rate between the orders



Mix of different order classes in the set

Based on the order size and inter-arrival rate, customer order sets can be classified as
Large, Standard and Small (Figure 20). Large order sets consist of infrequent order
arrivals (large inter-arrival rate) of relatively larger size (short average processing time)
whereas the small order sets consist of frequent arrivals (low inter-arrival rate) of small
orders (short average processing times). The standard order set (which is the base case)
has order sizes and inter arrival rates in between the large and small order sets (Table 13).
These parameters are summarized in Table 14. For model selection (refer section 4.4) the
variation in order sizes within an order set (standard deviation of the processing times in
an order set) is kept low for all three order sets. In the second part of the study, the best
model(s) from part one are evaluated using an order set with high order size variation
(HighVar order set Table 14). For brevity, the large order set, standard order set and
small order set will be referred to as large orders, standard orders and small orders. The
mix parameters in Table 13 and Table 14 indicate the probabilities used (from a uniform
distribution) to generate the order type values. The standard orders (Table 13) are
generated using equal probability (0.25) for all four order types. The large and small
orders use three different mix parameters, one set is generated using probability of
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lucrative order types (A and B) type at 70% and another where the probability of less
lucrative (C and D) type orders is set at 70%.
Table 14also indicates the demand ratios at which the customer order sets have been
constructed. Demand ratio is the ratio of aggregate demand for capacity (sum of order
processing times) to aggregate available production capacity. A customer order set with
high demand ratio indicates that the mismatch between demand and supply for capacity is
more severe than one in which the demand ratio is low. The numerator of the demand
ratio calculation is the sum of processing times of all orders arriving within the duration
of the simulation length (Table 15) and the denominator is the simulation length (length
of time for which the machine is available for processing). Since we do not consider set
up times or machine breakdowns, the machine is available for the entire simulation
length. Intuitively, one might think that acceptance models will achieve higher profits
when demand ratios are high, since the model has many ways to choose from a larger
number of orders. But due to the larger analytical and computational effort needed to
select the most profitable set of orders, it is a more challenging problem than selecting
orders from a low demand ratio order set.
A sample of the standard orders used in this simulation is shown in Table 16. The table
contains the following information:
a) Arrival Time: generated by adding the inter-arrival time(generated from a
Poisson distribution) and the arrival time of the previous order
b) Order Number: a unique identifier for the order
c) Order Type: represents the order class and is generated using a uniform
distribution and the mix parameter (Table 13)
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d) Processing Time (p): generated using a normal distribution and the processing
time parameters
The large and small orders for all three demand ratios (1.5, 2.5 and 3.5) and the Highvar
order sets are constructed in a similar manner using the parameters in Table 14.

4.4

Design of Simulation Study

The goal of the simulation study is to evaluate how the single-step and two-step order
acceptance models perform under varying customer and business conditions. The study is
conducted in five stages. The most profitable models from each stage are identified and
moved to the next stage. Although single- step (without screening) and two-step (with
screening) models are studied at each stage only results from the single-step model are
used to compare model performance in order to select the best acceptance model(s).
Results of the two-step models are used to study the impact of the screening step.
Model performance is evaluated by comparing the average of profit obtained over a range
of acceptance criteria values (see section 3.8.2). This method is adopted to ensure that
average (not the maximum or minimum) model performance is used for comparing the
different acceptance models. This reduces the risk of basing model selection decisions (at
the end of each stage) on the acceptance criteria values chosen to evaluate the acceptance
model. Also, given the variable nature of the production environment in the real world,
shop floor managers may not have a priori knowledge to select the acceptance criteria
values that maximize model performance under given circumstances. Therefore,
robustness of the model performance to different acceptance criteria values is an
important consideration.
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This simulation study is conducted in two parts:


Part 1: A five-stage evaluation process to identify the best single-step model(s)
and study the impact of using a second (screening) step.



Part 2: Evaluates the impact of changing environmental factors (related to
business and customer) on the performance of the acceptance models selected in
Part 1

Four types of acceptance models are evaluated in this study. The integrated models are
constructed using one of the six sequencing procedures (Section 4.2). These sequencing
procedures are also used to sequence the orders in the pre-shop pool. We use the
profitability based screening procedure for all two-step models. The use of alternative
screening procedures will be discussed in section 5.6. Combining the four types of
acceptance methods and six sequencing procedures we get the following number of
models:
Acceptance Method Number of Models
(Number of Acceptance sequencing methods
* Pre-shop Pool sequencing methods)
01-Accept All

1*6 =6

02-Integrated

6*6=36

03-Workload

1*6= 6

04-Slack

1*6= 6

Total

54
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Of these 54 models one (01XX01) was not successfully completed by the available
computing resources due to the large memory requirements of the minimum tardiness
beam search procedure for a large queue. Therefore the simulation study considered 53
models (Table 17). These models are evaluated by measuring their performance in
varying customer and business conditions. A model with the highest average profits over
a range of order acceptance criteria values (section 3.8.2), at each stage, is considered
superior. At each stage, the impact of the two-step model is evaluated by introducing the
screening procedure. For both the single-step and two-step models the following metrics
are recorded: acceptance rate, completion rate, average and maximum queue times,
average and maximum system workload, total costs of delays and rejection, system
service level, flow times and capacity utilization are recorded and analyzed. In the first
four stages, the selection of best models is done by comparing all the models within the
same acceptance method. In stage five we compare the models across different
acceptance methods, by evaluating the models at twenty acceptance criteria values
ranging from loose to tight, and simulate a representative set of outcomes possible from
the three selected models. By averaging the resulting profit values we obtain a
representative performance value for the acceptance model which can be compared
across different classes of models.
The acceptance criteria values used by the different models are:


Integrated Models: The criterion varies from 0 to 1, where 0 (1) implies that that
the marginal contribution of the order is 0% (100%) of the order revenues. A
lower number signifies looser acceptance criteria. For this stage we use
acceptance criteria values of: 0.05,0.5 and 1
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Workload Models: The criterion varies from 0 to 1, where 0 (1) indicates that the
workload limit is 0% (100%) of the remaining capacity available during the
simulation run. If the sum of the workload of previously accepted orders plus the
new order exceeds this limit, it is rejected else it is accepted and added to the preshop pool. A lower number signifies tighter acceptance criteria. For this stage we
use acceptance criteria values of- 0.05,0.25,0.5 and 1



Slack Models: The criterion varies from 0.5 to 8, where 0.5 indicates that a new
order should have a minimum slack of 50% of the average slack of previously
accepted orders of the same type as the new order, in order to be accepted into the
production system. A lower number signifies looser acceptance criteria. For this
stage we use acceptance criteria values of- 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 8

The first part of this study consists of a five stage simulation to select the best single-step
model(s). The five stages are designed to evaluate the performance of the model under
different combinations of customer and business conditions. Information about the
customer order sets are summarized in Table 13 and Table 14 and for the business
conditions in Table 10,Table 11and Table 12.
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The following table summarizes the five stages of Part I of the study.

In Part II of this study the robustness of the model(s) identified in Part I is evaluated in a
variety of business and customer conditions. The specific research questions for this part
of the study are:
Research Question
Comparing the performance of a
Revenue based screening rule and a
Profitability based rule
Evaluating the impact of order size
variation(variable processing time) on
the performance of the models

Evaluating the impact of varying
order processing costs on the
performance of the models

Evaluating the impact of varying
order
tardiness penalties on the

Simulation Design
Using Revenue based screening process at a
screening criteria value=0 and 20 acceptance
criteria values for all the models in stage 5
A customer data set containing five sets of
customer orders with a mean processing time of
10 units and standard deviation of 15 units is
created and used as input to the models in Stage
5. Models with and without the screening rule
are used to compare model performance.
The standard business characteristics table is
modified by changing the production cost factor
at the following two levels :
 80%- indicating a 20% reduction in the
processing costs compared to the
standard data set
 120%- indicating an 20% increase in the
processing costs compared to the
standard model
The standard business characteristics table is
modified by changing the order penalty cost
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performance of the models

factor at the following two levels :
 80%- indicating a 20% reduction in the
penalty costs compared to the standard
data set
 120%- indicating an 20% increase in the
penalty compared to the standard model
Evaluating the impact of varying The standard business characteristics table is
order rejection penalties on the modified by changing the order rejection factor
performance of the models
at the following two levels :
 80%- indicating a 20% reduction in the
penalty costs compared to the standard
data set
 120%- indicating an 20% increase in the
penalty compared to the standard model
In total 57,530 simulations were conducted with 130 data points captured per simulation
resulting in a total dataset of about 7.5 million data points.
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4.5

Simulation Software

The simulation study was conducted in a Microsoft Excel application written in Visual
Basic for Applications (VBA). The high level schema and the logical diagram of the
simulation application are presented in Figure 23 and Figure 24. The application contains
about 2800 lines of code and consists of the following modules:


Set-up Module: This is the data entry part of the simulation. As shown in Figure 25,
the set up module consists of six parts:
o Business characteristics table: as discussed in section 4.3.1 this table contains
all business environment variables for the different order classes
o Customer order set : as discussed in section 4.3.2 this table contains the set of
customer orders including the order arrival time, order number, order type and
processing time
o Model Procedures: the procedures for screening, acceptance sequencing and
the pre-shop pool sequencing
o Model Parameters: the parameters for the selected procedures
o Model Identification: the key identifiers for the model and the customer
dataset used
o Simulation list: the list of simulations to be carried out by stating the
screening rule, screening criteria value ,simulation length and acceptance
criteria



Control Module: Set of buttons to start and reset the simulation
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Order Arrival Module: This is the segment of the program that brings an order into
the production system from the customer order set. The procedure conducts the
following checks:
o Checks if the order is feasible by checking if the order arrival time plus the
order processing time is less than the simulation completion time. If the order
is infeasible the procedure rejects the order, else it sends the order to the next
module
o Checks if the machine is available and the pre-shop pool is empty. If so, the
system is empty and the order is accepted without any screening or acceptance
procedures, else the order is sent to the screening process



Order Screening Module: In this segment the logic associated with the selected
screening rules are executed and:
o If the order successfully meets the required conditions, the order acceptance
procedure is invoked.
o

If the order fails the screening, it is placed in the rejected orders table and the
machine processing module is invoked.

o

If the screening process is switched off then the order acceptance procedure is
invoked directly.



Order Acceptance Module: In this segment the logic associated with the selected
acceptance rules are executed and :
o If the order successfully meets the required acceptance conditions the order is
placed in the pre-shop pool and the shop floor scheduling procedure is
initiated
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o

If the order fails the acceptance process it is placed in the Rejected orders
table and the machine loading module is invoked



Pre-Shop Pool Sequencing Module: The logic associated with the selected pre-shop
pool sequencing rules are executed and the machine loading module is initiated.



Machine Loading Module: This module checks
o If the machine is empty: if so the procedure picks the order sequenced first in
the pre-shop pool
o If the selected order to be loaded on the machine can be completed in the time
remaining for the simulation then the procedure taken. If not, the next highest
prioritized order that can be completed in the remaining time is selected.
o After the highest prioritized order from the pre-shop pool is loaded on the
machine remaining orders are reprioritized



Counter Increment Module: in this segment the program checks to see if the
simulation counter equals the simulation length. If the condition is met, the program
invokes the results module, otherwise the simulation counter is incremented by one
and the program is restarted from the order arrival module



Reporting Module: This segment computes the overall statistics of the simulation and
records them in a report form (see Figure 26) and tabular form for further analysis.

4.6

Note on units

This simulation uses four types of metrics: financial, simulation time, run time and
parameter type data.
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Financial data: Total revenue, order costs, net profit, order tardiness penalty and
order rejection costs are the financial variables in this simulation. Financial
variables are measured in dollar units.



Simulation Time data: Simulation Length, Order Processing Time, Order
Tardiness, Flow Time, Order Arrival Time and Order End time are the simulation
time based variables in this simulation. Simulation Time is measured in terms of
simulation counter units. Therefore, when the simulation counter moves from
(say) 98 to 100 the simulation time elapsed will be 100-98=2 units.



Clock Time data: Simulation run time is the only clock time variable used in this
simulation and it represents the actual clock time taken to execute a simulation
instance. Unless specifically stated all references to time imply the simulation
time.



Parameter data: Revenue factor and lead time factor are parameters used in this
simulation. The revenue factor is represented in terms of dollars per unit of
simulation time, and lead time factor is a dimensionless multiple of the order
processing time.

4.7 Note on computing resources

This simulations study was conducted using seven Windows -based computers (6 laptops
and 1 desktop) using Excel version 2007 and 2010. The computers had a minimum of
4GB RAM and Intel processors of the following type: three used i-3, one i-5, two
Pentium series and one Atom processor.
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CHAPTER 5: SIMULATION RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the simulation study. The analysis will be presented in
two parts in order to understand the impact of:
Part 1


Simulation Stages 1 to 5

Part II


Using a Revenue based screening rule



Variation in order sizes



Changes in processing cost



Changes in tardiness penalties



Changes in rejection penalties

The results of the ten simulations are presented and analyzed by evaluating a standard set
of metrics so as to enable comparisons across the different simulations, and to better
understand the impact of model performance. The types of analysis conducted are:
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Profit analysis: The average net profit obtained by the acceptance models over a
range (tight, medium and loose) of acceptance criteria values is used to identify
the most profitable acceptance model. Results of the single-step and two-step
model are presented separately in order to evaluate the impact of using the
screening process.



Acceptance analysis: The percentage of incoming orders accepted into the
production system by an acceptance process is an important criterion to evaluate
the effectiveness of the models, because all else being equal, firms would prefer
to maximize the acceptance rate to mitigate the risk of negative customer
feedback due to rejection. The use of a screening procedure is expected to reduce
the acceptance rate. The nature of this impact is analyzed by comparing the
acceptance rate with and without the screening step. Acceptance rates for various
business and customer conditions are studied to evaluate performance.



Rejection analysis: Two types of analysis are conducted on the rejected orders.
First, identify the step (screening or order acceptance) at which the orders are
being rejected and evaluate this in the context of the overall profits. Second,
analyze the composition of the rejected orders in terms of order type is analyzed.
This analysis identifies which models are rejecting lucrative orders at a higher
rate. The impact of rejecting lucrative orders will likely be reflected in the net
profit of the model, but an understanding of the rejection rate and rejection
composition will help us to understand how model performance can be improved.



Completion analysis: Acceptance of an order is the first step of the production
system. Accepted orders have to be completed (within their due date hopefully)
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in order to obtain the associated profits. The order completion rate analyzes what
percentage of the accepted orders are completed and delivered to the customer.
Orders that are accepted but not completed during the simulation are present in
the pre-shop pool when the simulation ends.


Service Level analysis: To maximize customer satisfaction it is important to
complete customer orders within agreed upon due-dates. Missing customer due
dates not only has financial costs, but a decline in customer perception can have
long term negative impact on future demand. Therefore, firms will prefer to use
order acceptance models that achieve high service levels and in some cases may
even be willing to sacrifice some short term profits to achieve high service levels
in order to maximize long term gains. Service level analysis in conjunction with
the profit and acceptance analysis can assist firms in understanding this tradeoff.



Processing Time and Selectivity analysis: H.Ten Kate(1994) studied the impact
of using order acceptance methods on average processing time of the orders in
the production system. This was done in order to analyze the selectivity of the
acceptance mechanism. Selectivity is defined here as the difference (sometimes
expressed as a percentage) in average processing time between the received and
accepted orders. The author concluded that high profitability was achieved when
the acceptance procedure was more selective, especially in cases where order
processing time variance was high. However, a high degree of selectivity can
introduce two types of risks:
o If the preferred type of orders decline in volume, the acceptance process
will negatively impact profits
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o If the acceptance process systemically rejects particular types of
customers, they will likely end their business relationships with the firm
Processing time analysis is used to study the selectivity of the acceptance model.


Queue Length analysis: Although firms like to keep a high rate of order
acceptance to mitigate the risk of customer dissatisfaction, they run the risk of
accepting too many orders and building up a long queue which can delay order
completion. Acceptance procedures must trade off these two risks in all business
and customer conditions. The queue length, along with tardiness costs is an
indicator of how well the acceptance procedure executes this tradeoff. In this
simulation, queue length dynamics are evaluated by analyzing the average and
the maximum queue length of the system.



Workload analysis: Similar to queue length, system workload dynamics indicate
how an order acceptance procedure deals with the tradeoff between rejecting too
many orders and accepting too many orders. In this simulation, workload
dynamics are captured by average workload and maximum system workload.



Revenue, Cost and Profit analysis: This analysis provides a deeper understanding
of why the model profits were as observed. If the screening mechanism increases
net profits, this analysis will help to identify the mechanism by which the
screening procedure influences profits. It could do so by changing either the
revenues or costs or both. How each model influences net profits is important in
understanding how changes in key variables could affect model performance.



Flow Time analysis: Flow time, which is the average time spent by an order in
the production system, indicates how the acceptance model accepts and
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prioritizes orders. Flow time gives an estimate of the lead time needed for the
order to be completed.


Capacity Utilization analysis: Utilization of capacity is the percentage of time the
machine is busy processing orders during the simulation length. Since we do not
consider degraded machine operation in this simulation, the output of the
machine is directly related to the length of the simulation. In over demanded shop
floors where the demand for capacity exceeds availability, firms may focus on
maximizing capacity utilization in order to maximize profits.



Comparison and selection: This analysis is conducted at each of the five stages to
select the best performing models to move to the next stage. In stages one to four
the selection is done by comparing models within the same class of models
(using the same acceptance method). In stage five, models across different
acceptance types are compared in order to select the best model(s).



Run time analysis: This analysis shows the clock time taken by each procedure.
The goal is to estimate the computational requirements for the various models
and to evaluate whether the computationally intensive procedures provide
increased benefits for the resources consumed.
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PART I

5.1 Stage One Simulation Analysis
The stage one simulations are conducted using standard orders (Table 13) and base case
business conditions (Table 10). All 54 models are run in this stage. In this section the
aggregate performance of the three classes of models (integrated, slack and workload) is
analyzed by comparing the performance of the models within each class.
5.1.1 Incremental Analysis

The results of the incremental analysis are tabulated in Table 18 and Table 19. Each
single-step acceptance model consists of the acceptance stage and pre-shop pool
scheduling stage, henceforth referred to as scheduling stage. The two-step models have
an additional screening stage before the acceptance and scheduling stage. Aggregate
performance, for the single-step and the two-step models, is analyzed by comparing the
output to that of a baseline model. The baseline model is constructed using the AcceptAll
procedure that accepts all orders and uses the first come first serve method (FCFS) to
sequence orders in pre-shop pool. The net profit of the baseline model is -2786.91 (Table
18). Though the procedures in the baseline model are simple to execute in the shop floor,
its poor performance suggests that firms are unlikely to adopt it.
Incremental analysis for the single-step and two-step models is conducted to understand
the value of each step of the acceptance model. For the incremental analysis of the singlestep model, we begin with the baseline model and incrementally add the acceptance and
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scheduling procedures one at a time, evaluating the impact of each addition. The
introduction of the order acceptance stage improves the overall profit (Table 18). The rate
of improvement is highest for slack models (116%) followed by the integrated (103%)
and workload models (84%). This suggests that when using only the acceptance
procedure, the slack models outperform the integrated and workload models.
Next, the sequencing procedure is added to the model (Table 18). The addition of the
scheduling stage (since we release the order as soon as the machine is available
sequencing and scheduling are the same) produces the maximum improvement in the
integrated model (269%) followed by the workload model (135%). Scheduling has a
negligible impact on the performance of the slack models. This could be because slack
models only accept orders with adequate slack to complete and therefore sophisticated
scheduling procedures to reduce tardiness are not needed. This aspect of the slack models
will be explored further in stage two and three of this study. For single-step acceptance
models, slack models have the highest level of overall profit (432.06) and produce the
maximum improvement (3218.97) over the baseline models. The average net profit of the
slack models is about 1.41 times that of the integrated models and about 2.78 times that
of the workload models. The incremental evaluation of the single-step model (Table 18)
suggests that:
1. Both the order acceptance and scheduling procedures increase the profitability of
the acceptance model and including either or both of these procedures is
preferable to the baseline model.
2. The size of the benefit, derived at each step (acceptance or scheduling), varies
depending upon the model composition. The slack models gain the most at the
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acceptance step whereas the workload models gain most from the scheduling
stage.
Next, incremental analysis is conducted on a two-step acceptance model. Similar to the
single-step analysis, the base case in the two-step analysis accepts all orders (acceptance
rule number 01),schedules them in first come first serve (rule number 02) order, and does
not

use a screening stage. The results (Table 19) show that, when the screening

procedure is introduced, net profits increase from a loss of 2786.91 to a gain of 400.77
(increase of 3187.68).The various acceptance procedures on average provide an
additional gain of 21% ,38% and 45% in case of workload, slack and integrated models
respectively. Finally, introducing the scheduling procedure provides an additional 17%
and 7% to the workload and integrated models respectively. As in the case of the singlestep models, the scheduling procedure adds no benefit to two-step slack models. The
results in Table 19 show that:
1. Average net profit for all three type of two-step models are significantly
higher than the baseline model: workload (higher by 3336.92), Slack (by
3340.84) and Integrated (by 3409.91)
2. All three procedures in the two-step model viz. screening, order acceptance
and scheduling increase profits of the acceptance model. Therefore, both parts
of the two-step model add value.
3. When compared to the single-step models, the two-step models generate
higher profits (Table 18 and Table 19) for all three model classes –Workload
(255%), Slack (28%) and Integrated (105%). This implies that the screening
procedure has a significant positive impact on model performance.
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4. The percentage-wise improvement in profits generated by the acceptance and
scheduling procedures is larger in the case of single-step models than the twostep models. This is because the starting point for improvement in the twostep models is much higher, due to the screening procedure. Therefore, the
chances of achieving high percentage gain are decreased. The screening
procedure helps to provide a much improved baseline upon which the
remaining procedures build.
The single-step and two-step incremental analysis is conducted over all workload, slack
and integrated models and across multiple acceptance criteria values. The results (Table
18 and Table 19) are averaged over all models of each class; therefore they represent an
average performance of the three classes of models.
Since the goal of this step is to understand the incremental benefit provided by the
screening, acceptance and scheduling procedures to each class of models, vis-à-vis the
base case, average profits for each class are compared to the base case profits. However,
the classes are not compared with each other to identify the best class of models because:


There is considerable variation in profits within each class of models (Table 20).



The acceptance criteria values on which the three class of models are evaluated
are not equivalent

The goal of Part I of this study is to select the best single-step model, and to do this we
have to compare models across all classes. The following two-part procedure is adopted:
1. Identify the best single-step models
2. Evaluate these models on a representative sample of acceptance criteria points
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The first part is accomplished by stages one to four. The second part is accomplished in
stage five. The next section describes the results of the individual models in stage one.
5.1.2 Stage One: Profit Analysis

See Table 21, Table 22 and Table 23. Each model is evaluated at four acceptance criteria
values. We use the average profit obtained over four acceptance criteria values (section
4.4) to compare these models. Comparing models on average performance (over a range
of acceptance criteria values) is appropriate as it avoids extreme performance values
(obtained at particular criteria values) giving us a better estimate of model performance.
We can see from Figure 27 that profits increase when acceptance criteria are tightened.
The slack models exhibit a stable performance, with their profits rising 16% as the
acceptance criteria values are tightened. The integrated models gain 229% and the
workload models move from a loss of 944.79 to a gain of 522.06 as the criteria are
tightened. As we can see in Figure 27, the profit of integrated and workload models are
higher than the slack models for the tight acceptance criteria values. However, when we
evaluate the profits across the range of criteria values, the slack based models perform the
better.
The variation in profits is lower for the single-step slack models (35.18) than for the
integrated (115.81) and workload models (353.97). The increase in profits (Figure 28) for
every change in acceptance criteria value (four acceptance criteria values per model)
confirms the earlier point that the performance of the slack models is less volatile and
converges (rate of increase tends to zero) as the acceptance criteria are increased. The
behavior of the integrated and workload models are in marked contrast to one another.
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Profits of the integrated model show a stable rate of increase in the early part of the
acceptance criteria range, then increase as the acceptance get tighter, for the workload
models increase in profits decline as the acceptance is tightened. However, the rate of
decline remains high over all the acceptance criteria values (Figure 28). Therefore, there
are no intervals of acceptance criteria values in which the workload model performance
could be called stable.
In summary, we see from Figure 28 that profits for the integrated model are stable for
loose acceptance values but begin to increase as the criteria are tightened. The profit of
the workload models converge at increasing rate as the acceptance is tightened, but the
lack of stability in the convergence makes the model very sensitive to the selection of the
acceptance criteria value. Only the slack models show a stable rate of convergence for all
acceptance criteria values. As discussed before, this stability is important for practical
applications of the acceptance models.
The goal of the first part of this study is to select the best single-step order acceptance
models and also to evaluate the impact of using a two-step model with the screening
procedure. Simulation stages one to four are used to identify the best models in each class
(same order acceptance type) of models, and stage five is used to identify the best model
among all class of models. The selection of best in class and best overall model are based
on the performance of the single-step (no screening) models. The two-step models are
studied in order to understand how the screening procedure impacts model performance.
However, model selection is not based on the two-step model performance.
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The stage one simulations use the standard orders (Table 13) and base case business
conditions (Table 10). The mean performance and standard deviation of profits for all
integrated, workload and slack models are presented in Table 21. The next task is to
identify the profitable models and evaluate their performance further. Due to the large
number of models (54) it is helpful to identify the profitable models first and then
conduct an in-depth analysis of them. Note that in stage one we are not aiming to identify
the most profitable models but models that reliably generate profits (and avoid losses).
Stated as a hypothesis we can say:
H0 : Model profit = 0
Ha : Model profits > 0
This is a one-tailed test and we use a confidence level of 99.7% rather than 95% because
profitability is a basic requirement for the acceptance model to be considered in business
situations. In order for the model to be considered for testing under different business
conditions, it has to be reliably certain that it will be profitable under normal business
conditions.
Based on profit and standard deviation the z scores are computed in Tables 24,25 and 26.
Since we cannot yet generalize the performance of the model to all acceptance criteria
values (due to the low number of acceptance criteria values at which the model is
evaluated), we use the sample standard deviation for computing the z-scores. Using the zscores we identify the most profitable models (highlighted in color in Tables 24, 25 and
26) for each class of models. Due to high variability, all workload models have a z-score
less than the critical value (3) required for selection to the next stage. However, this
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would lead to the elimination of this class of models entirely, and we would lose the
opportunity to learn how workload models adapt to different business conditions. For
these reasons two workload models, with the highest z-scores (in Table 26), are selected
for observation only.
There are eight integrated models and six slack models (orange in Table 24, 25) which
will be analyzed further in stage one and considered for further evaluation in stage two.
Though the slack models have a higher z score than the selected integrated models, four
of the eight integrated models (020101, 020103, 020301, and 020303) (henceforth
referred to as Best- four), have higher average profit than all the slack models.
Interestingly, five of the eight selected integrated models use the exhaustive minimum
tardiness beam search procedure and two of the remaining models use the weighted
shortest processing time (WSPT) procedure for scheduling orders in the pre-shop pool.
Since both these procedures are effective in reducing tardiness, this confirms prior results
(Morton & Pentico, 1993). A procedure that can effectively control tardiness helps to
reduce direct costs like tardiness penalties, and also reduces entry costs for new orders
since it is more likely that this procedure will increase the incremental profit produced by
an order by lowering tardiness costs, thus improving the chance that the order will be
accepted .The selection of the sequencing procedure is more valuable in the integrated
models, since the sequencing step does not impact slack models in a significant manner
(section 5.1.1). The performance of the 16 selected models (eight integrated, six slack
and two workload ) will be analyzed further in the next section to understand the various
operational components.
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5.1.3 Stage One: Profit Analysis: Impact of Screening Procedure

The impact of using a two-step acceptance model (with the screening procedure) on
profit is shown in Table 27,Table 28 and Table 29. On average, profit of the slack and
integrated models increases by 28% and 50% respectively. Profits of the workload model
increases by an average of 80%. Though the profits of the integrated models increase on
average by 50%, the average increase for the Best- four models is 24% which is similar
to the increase in the case of the slack models (28%). The other four integrated models
show a profit gain of 76% and accounted for a large part of the overall percentage
increase in profits of the two-step integrated model. In this study the screening procedure
in the two-step model is considered as an enhancement to the underlying single-step
model; therefore ,if a large part of the profits of the two-step model are due to the
screening procedure, then it suggests that the underlying single-step model is not very
profitable. It is likely that such models will be eliminated in subsequent stages of the
simulation.
The 28% improvement in profits of the slack models comes from the improved quality of
the order pool from which the acceptance procedure selects orders. Since scheduling does
not play an important role in slack models, all of the profit improvement is likely to have
come from the acceptance function.
5.1.4 Stage One: Profit Path Analysis

In the previous section, we evaluated the models at longer simulation lengths summarized
in Table 15. In this section we evaluate the models in simulations of shorter durations.
The goal is to understand the evolution of model performance metrics. In this study, five
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intermediate length simulations are conducted (Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32).
Analyzing the model behavior as the simulation evolves gives us information about
robustness and predictability which is useful while using the model to make forecasts
about future production conditions.
The evolution of average profits for the three classes of models is shown in Figure 29.
The figure shows that the workload models (similar to the integrated and slack models)
continue to increase in profits until about 200 units of time, but their performance falls
off rapidly after this since they fail to manage the system workload, and penalty costs
increase. The slack models began at a lower profit level than the integrated models but
eventually catch up with them as simulation lengths increase. The integrated and slack
models evolve similarly (same slope of profit graph). However, there are variations
within each class of models, especially the integrated models.
The impact of adding the screening procedure on the path of profits is shown in Table
33,Table 34 andTable 35. The impact of a screening procedure on average performance is
presented in Figure 30. The screening procedure eliminates the drop off in order profits
for the workload models. The reduced pool of orders presented to the workload based
order acceptance method reduces the acceptance rate and controls the length of queues in
the production system, which in turn controls tardiness costs and increases profits. The
profit path of the two-step workload models closely follows that of the slack models. On
the other hand, the gap between the profit path of the integrated models and the slack
models increases with screening, emphasizing the fact that the screening stage impacts
the integrated models more than the slack based models.
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5.1.5 Stage One: Acceptance Analysis

The acceptance rate is the percentage of incoming orders accepted into the production
system. Firms can improve profit by being more selective and reducing their acceptance
rate but these risks alienating customers and may have longer term repercussions on
market share. By evaluating changes in the acceptance rate and consequent changes in
profit, firms can make informed judgments about the tradeoffs between acceptance rate
and profits. The acceptance rate for different acceptance criteria values for the three
classes of models is presented in Table 36, Table 37and Table 38. The integrated models
accept more orders than the slack or workload models. This could be because they are
better at managing the accepted workload by controlling tardiness. Since slack and
workload models accept orders based on aggregate variables, their acceptance is more
closely aligned to customer arrival dynamics. That is, if there is a surge in order arrivals,
capacity gets filled up and slack is reduced across the production system leading to
rejection of new orders. Since integrated models depend on scheduling information to
make acceptance decisions, a good quality sequencing procedure can generate a schedule
capable of accepting a new order in spite of heavy system workload. Within the
integrated models, the Best-four (33.59%) have a higher rate of acceptance than the other
four (31.21%). Best -four models, discussed in section 5.1.3, also have higher profits than
the rest of the integrated models.
Another aspect of the order acceptance rate that is relevant to understand system behavior
is the path of the acceptance rate as the simulation evolves (Table 39). A model that has a
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consistent rate of acceptance at various points of the simulation is better than one where
the acceptance rate fluctuates depending on the time of the simulation. From a business
perspective, this implies that an order has a similar chance of acceptance regardless of
when it arrives. For single-step models (without screening), the difference between the
acceptance rate at times 80 and 360 (called the 80-360 gap) is 8.43%, 26.9% and 2.9%
respectively for slack, integrated and workload models. Though the integrated models
have a higher overall acceptance rate, we see that the acceptance rate is high early on in
the simulation and falls off sharply as time elapses. This problem is less severe for the
slack models and even less so for workload models. However, in the two-step models
(with screening) the acceptance rate evens out for the integrated (80-360 gap=7.79%) and
slack based models (80-360 gap =2.91%). The acceptance rate differential (80-360 gap)
marginally increases for the workload models but is still low at 3.15%. This highlights
the mechanism by which the screening procedure improves overall model performance
by evening out the acceptance rate during the course of the simulation therefore
increasing the chances of accepting a profitable order arriving later in the simulation.
The reduction in acceptance rate is highest for the shorter simulations and decreases as
the time period increases. However, for the slack models the screening procedure initially
reduces the acceptance rate but later increases it marginally. This could be because the
rejections earlier in the simulation increase the overall slack in the production system to
an extent where the system can afford to bring it down later in the simulation .
For the full length simulations (Table 15) the introduction of the screening procedure
(Table 40) reduces the acceptance rate for the integrated (-4.22%) and workload models
(-1.03%) and marginally increases the acceptance rate for the slack models (+.3%).
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5.1.6 Stage One: Rejection Analysis

The goal of the rejection analysis is to understand what order types are rejected and at
which step of the acceptance model (screening or acceptance) the rejection is taking
place. Acceptance rate is not directly set in the acceptance model, but is observed as an
outcome. Once the acceptance and rejection criteria (3.8.1) are set, managers may decide
to adjust the model to obtain a desired acceptance rate. Rejection analysis sheds light on
the nature of orders that are being rejected and hence assists in the estimation of customer
dissatisfaction costs. This information is useful for management to set the appropriate
acceptance and rejection criteria values. For example, if most of the rejected orders are of
less lucrative type belonging to non-strategic customers, then rejection costs will be low
even though the overall acceptance rate is kept low (or rate of rejection is high). But the
same is not true if lucrative orders from strategic customers are being rejected. The
rejection rate of orders in terms of order type is presented in Table 41. The average
rejection for order type A (most lucrative) for the single-step workload, slack and
integrated models are: 66.82%,89.34% and 70.22% respectively. For order type D (least
lucrative) the rejection rates are 64.19%,56.01% and 31.02% for workload, slack and
integrated models. Firms expect the acceptance model to maximize profits in every
simulation period. Management also wants to maximize acceptance of lucrative orders in
order to boost current profits as well as ensure flow of profitable orders. From the shop
floor perspective though, lucrative orders may not necessarily be profitable, due to costs
associated with adjusting the production system to complete this lucrative order in time
(by delaying other orders). Rejection analysis along with the acceptance and profit
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analysis give management a picture of how the overall acceptance rate can be adjusted so
as to raise the acceptance of more lucrative orders such as type A and B (and reduce less
lucrative ones like C and D) and also ensure that these orders are profitable ( raise the
total net profit).
Single-step slack models reject a high percentage (89.34%) of lucrative (Type A) orders
and a much lower percentage of type D (56.01%) orders (Table 41). The integrated model
performs slightly better by shifting the peak rejection rates to order type B (85.63%).
However, the least lucrative orders (type D) are still rejected at less than half the rate of
rejection of lucrative orders (type A). Within the integrated models, the Best-four models
have a rejection rate of 53.88% (Type A) and 41.93% (Type D) while the remaining
models have 86.57% for Type A and 20.10% for Type D orders. When the rejection
procedure is introduced (Table 41), the rejection rates are altered in order to better align
with business expectations. The rejection rates for the two-step workload, slack and
integrated models for type A orders are: 32.81%, 75.44% and 32.86% respectively, and
for type D orders: 86.6%, 83.6% and 86.46% respectively. Thus we see that rejection
procedure succeeds in aligning the workload and integrated model performance with the
firm strategy of having a low rejection rate for lucrative orders. For slack models, the
screening procedure improves the alignment with management strategy but does not
succeed in achieving a complete alignment, since the rejection rate for order type A
remains at a high rate of 75.44%.
From a process standpoint, order rejection can take place either at the screening stage or
at the order acceptance stage. In single-step models all rejections take place at the
acceptance stage ,the screening stage eliminates only the infeasible orders (orders that
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cannot be completed within the simulation length even if they are scheduled immediately
upon arrival). In two-step slack and integrated models, most of the rejections (47.84%slack and 63.43%- integrated ) take place at the screening stage leaving a smaller but
more profitable pool of orders for the acceptance process to select from. The distribution
of order rejection in terms of the step of the acceptance model is presented in Table 42. In
single-step models most of the rejection takes place in the acceptance procedure.
5.1.7 Stage One: Completion Analysis

The completion analysis (Table 43) analyzes the outcomes of the production system
under various order acceptance models. An important measure of this is the percentage of
accepted orders that are completed and delivered to the customer. Without a good
completion rate, orders will pile up in the production system and the acceptance system
will have to stop accepting orders in order to let the production system catch up. This
may lead to missing lucrative orders and reduced overall profits. Therefore firms would
prefer to have acceptance models that achieve a high rate of completion. The single-step
integrated models accept more orders (Table 43) but have a lower completion rate than
the slack or workload models. However, with the introduction of the screening step the
acceptance rate is reduced and completion rates are increased for all models. The
improvement in completion rates is highest for integrated models (13.79%) followed by
slack models (3.61%) but the workload models showing no significant change (.27%) in
completion rate. This suggests that the screening procedure enables the management (in
the case of integrated and slack models) to steer the operational strategy to align closely
with the business strategy of achieving high completion rate.
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5.1.8 Stage One: Profit, Revenue & Cost Analysis

Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.3 discussed the net profits obtained from the various models and
their associated trends. The Profit, Revenue & Cost analysis studies the dynamics of the
various components of net profit (revenues and costs) and analyzes the trends generated
by the various models. Two acceptance models with the same level of net profit can have
very different revenue and cost dynamics. Depending on the predictability and control
that they can exert on the revenue or cost component, management can use this analysis
to identify which acceptance model will be feasible given the constraints.
The total revenues and total costs (including tardiness and rejection) are presented in
Table 44. The average profit for the three classes of single-step models and the Best-four
models is presented in Figure 33. The workload models on average bring in more
revenues than the slack or integrated models. However, due to poor management of the
accepted orders they end up paying out significantly more in penalties than the other
models. The slack models adopt the opposite approach of generating lower total revenues
but keeping costs very low. The integrated models adopt a middle path of generating
higher revenues than the slack models but in the process paying higher costs; however,
due to their ability to better manage the accepted orders, their costs are lower than those
of the workload models. The Best-four models are able to bring in higher revenues than
the other integrated models at about the same level of cost. Based on this simulation it
seems that the workload models adopt a more risky strategy of high revenue and high
cost whereas the slack models adopt a less risky approach of lower revenues and lower
costs with the integrated models adopting a middle strategy.
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The introduction of the screening procedure increases revenues for all three class of
models-workload (13.8%), slack (19.79%), integrated (20.68%). However, the screening
process has a more significant impact on reducing model costs: workload (-61.58%),
slack (-18.42%), integrated (-46.09%).
5.1.9 Stage One: Processing Time Analysis

The goal of processing time analysis is to understand the nature of selectivity introduced
by the order acceptance process. Depending on whether the statistical properties of the set
of accepted orders is similar or dissimilar to the set of arriving orders, the selectivity of
the acceptance process can be termed to be random (similar) or assignable (dissimilar).
This thesis uses the difference and percentage difference in average processing time of
the arriving and accepted sets of orders as the measure of selectivity of the acceptance
process.
If the acceptance process has an assignable bias, management can design policies to
mitigate the negative customer impact caused by rejection, but if the selectivity is random
that option might not be available. Future research can study the impact of barring the
class of rejected orders from placing a future order. This could eliminate the systemic
bias or it could force the ordering process to be biased differently.
The impact of order acceptance and the screening procedure on average processing time
for all class of models is represented in Table 45. The integrated and slack models have a
preference for accepting orders with larger processing time, and the slack models are
more selective than the integrated models. The workload models are biased towards
accepting smaller orders. This could be due to the flexibility of accepting small orders to
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fill incremental capacity gaps as they open in the production system. This will be
analyzed further under different business conditions in stages two and three of this study.
5.1.10 Stage One: Queue Length Analysis

The queue length analysis (Table 46) examines the average and maximum length of
queues in the production system. The average queue length represents the level of
congestion in the system. Queue lengths also indicate to the level of inventory investment
in the system, with higher queues suggesting a higher system inventory. This raises
overall costs and reduces profits. Though longer queues raise production costs (and
reduce profitability) they can insulate the business against a decline in demand. This
insulation keeps utilization up and avoids idle time. This tradeoff between safety and
profitability could shift depending on the level and predictability of demand.
Workload and integrated models have the longest queues (5.51 and 5.39 orders
respectively). Since the integrated models effectively control system tardiness, they are
able to generate higher profits than workload models, even though both models have
almost the same average queue length. The introduction of the screening procedure
reduces the average and maximum queue lengths for all classes of models. The reduction
in average queue lengths for integrated, slack and workload models are 76.72%, 51.22%
and 77% respectively. Given the already low queue length in the slack models, its
percentage reduction is lower than that of the other two class of models
5.1.11 Stage One: Service Level Analysis

The service level analysis (Table 47) shows the percentage of orders completed within
their promised due dates. The average service level of the production system provides
information about how well the production system is designed to meet customer needs.
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The average service level for single-step slack models (97.66%) is much higher than that
of the integrated (66.9%) and workload models (60.47%). The introduction of the
screening procedure substantially increases the average service levels for integrated
models (92.96%) and workload models (88.08%). The slack models show only a small
increase (98.81%) owing to an already high service level in the single-step models. The
service levels achieved by the single-step slack models is higher than that achieved by the
two-step integrated and workload models, indicating the strong customer focus of slack
models. This suggests that if management is willing to sacrifice some profit to achieve
consistently high levels of customer service, especially for firms trying to establish brand
recognition or if they are new entrants to the market, they should adopt acceptance
models based on slack.
Acceptance models make a tradeoff between accepting more orders and risking lower
customer service levels versus accepting fewer orders and achieving higher customer
service levels. This tradeoff can be captured in the relationship between the average
queue length and average customer service level obtained by different models (Figure
35). The graph shows that the Best –four single-step integrated models (points on the top
right) achieve higher customer service levels even with longer queue lengths suggesting
that these models are better at managing the system workload than the other single-step
integrated models. With the introduction of screening step, the performance of all the
integrated models improve and it is difficult to identify the best model.
5.1.12 Stage One: Flow Time Analysis

Flow time measures the average time spent in the production system by a customer order.
We analyze the flow time for orders that have been completed during the simulation.
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Orders that remain unprocessed in the production system at the end of the simulation are
not included. Completion information is useful for firms to formulate accurate customer
lead time policies based on the flow time achieved by the order acceptance models. The
flow times for the three classes of models are presented in Table 48. Due to the higher
rate of acceptance and resulting longer queue lengths the integrated models have a longer
average flow time (66.92) than the slack models (47.65). However, the Best-four models
have a shorter flow time (59.41 units) than the other integrated models. The workload
models have the longest average queue length of all the models and this results in the
longest flow time (87.54). The introduction of the screening procedure reduces queue
lengths (as noted in section 5.1.10) and this also reduces flow time by 38%, 53%and 63%
for the slack, integrated and workload models respectively.
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5.2 Stage Two Simulation Analysis
At the end of stage one, eight integrated and five slack models were selected to be
moved to stage two for further analysis. Two workload models were selected for
observation only. In stage two, these fifteen selected models were evaluated using the
standard orders (Table 14) under base case business conditions. The goal of the second
stage is to evaluate how the models perform when faced with:


Demand rate variations: Demand rate is the ratio of the sum of processing times
of arriving orders during a simulation period divided by the length of the
simulation period. High (low) demand rate means that there is a high (low)
demand for processing time. Conditions of high demand offer the acceptance
model with various choices to select from in order to fill the production capacity,
but also require the model to be discerning and choose the best orders. As demand
rate drops, the level of choice declines and so does the need to look deeply,
though it is not eliminated altogether. Therefore, conditions of high demand rate
provide a more difficult test for the acceptance models. We use three demand
rates:1.5,2.5 and 3.5



Order size and customer arrival characteristics: In Part I we keep the standard
deviation of processing times low (the effect of high standard deviation is studied
later in Section 5.7.1). Given that the orders have low variation in terms of
processing time, a given demand rate can be constructed in one of two ways:
many small orders or a few large orders. The former implies low order processing
time and low inter-arrival rate for orders. The latter implies high order processing
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time and high inter arrival rate. These two order sets will be referred to as large
orders and small orders (see section 4.3.2)
Simulations on these fifteen selected models are conducted for demand rates (1.5, 2.5 &
3.5) with large and small orders. The results are discussed in the next section.
5.2.1 Stage Two: Profit Analysis

The single-step (no screening) and two-step profits for different demand levels for
large and small orders are summarized in Table 52. The data is summarized graphically
in Figure 36,Figure 37, Figure 38 and Figure 39. The common trend in all four figures is
that profits decline as demand rate increases. It is counter intuitive that as the number of
orders to choose from increases, the acceptance model selects an increasingly less
profitable set of orders to complete. For single-step models (Figures 36 and 37), the profit
decline in the three classes of models is: Integrated (39.22%), slack (41.32%) and
workload (36.38%). The declines are remarkably consistent through all three classes,
suggesting that no single-step model is profitable at high demand rates. The rate of
decline in profits for all the models can be seen in Figure 40 and Figure 41. Though the
level of profits for the workload models is lower than that of the integrated and slack
models, the rate of decline in profits is similar in all three classes. The slack and
integrated models decline less rapidly in the initial period (D=1.5 to 2.5) but decline
faster in the latter part (D=2.5 to 3.5) suggesting that the slack and integrated models are
able to perform better at higher demand rates than the workload model. The decline in
profits is similar in both the large and small orders.
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In the two-step models, the profit trends for the three demand rates remain similar to the
single-step models. Profits decline as the demand rate increases (Figure 41). The
difference is that the level of profits is higher for two-step models than for single-step
models. The percentage improvement in profit due to the introduction of the screening
step for the large and small orders is presented in Figure 42. For the large orders, the
workload models show the greatest improvement from demand rate 1.5 to 2.5 (47.77%),
but the rate of improvement falls significantly as the demand rate increases to 3.5
(15.27%). For the integrated (33.00%, 30.83%) and slack (23.24%, 19.66%) models the
rate of improvement in profit declines at slower rate. For small orders the percentage
improvement in profit for slack models increases (8.17%, 14.10%, and 26.35%) as
demand rate increases from 1.5 to 2.5 and finally to 3.5. Similarly, the increases in the
profit of the integrated model are 13.56%, 31.82% and 36.31%. Similar to the Stage 1
simulations introduction of screening has more impact on integrated models than the
slack models. While screening procedures do not change the negative relationship
between demand rate and profit, they raise the overall level of profit at all demand levels.
5.2.2 Stage Two: Acceptance Analysis

The acceptance rate for the single-step models falls significantly as the demand rate
increases. The trend is similar for both large and small orders (Figure 43 and Figure
44).The rate of decrease (slope) in acceptance rates is higher from demand rate of 1.5 to
2.5 (22.49% on average) than from 2.5 to 3.5 (9.06% on average). The single-step
integrated models have a higher acceptance rate than single-step slack models at all levels
of demand rate for both large and small orders (Table 54). The workload models have
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acceptance rates close to the slack models for large orders, but for small orders their
acceptance rate matches that of the integrated models, reemphasizing the observation
that workload models have a strong preference for smaller order sizes (see section 5.1.9).
Consistent with stage one simulations, the integrated models show the biggest impact
from the introduction of the screening process (Fig.44). The pattern of acceptance rate
reduction in two-step acceptance models for all demand rates is similar (for both large
and small orders) to that of the single-step models. The level of the decline is higher for
the large orders than the small orders. Due to the larger number of small orders (102) the
percentage of reduction is lower than for large orders.
If we evaluate the relationship between the demand rate and acceptance rate as shown
in Figures 43 and 44, we see that as the demand rate increases from 1.5 to 2.5, the
acceptance rate falls from 62.25% (averaged over all classes of models) to 37.80%, a
reduction of 39.28%. For demand rates 2.5 to 3.5 the decline is 20.6%, about half the
percentage decline from 1.5 to 2.5. For the two-step models, the corresponding
percentages are 32.79% and 30.49%. This suggests that as demand rates increase, the
single-step models reduce acceptance rates in order to control the number of orders in the
system. The screening procedure reduces the decline in acceptance rate when demand
rates are low (1.5 to 2.5) but increases the level of reduction in acceptance rate as
demand rate increases from 2.5 to 3.5.
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5.2.3 Stage Two: Rejection Analysis

The analysis of the step at which the orders are rejected in the single and two-step models
is summarized in Table 55,Table 56 and Table 57. In the single-step model rejection, by
design, occurs at the acceptance step (although the rejection step rejects infeasible
orders). In the two-step models, the task is distributed between the screening procedure
and the order acceptance procedure. The goal is that the screening procedure will
eliminate the less lucrative orders, leaving the acceptance procedure to choose from a
more lucrative pool of orders. The results (Tables 55 and 56) highlight that the screening
procedure does indeed reduce the rejection rate at the (later) acceptance step. The
distribution of the rejection rates (Figure 46) shows that the percentage of the total
rejection that occur at the screening step increases as the demand rate goes up. The slack
models transfer the lowest share of the rejection work to the screening procedure (66.5%
at D=1.5) and the integrated procedure transfers the highest (83.6% at D=1.5). This
transfer increases as the demand rate increases (D=2.5) and stabilizes at that level for the
integrated (86.34%) and slack models (67.58%). For the workload models, the transfer
decreases slightly (81.3% to 79.5%) as demand rate increases from 2.5 to 3.5. This
suggests that the screening procedure is more effective in integrated models than in the
slack models.
The distribution of the rejection rates for the different order types (Figure 47) show that
single-step integrated and slack models reject a larger share of the more lucrative orders
(Type A) and the rejection rate is lower for less lucrative orders (Type D). This could be
due to tight lead time requirements for lucrative orders and the fact that single-step
acceptance models prefer to reject the order rather than accept it and incur a penalty if it
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is late. This pattern of rejecting a large share of profitable orders is seen at all demand
levels for both integrated and slack models. Workload models are less selective in terms
of order type and reject a similar share of all order types at all three demand levels. In
two-step models, the screening procedure significantly alters the rejection rates for
different order types (Table 57). For the integrated models we see that rejection rates
increase as the orders become less lucrative. This pattern repeats at all demand rates. In
the single-step slack models, the rejection rates of lucrative orders are higher than that of
the less lucrative orders. This is changed in the two-step models, though not as
significantly as in the case of the integrated models. In the workload models, similar to
the integrated models, the screening procedure changes the rejection rates such that larger
proportion of the less lucrative orders is rejected. In the two-step models with the
introduction of the screening step, the rate of rejection increases for less lucrative orders
and decreases for more lucrative orders. This pattern is consistent at all demand rates
and for all three classes of models.
5.2.4 Stage Two: Completion Analysis

The acceptance and completion rates achieved at different demand levels for single-step
and two-step models are summarized in Table 58. The change in the completion rate over
the different demand levels is shown in Figure 48. In the single-step models, the
integrated models (which accept more orders than others) complete the lowest and
workload models complete the highest percentage of accepted orders, at all three demand
levels. The screening procedure eliminates this gap in completion rates over all demand
levels (Figure 48). Stages one and two reveal a common pattern of how the screening
procedure modifies model behavior by reducing order acceptance rates and increasing
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the completion rate. Thus selective acceptance gives the shop floor room to focus on
order completion and reduce delay costs, which in turn increases profit.
5.2.5 Stage Two: Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis

The revenue and cost data at the three demand levels for the three models are
summarized in Table 59. The revenue and cost trends at the various demand levels are
shown in Figure 49. Revenue (net revenue) is computed as gross revenue less direct
production costs. The revenue trends for the single-step model show that the rate of
growth of revenue declines as the demand rate increases (Figure 49). The rate of decline
accelerates as the demand rate increases. The integrated and workload models generate
similar levels of revenue at all demand rates. The slack models have consistently lower
revenue than integrated and workload models. This is due to the lower acceptance rates
of the slack models. The introduction of the screening procedure increases the revenue
and narrows the revenue gap between the integrated and slack models, though it does not
alter the overall negative relationship between revenue and demand rate.
The costs of the single-step model increase as the demand rate increases. The rate of
increase is highest for workload models and slowest for slack models. As the demand rate
increases from 2.5 to 3.5, the rate of cost increase declines for the workload and
integrated models, though costs are still above those of the slack model. The decline in
costs could be due to the reduction in the acceptance rate. This reduces the growth of the
average queue length (section 5.2.10) and in turn reduces tardiness costs. The
introduction of the screening procedure reduces the overall costs and also reduces the gap
between the costs for all classes of models (Figure 50). However, the workload model
consistently incurs higher costs than the slack and integrated models.
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The impact of the screening procedure on cost and revenue is summarized in Figure 49.
The slack models show the highest percentage gain in revenues for all demand rates, the
integrated models are a close second and the workload models show the least gain. On
the cost side, workload models show significant cost declines along with the integrated
models. The slack models had the lowest rates of decline.
The results confirm the pattern seen in stage one, that the screening procedure has more
impact on lowering costs than on increasing revenues.
5.2.6 Stage Two: Processing Time Analysis

The selectivity (see section 5.1.9) of the single-step and two-step models is summarized
in Table 60. The average processing times for the various class of models show that the
single-step slack models accept orders with longer processing times, whereas the
workload models on the other hand accept more orders with shorter processing time. The
integrated models are in the middle though they accept orders larger than the average
processing time of the arriving orders. The degree of selectivity (see section 5.1) is
highest for slack models (4.21%) followed by workload (2.77%) and integrated models
(2.2%).The degree of selectivity shows a generally increasing trend with demand rate
though the increase is highest for the slack models (Figure 51). The integrated models are
least selective, in terms of processing time.
The introduction of screening (Figure 50) reduces the level of selectivity for all class of
models across the three demand levels. This pattern is consistent with the impact of the
screening procedure in stage one.
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5.2.7 Stage Two: Service Level Analysis

The service levels achieved by the firm indicate the level of customer satisfaction with
the performance of the production system; higher service levels indicate higher customer
satisfaction, which may in turn lead to growth in market share. Service level performance
for the various models is summarized in Table 61. The average performance of the
different classes of models is presented in Figure 52. The slack models have the highest
service level across all three demand rates, because the acceptance procedure ensures that
all orders have adequate lead time to complete and orders are rarely delayed beyond the
due date. The integrated models, which focus on profitability of orders, accept more
orders and consequently are likely to have more delayed orders and a reduced service
level. Workload models, with their focus on total workload (sum of processing times)
instead of due dates, tend to accept more orders and hence achieve a reduced service
level. The service level of slack models remains consistently high as the demand rate
increases, whereas that of the workload models falls as the demand rate increases from
1.5 to 2.5 but rises back again as demand rate goes from 2.5 to 3.5. The service level of
integrated models increase as the demand rate goes up from 1.5 to 2.5 but declines
subsequently as the number of orders in the system increases. This is because the
acceptance rate of the integrated models decreases sharply as the demand rate goes from
1.5 to 2.5, which has a positive impact on the service level. However, the acceptance rate
declines more slowly as demand rate goes from 2.5 to 3.5, and so the service level is
lower. The introduction of the screening procedure increases the service levels of the
integrated and workload models, though it is still below the levels of slack models.
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Service levels for the different order types for the three classes of models are summarized
in Table 62. The integrated and slack models have a higher service level than the
workload model for all order types. The slack models have a consistent service level
across all order types whereas the single-step integrated models have much higher service
levels for the lucrative order types (Type A) than for the less lucrative ones. The
introduction of the screening procedure reduces this service level differential between
order types, though the lucrative orders still have a slightly higher service level than the
less lucrative orders. We see the same in slack and workload models.
Two-step models accept fewer orders and focus on completing a higher percentage of the
accepted orders and so they have higher service levels than single-step models. The
screening process also reduces the service level differential between the different order
types for all model classes.
5.2.8 Stage Two: Flow Time Analysis

The average flow time of the models is summarized in Table 63.The impact of increased
demand rate on flow time is presented in Figure 53. Average flow times for the singlestep models increase as the demand rate increases. The rate of increase is faster in
integrated models than in slack models. This is due to higher acceptance rate and
subsequent higher queue length in integrated models.
The introduction of the screening procedure shortens flow time and also decreases the
difference in flow time among the three classes of models though the slack models
continue to have slightly lower flow time than the workload and integrated models.
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5.2.9 Stage Two: Capacity utilization analysis

Due to the over demanded situation of the shop floor, for all demand rates, and the single
machine nature of the production system, the capacity utilization achieved by all the
models is about 96.5% (Table 64) and this is similar at all levels of demand rate. Since
we have simplified the tire manufacturing plant to a single machine, it represents the
bottleneck step in the production process. If the shop is heavily loaded and there are no
set-ups or machine breakdowns, as is true in this study, the bottleneck utilization is very
high. This is why the utilization values for all models across all demand rates are very
high and not impacted much by increased rejection due to the acceptance or screening
step.
5.2.10 Stage Two: Queue Length analysis

As the demand rate increases, all models reduce acceptance rates to prevent the
production system from overloading with orders. If the increase in demand rate exceeds
the reduction in acceptance rate, we observe the consequences as increased system
workload and longer queue lengths. The length of the average and maximum system
queues are summarized in Table 65. The average queue length trends are summarized in
Figure 54. We see that slack models do the best in keeping queue lengths to a minimum.
As the demand rate increases queue lengths increase for all models. Since queue length
for slack models is relatively short to begin with, these queues are still shorter than in
other models even after the increase in demand rates. For the integrated model, the queue
lengths increase at a decreasing rate suggesting that the model is succeeding in reducing
the acceptance rate to match the capacity. In the workload models, the queue lengths
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increase as demand rate increases from 1.5 to 2.5, but as the model succeeds in lowering
the acceptance rate (at higher demand rates) the queue length declines.
In the two-step models the rejection procedure reduces the queue lengths such that the
differences between the models are eliminated.
5.2.11 Stage Two: Selection Analysis

To select the best models from stage two we analyze the difference in single-step profits
at three acceptance criteria values. The paired-means test analysis was conducted on pairs
from the same class of models (see Table 66). The matrix presents the z-scores of
difference in profit among the different combinations of integrated and slack models.
In the case of the integrated models the four models (in the Z-scores matrix in Table 66)
on the left hand side (Best-four) models (020101, 020303, 020301 and 020103) have
higher profits than the other integrated models. Therefore, the goal of this analysis is to
test whether:


The difference in profits between the Best-four models and the other integrated
models is statistically significant



The difference in profit among the Best-four models is statistically insignificant

If we are able to validate the above two statements for the integrated model, then we can
say that the Best-four models are superior to the other integrated models and can be
moved to the next stage.
The z-score matrix suggests that of the profit difference between the best-four models
and the rest of the models is significant (Z>1.96 at 95% confidence). However, the profit
differences among the best-four models are significant for one of the models (020103).
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This can be seen from the second column (brown in Table 66) in the matrix. The z-scores
for the profit difference between 020103 and the other three are all greater than 1.96,
suggesting that 020103 is not as profitable as the other three. Therefore, we select three
models (020101, 020303 and 020301) for the further evaluation in stage three.
Similar analysis is conducted on the slack models and the results are highlighted in the zscore matrix. The three slack models (04XX04,04XX05,04XX06) have profits that are
significantly different from the rest but insignificant among themselves. Therefore these
three slack models are moved to stage three for further evaluation.
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5.3 Stage Three Simulation Analysis

Stage three studies eight models: three integrated, three slack models selected from stage
two, and two workload models (03XX01, 03XX03). We use standard orders (Table 13)
and test business conditions (Table 11and Table 12). If order acceptance tools are to be
adopted in real world business situations they must be robust in changing business
environments. The goal of this stage is to evaluate model robustness in different business
conditions and also evaluate how the screening procedure impacts performance under
different business conditions.
The different business conditions (discussed in 4.3.1) represent a combination of
changing conditions of industry competitiveness (modeled as tardiness and rejection
penalties) and market competitiveness (modeled as order revenue and lead time factor).
5.3.1 Stage Three: Profit Analysis

The profits for the three classes of models and four business environments are
summarized in Table 68. The average performance of three classes of models is
summarized in Figure 55 and Figure 56. The figures show that single-step model profits
are highest when market competition is weak (SW and WW). Since weak market
competition is characterized by high revenue factor and high lead time factor, it is logical
that the firm would make large profits when it has pricing power and low risk of paying
penalties if orders are delayed.
Profits for all three classes of models are higher under weak industry and strong market
(WS) conditions than under strong industry and weak market (SW) conditions. The
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difference is highest for slack models (273%) followed by integrated (187%) and
workload (8.2%). The large gap between profits under the WS and SW conditions
indicate that in this study the market competitiveness parameters such as price and lead
time have a much higher influence on overall profits than industry competitiveness
parameters like tardiness and rejection penalties.
As one would expect intuitively, profits are highest when competition is weak (weak
industry and market conditions: WW) and lowest when competition is strong (strong
industry and market conditions: SS). The profits of the integrated model are higher than
that of the slack model by 11.78% under WW conditions but under SS conditions, the
slack models outperform the integrated models by 8.68%. This suggests that slack models
perform better under difficult business environments than do integrated models. This
could be an important consideration for firms operating in competitive industries where
the power of individual firm is weak and industry competition is high. For firms
operating in industries where tardiness penalties are low but market competitive pressures
are high (WS), the single-step integrated models outperform slack models by 20%. The
results of the single-step models suggest that for firms operating in industries where a
strong control over the bottom line (costs) is a high priority, such as project based
industries like aerospace and construction, slack models are more suitable. Firms
operating in industries facing high customer pressure on prices and lead times, such as
consumer goods industries, would prefer integrated models over slack models.
The introduction of the screening procedure increases overall profit for all classes of
models. However, as was the trend in stage one and stage two, screening does not change
the ranking of the model classes in terms of profit. Though the integrated models
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(38.64%) show the highest percentage improvement in profit (Figure 56), the slack
models (276.81) continue to be more profitable than the integrated models (266.46) in
tough business conditions (SS). The integrated models continue to outperform under
conditions of low penalties and high price and lead time pressures (WS) (Table 68)
though the gap between the integrated and slack profits for both SS and WS conditions is
reduced by the introduction of the screening procedure. In the revenue, cost and profit
analysis in stage one and two, we found that the screening procedure has a much larger
impact on reducing costs than on increasing revenues. The cost reduction is accomplished
by reducing system queues and thereby reducing tardiness related costs. Similarly in
stage three, we see that the positive impact of the screening procedure, in both slack and
integrated models, is higher when the tardiness and rejection penalties are larger (high
industry competitiveness). By reducing queue lengths, two-step models reduce overall
tardiness costs and boost profit. This increase in profit is higher when penalties for
tardiness and rejection are high (SS, SW).
5.3.2 Stage Three: Acceptance Analysis

In stage one and two we saw that the single-step integrated models have a higher
acceptance rate (see section 5.1.5, 5.2.2) than the slack and workload models. The pattern
is similar for stage three (Table 69). Similar to stages one and two the acceptance rates
are higher for single-step integrated models (average 34.1%) than for slack (27.1%) or
workload models (28.83%). Within each class of models, the acceptance rates for firms
operating in business environments with high industry competition (high penalty rates) is
lower than those operating in low industry competition. Since high penalty rate
environments (SS, SW) are adversely impacted by increases in queue lengths, which
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could increase tardiness costs, models reduce the acceptance rate. The integrated and
slack models have a higher acceptance rate in business environments characterized by
weak industry competitiveness (WS,WW) than one with strong industry competitiveness
(SS,SW). The introduction of the rejection procedure reduces the acceptance rate for all
business environments in the two-step models.
5.3.3 Stage Three: Rejection Analysis

The information about the rate of rejection for different order types (A,B,Cand D) under
different business conditions for single-step and two-step slack and integrated models is
presented in Figure 57. The rejection data is summarized in Table 71. The rejections in
the single-step slack models in weak customer competition environments (SW,WW)
follow the pattern seen in stage two where lucrative orders (Type A) were rejected at a
higher rate than less lucrative (Type D) orders. This pattern of rejection is more evident
in integrated and slack models than in workload models, and is evident across all
business environments. This pattern of rejection may be acceptable from an operations
standpoint, as it prevents the shop floor from filling up with orders with short lead times,
but from a management perspective the business will suffer in the long term if so many
lucrative customers are rejected.
The screening procedure in the two-step models reduces the rejection rates for lucrative
orders across all the model classes. One way to assess the impact of the screening
procedure is to analyze the difference in rejection rates between order type A and D
(referred to as the AD gap). In the single-step models, the AD gap for slack models is
31.61% on average and it stays consistently high for all four business environments. For
the single stage integrated, models the AD gap is high (13.45%) when penalties are high
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(SS, SW) and drops to zero when penalties are low (WS, WW). In the two-step models,
the AD gap is -19.4% for the slack models as the less lucrative orders are rejected at a
higher rate. The AD gap is higher (-34.16%) when customer competition is weak (SW,
WW) than when it is strong (-4.13%). The AD gap for integrated models is -42.25%,
which is significantly lower than the single-step models. This confirms the pattern from
stage one and two that the screening procedure has a larger impact on the integrated
models than on slack models.
5.3.4 Stage Three: Completion Analysis

The acceptance and completion rates for the different class of models for the four
business environments are summarized in Table 72. In the single-step models, slack
models have high completion rates across all four business conditions, but the completion
rates are higher, by about 4%, under competitive market conditions (SW,WW) than when
the market is less competitive (SS,WS). This could be due to the pressure of meeting
customer expectations of a lower lead time in competitive market conditions. In the
single-step integrated models, the completion rates are higher, by about 2%, in the tough
business conditions (SS) and decline as business conditions become more favorable
(WW). The workload models keep a consistent high completion rate during all business
conditions. The introduction of the screening procedure increases the completion rate of
the integrated and slack models and brings it up to the level of the workload models for
all business conditions.
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5.3.5 Stage Three: Processing Time Analysis

Similar to the discussion in stages one and two, processing time analysis is used to
analyze the selectivity (see section 5.1) of the order acceptance model. In stage two, we
saw that selectivity is highest for the slack models while lowest (and negative) for the
workload models. Therefore, slack models and the workload models differed in the
degree and the direction of selectivity. The processing time results for stage three are
summarized in Table 73). The selectivity graph, expressed as a percentage (Figure 59),
shows (as seen in stage two) that the slack models are more selective than the other class
of models in all four business environments. Also, the slack models are more selective
when market competition is weaker (SW, WW). In weak market competition firms have
the power to increase prices and lead times and this leads acceptance models (especially
in slack models) to selectively choose the larger orders (higher processing times) and this
increases the selectivity of the model. In standard business conditions the tight lead times
acts as a disincentive for the acceptance process and prevents the acceptance of larger
orders from lucrative customers (with short lead times) but that disincentive is eliminated
as lead times are relaxed in weakly competitive market conditions(SW,WW). Due to this,
we see high selectivity for the slack model in general, and in SW and WW business
conditions in particular (Figure 60).
The integrated models, on the other hand, are much less selective than the slack models
but they are more selective in difficult business conditions (SS) and less selective as the
business conditions become more favorable. Thus slack and integrated models are
selective differently. For the workload models, on the other hand, processing time of the
selected orders is lower than that of the arriving orders. However, workload models have
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the same level of selectivity in all business environments. This may not be a desirable
trait for an order acceptance model as it may reduce adaptability to changing business
conditions.
5.3.6 Stage Three: Queue Length Analysis

The average and maximum queue length for the various business conditions is
summarized in Table 74. The comparison of the queue lengths for all classes of models is
presented in Figure 61. As in stage two, the single-step integrated models have longer
average queue lengths than slack models. The maximum queue lengths for the workload
models are longer than that of the integrated and slack models but lower than that for
integrated models.
The integrated models tend to accept more orders to increase revenues, but if there are
strong disincentives for long queues (such as when tardiness penalties are high) these
models respond by reducing acceptance rates to cut queue lengths. Therefore the queue
lengths in competitive industry environments (SS, SW) is lower than under less
competitive conditions. The slack models focus on keeping overall production costs
down and therefore have lower queue lengths, across all business environments. The only
time slack models have longer queues is when market and industry competitiveness is
low (WW) and they can charge higher prices and require longer lead times without
paying a high penalty cost.
So we see that slack models are impacted more by the market competitiveness conditions
(SW, WW) and the integrated models are impacted more by the industry competitiveness
conditions (SS, SW). The average queue lengths are longer in stage three than in stage
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two. This implies that queue lengths are impacted more by changes in business conditions
than by changes in ordering characteristics such as arrival time and order size.
This could help a firm in selecting the acceptance models, by adjusting acceptance rates
depending on industry characteristics.
5.3.7 Stage Three: Revenue, Cost and Profit Analysis

As in stage two, the goal of the revenue, cost and profit analysis is to evaluate the
dynamics of the changing business environments on the revenue and cost curves of the
different models. The revenue, cost and profit for each class of models in summarized in
Table 75. The revenue and cost trends are presented in Figure 62 andFigure 63. All three
classes of single-step models earn higher revenues when market competiveness is weak
(SW, WW). This is a logical result since firms will maximize revenue when they have
pricing power and the ability to set lead times. The integrated models bring in higher
revenue than slack and workload models under these conditions. Integrated models bring
in lower revenue under competitive market conditions (SS, WS) though the revenue is
much higher in WS than in SS conditions. The costs are also higher under weak market
conditions when models accept more orders and pay out more in tardiness costs.
The introduction of the screening procedure increases revenue for all classes of models in
all business conditions. The average percentage increase in revenue, over all business
conditions, is higher for slack models (20.77%) than for integrated models (10.57%)
(Table 75). However, the percentage reduction in cost is much larger than the percentage
increases in revenue for workload (67.34%) and integrated (56.86%) models than for
slack models (25.28%). These patterns are consistent with observations in stages one and
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two where the screening procedure had a larger impact on reducing costs than on
increasing revenue.
The percentage gain in revenue due to the screening procedure is higher under conditions
of strong industry competitiveness (SS, SW). The greatest cost reductions were achieved
under weak customer competitive conditions (SW,WW).
5.3.8 Stage Three: Service Level Analysis

The service level analysis is summarized in Table 76 and Table 77. We see that the
single-step slack models have the highest service level. Due to their focus on accepting
orders with long lead times, slack models are able to achieve on-time completion for
most orders. Integrated models are next best with the workload models being the worst
performers in terms of service level. The screening procedure raises the service level for
all models and narrows the service level performance gap between the different classes of
acceptance models.
The difference in service level offered to different classes of customers is summarized in
Table 77. The slack models have the highest overall service level for all customer types.
The single-step integrated and workload models offer differentiated service levels for
different customer types. For the single-step integrated models, the level of
differentiation (Service level for Type A – Service level for Type D) is higher when
industry competitiveness is high (SS, SW) due to higher penalties. In the case of the slack
models, though their overall service level is high they do not differentiate when customer
competitiveness is weak (SW, WW). However, slack models do differentiate when
customer conditions are strong (SS, WS) due to price and lead time pressures.
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5.3.9 Stage Three: Flow Time Analysis

Flow time results are summarized in Table 78 and trends are presented in Figure 65. The
flow times are highest for workload models and lowest for slack models. This is
consistent with the low cost focus of slack models whereby they accept fewer orders and
keeps queue lengths short in order to achieve high service levels. The short queue lengths
translate into short flow times. However, this logic is not directly applicable in integrated
models. We see from Figure 64 that the flow times of both the integrated and slack
models are longer when customer competitiveness is weak (SW, WW). However, if we
compare Figure 64 with Figure 61 (Queue length trends), we see that in integrated
models the queue lengths are longer when industry competitiveness is weak (WS,WW)
but flow times are longer when customer competitiveness is weak (SW,WW). So, in
environments with weak industry and strong customer forces, long queues do not lead to
long flow times. This could be due to the effect of short lead times under strong customer
pressure. Therefore, we see that the flow times in the integrated models are strongly
influenced by the business environment, but they are less so in the slack models.
5.3.10 Stage Three: Capacity Utilization

The capacity utilization achieved by the various classes of models is summarized in
Table 79. Due to the high demand rate (3.5), all single-step models achieve high capacity
utilization. The two-step models also achieve 97% utilization rate across all models and
business scenarios. The high utilization of two-step models confirms that the screening
procedure does not have a significant negative impact on capacity utilization.
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5.3.11 Stage Three: Selection Analysis

To select the best performing models in stage three, the average profit across three order
acceptance criteria values for each model is compared to other models in the same class.
The three integrated and slack models (workload models are not used for evaluation) are
compared with each other. The average difference in profit between pairs of acceptance
models, and the standard deviation of this difference, is used in the paired difference Ttest procedure to compute a z score for each pair of models (Table 81). The mean
difference is tested at 95% confidence interval (Z=1.96). The paired T-test did not find
any of the differences between model pairs to be significant (z values >1.96). Therefore,
on the basis of the tests in stage three, none of the models could be eliminated from
further evaluations and so all six models are evaluated again in stage four.
As in stages one and two, the comparisons in stage three are conducted within each class
of models, in order to select the best of model of each class.
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5.4 Stage Four Simulation Analysis
In stage four, the eight models evaluated in stage three are evaluated using the large and
small orders (Table 14) and the business test cases (Table 11 andTable 12).In stage four
we investigate the interaction between the business conditions and customer ordering
conditions to evaluate whether order characteristics influence acceptance model
performance under different business conditions.
In order to discover whether there is an interaction between the customer and business
characteristics, we study the difference between the performance of the large and small
orders, under different business conditions (referred to as difference analysis) in stage
four. A representation of the analysis in stage four is presented in Figure 65. The
performance metric (such as profit, acceptance rate or service level) is on the Y-axis and
the business environment on the x-axis. The red and blue dots represent the performance
values obtained by models with the large and small order sets. The line connecting the
two points represents the difference (or gap) in performance of models with the large and
small orders under different business conditions. The line is referred to as the l-s gap
(large-small gap) in stage four evaluations. The length and direction of the l-s gap, under
different business conditions, is used to evaluate the interaction between business
conditions and customer order characteristics.
To estimate the interaction effect we use three pieces of information about the l-s gap:
average, standard deviation and a Yes/NO for directional change of the gap. The
difference analysis using the l-s gap is performed for all metrics used to evaluate model
performance. A good acceptance model should have:
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Low average gap: A low average gap between different order sets (given the
same demand rate) implies that the performance of the model is not impacted by
changes in customer order characteristics. This is useful information for firms
because changes in ordering patterns (order size, arrival rate) can occur regularly,
seasonal patterns can influence ordering patterns. Firms would like the
acceptance model to be robust to changes in order characteristics.



Low standard deviation: A low standard deviation of the l-s gap implies that the
difference in performance between different order sets does not change
significantly with changes in business environment. A standard deviation of about
33% of the mean (or lower) is considered as low. Firms would prefer an
acceptance model that has lower variation and is more predictable under different
business conditions.



Directional change: A third piece of information about the l-s gap is whether it
changes direction under different business environments and the larger orders
perform better under some conditions and the smaller orders perform better under
other. The directional change information provides a picture of how the model
might behave if business or customer order conditions change and whether those
change are favorable for the firm.

The average gap and standard deviation are computed on the absolute values of the l-s
gap under the various business environments. The difference analysis of the l-s gap for
various metrics is presented in the following sections.
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5.4.1 Stage Four: Profit Analysis

The profit analysis for the different models is summarized in Table 82 and the trends are
presented in Figure 66 and Figure 67. We see that the average l-s gap (Table 83) is
smaller for the single-step integrated model (3.20%) than for the single-step slack model
(6.80%). This suggests that the changes in customer order conditions impact the profit of
the slack model more than the integrated model. The standard deviation for both
integrated and slack models is high (more than 33% of the average). This suggests that
the business conditions have an impact on the profits obtained from different order sets.
The l-s gap for the single-step integrated model is highest under weak industry and strong
customer conditions (WS). For the slack models the l-s gap is higher under strong
industry competitive conditions (SS, SW), suggesting that order sets containing large
order sizes generate higher profits under slack models. For the integrated models, under
strong industry and customer competitive conditions (SS), profits is higher for the small
orders but under other business conditions the larger orders generate higher profit. For the
slack models the large order set always generates higher profits than the set of small
orders.
The introduction of the screening procedure (Table 83) increases profit for both
integrated and slack models for small and large orders. The screening procedure increases
the average l-s gap for the integrated model (from 3.2% to 5.04%) but reduces the gap for
the slack model (from 6.8% to 4.66%).This suggests that customer order characteristics
have a larger impact on profit of the two-step integrated model than its single-step
version. For the slack model, the impact of order characteristics is lower in the two-step
model. The standard deviation of the l-s gap in two step models is higher for integrated
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but lower for the slack models when compared to the single-step models. This suggests
that business conditions have a larger impact on the relative performance of the different
customer order sets in the two-step integrated models than the slack models. Also, the l-s
gap for the integrated model in the two-step models is negative, suggesting that the twostep models generate higher profit from small order sets which is opposite of what
happens in the single-step models. For the slack models the large orders generate higher
profit in both the single and two-step models.
These observations suggest that although the screening procedure increases the profit of
the integrated model, it makes the model performance more susceptible to changes in
customer order and business conditions. The impact on the slack model is the opposite as
the screening procedure reduces the impact of order and business conditions.
5.4.2 Stage Four: Acceptance analysis

The acceptance rate analysis and difference analysis for stage four are summarized in
Table 84. The acceptance rates are higher for the single-step integrated models under all
four business conditions for both the large and small orders. Since the large and small
order sets have the same demand rate and low variation in order size, the large order set
consists of 55 orders with higher average processing time and the small order set consists
of 102 orders with shorter processing times. Due to a difference in the size of the dataset,
a direct comparison of the acceptance rates of the models using large and small datasets
is inaccurate. However, the l-s gap for each model can be compared across the different
business environments (Table 84). The difference analysis shows that the acceptance
rates are consistent for both integrated (standard deviation 0.43%) and slack models
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(0.90%). Because it consists of fewer orders, the large order set has a higher acceptance
percentage rate and so the l-s gap, for acceptance rate, is positive (larger orders have
higher acceptance rate due to fewer orders) under all business conditions. For both
classes of models, the l-s gap is larger under weak customer competitive conditions (SW,
WW) though the differences are small for both the integrated (.72%) and slack (1.56%).
The introduction of the screening procedure reduces the acceptance rate and the l-s gap
for both integrated (by 2.7%) and slack (by 2.28%) models. The screening step also
reduces the standard deviation of the l-s gap for the acceptance metric but the standard
deviations were already low in the single-step models. The difference analysis suggests
that in the single-step models, customer order characteristics impact acceptance rates,
but the impact of business conditions on the acceptance rate is low. The screening
procedure reduces the impact of customer order characteristics and business
characteristics on the acceptance rate for both models.
5.4.3 Stage Four: Rejection Analysis

The rejection analysis is summarized in Table 85 and
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Table 86 and the rejection trends are presented in Figure 69 and Figure 70 . Both tables
have two parts, the first summarizing the rejection rates for stage four and the second
containing the difference analysis. The l-s gap for the rejection rate at the detailed
analysis step (acceptance step) of the acceptance model, is similar for both integrated
(7.12%) and slack (7.21%) models and the gap is consistent (low standard deviation) for
both models. The introduction of the screening procedure reduces both the average and
standard deviation of the l-s gap, though the reduction is higher for the integrated model
(from 7.12% to 0.43%) than for the slack models (from 7.21% to 4.23%). The difference
analysis suggests that, in the single-step models, the customer order characteristics have
a high impact on the rejection rates for different order sets, but the impact of business
conditions is low. The screening procedure reduces the impact of the customer order
characteristics and improves the performance of both models in terms of rejection rate.
The rejection rates for lucrative orders (Type A) are summarized in
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Table 86. The average and the standard deviation of the l-s gap are higher for the singlestep slack models than the integrated models. This suggests that customer order
characteristics and business characteristics have a higher impact on the slack model than
on the integrated model. The screening procedure increases the average and standard
deviation for both models. Thus we see that the screening procedure increases the
susceptibility of the model performance (in terms of rejecting lucrative order types) to
changes in customer order characteristics and business conditions.
5.4.4 Stage Four: Completion Rate Analysis

The completion and difference analysis for stage four is summarized in Table 87. The
average completion rates are higher for the slack model than for the integrated models.
Also, the completion rates are higher under strong customer competitive conditions
(SS,WS) for the slack models and under strong industry competitiveness conditions
(SS,SW) for the integrated models. The screening procedure increases the completion
rates for both slack and integrated models.
The difference analysis shows that both integrated and slack models have a moderate
level of l-s gap though the standard deviation of the gap is low for both models. The
screening procedure marginally reduces the l-s gap for the slack model, but increases the
gap for the integrated model though the standard deviation of the l-s gap is lower in the
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two-step models. The difference analysis suggests that the customer order characteristics
have a larger impact on completion rates than business characteristics.
5.4.5 Stage Four: Processing Time Analysis

The processing time analysis is summarized in Table 88. The table also contains the
difference analysis of model selectivity. The difference analysis suggests that models
have higher selectivity when they use the set of small orders (the l-s gap is negative). The
average selectivity for the single-step models is higher for the slack models (8.07%) than
for the integrated models (3.99%). The slack models have higher selectivity (by 2.5%)
under weak customer competitiveness conditions (SW,WW) whereas the integrated
models are more selective (by .85%) under strong industry competitiveness conditions
(SS,SW).
The difference analysis suggests that the selectivity (average l-s gap) for the slack and
integrated models under the four business conditions suggests is impacted by customer
order conditions. The low standard deviation of the l-s gap for integrated (.6%) and slack
(1.45%) models suggest that business conditions have a low influence on the selectivity
gap between large and small order in single-step models. The introduction of the
screening procedure reduces the average gap and also the standard deviation of the l-s
gap. This suggests that the screening procedure increases the robustness of the model (in
terms of selectivity) by reducing the influence of the business and customer order
conditions on the model performance.
5.4.6 Stage Four: Queue Length Analysis
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The analysis of queue lengths and the difference analysis are summarized in Table 89.
Due to the larger number of orders in the small order set, it results in longer queues than
does the large order set. The difference analysis shows that, in the single-step models, the
l-s gap is much larger (30.11%) for the integrated models than for the slack models
(5.09%). The standard deviation of the l-s gap is also higher for the integrated models.
This suggests that both business and customer order characteristics have a strong
influence on queue lengths for the integrated models. The single-step slack models are
impacted moderately by changes in order characteristics, but the influence of business
characteristics is low. The introduction of the screening procedure reduces the average
and standard deviation of the l-s gap with regards to queue length. Though queue lengths
are longer for models using small order set, the average workload in the system is higher
when processing the large orders (Table 90) due to the longer processing times.
5.4.7 Stage Four: Profit, Cost and Revenue Analysis

The profit, cost and revenue analysis along with the difference analysis for revenues and
cost is summarized in Table 91.The revenue and cost trends are presented in Figure 71
and Figure 72. For both integrated and slack models, revenues and costs are higher under
weak customer competiveness conditions (SW,WW). This is logical since the models
maximize acceptance in order to maximize revenues when the firm has the power to price
and set lead times under favorable conditions. In the single-step models, the revenues and
costs are higher for the large order sets for both integrated and slack models. The
difference analysis for revenues (Table 91) shows that for the single-step models there is
a moderate influence of customer order characteristics on the overall model revenues.
The average l-s gap for revenues for the integrated and slack model is 2.71% and 3.41%
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respectively. The standard deviation for both integrated and slack single-step models is
low but the integrated model changes direction under weak industrial and strong
customer competitiveness conditions (WS).This suggests that business conditions have a
stronger influence on the integrated models.
The introduction of the screening procedure does not have much impact on the average
l-s gap for integrated and slack models, but it significantly increases the standard
deviation of the integrated model, suggesting that the influence of business conditions
increases with the introduction of the screening procedure. The screening step does not
have much impact on the revenue performance of the slack models. The difference
analysis of the costs for both integrated and slack in summarized in Table 91. The
average l-s gap for both integrated (10.51%) and slack (10.32%) is larger suggesting a
strong influence of the order characteristics. However, the standard deviation of the l-s
gap is moderate, suggesting that business conditions have a modest influence on the l-s
gap. The introduction of the screening step increases the average l-s gap for the integrated
models but does not influence the gap for the slack models. This suggests that the
screening step increases the influence of customer order characteristics for the integrated
model. The standard deviation of both models is reduced after the introduction of the
screening step, suggesting a reduced influence of business conditions. Overall, the
screening procedure increases the robustness of the slack model by reducing the
influence of business and customer order conditions, but screening reduces the
robustness of the integrated models from the perspective of total costs.
5.4.8 Stage Four: Service Level Analysis
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The service level analysis and the difference analysis are summarized in Table 93. The
integrated model has a lower overall average service level than the slack model, and it
also shows higher variability in service levels in the different business environments. The
service level offered to different order types in the four business environments is
summarized in Table 94. The integrated model has a higher level of variability in service
levels offered to the different customer types, with the most lucrative orders (Type A)
getting the highest service level. The slack models have a higher average service level
than the integrated models but there is not a strong relationship between the nature of the
order and the resulting service level it gets: type A orders have lower service levels than
type C and D orders in some business environments. This may not an acceptable mode of
operation in many business environments, where management have firm policies about
lucrative customers. On the other hand, the results in Table 94 could also shed light on
the need to have a flexible service level policy regardless of the order type.
The difference analysis for the service level metric shows that the average l-s gap for
both integrated (3.07%) and slack models (1.67%) is low and the standard deviation of
the l-s gap is also low suggesting that both customer order characteristics and business
characteristics have a low impact on the service levels achieved by the order sets. The
introduction of the screening step increases the average and standard deviation of the l-s
gap for integrated and slack models. This suggests that the screening procedure increases
the influence of the business conditions and customer order conditions on the service
level achieved by both models. However, the overall cost performance and service levels
are improved after the introduction of the screening step.
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5.4.9 Stage Four: Flow Time Analysis

The flow times under the different business environments, for the large and small orders
and their difference analysis are summarized in Table 95. Similar to the trends in service
level, the average flow time is longer for the single-step integrated model than for the
slack model. For both integrated and slack models, flow times are longer when customer
competiveness is low. The difference analysis shows that the average l-s gap for the
single-step integrated and slack models is very high whereas the standard deviation of the
l-s gap for both models is low. This suggests that, for both models, the influence of
customer order characteristics is very strong whereas that of business characteristics is
weak. The screening step further increases the average l-s gap, thereby further enhancing
the influence of business conditions. The standard deviation of the l-s gap for both
models decreases moderately with the introduction of the screening step, suggesting that
the influence of business conditions is further weakened. Overall, the difference analysis
suggests that the characteristics of the order set have a very strong influence on the flow
time of the acceptance model.
5.4.10 Stage Four: Selection Analysis

To select the best stage four models we compare the performance of the integrated and
slack models within their respective classes by using the mean difference test on each
pair of models (Table 97 and Table 98). The mean difference test is conducted by
computing the average of the profit generated by the model at different acceptance
criteria values. This average is computed for each instance of the order set of the large
and small orders using five instances of each order set. Then the difference in profit at
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each of the five instances and the mean and standard deviation are computed to generate
the z score of the difference. The difference is tested at the 95% confidence interval and z
value of 1.96.The results show that none of the model pairs have a statistically significant
difference, and therefore, based on this procedure we cannot eliminate any of the models.
Since the differences in performance of the selected models in stage three and four are
not statistically significant, we use a multi-criteria ranking method in order to select the
best models for further evaluation in stage five. The goal is to select the model (s) that
rank high on profitability and robustness in each class of models. In this method the
models are first ranked on the average profit values and then the top two models from
each class are selected and re-ranked based on their variance. The variance ranking is the
inverse of the variance value (higher variance means lower rank). If the procedure results
in one model being ranked higher for both profitability and robustness, then it is selected
as the better model. In case of a tie, with one model ranked higher on profitability and
another one ranked higher on robustness, we select both models for further evaluation.
Using this ranking process (Table 96), the models were ranked on profit and variance.
The results for the integrated models show that the integrated model using the minimum
tardiness beam search scheduling procedure (020101) is ranked highest on profit but the
integrated model using the weighted shortest processing time (WSPT) sequence for
acceptance (020301) ranks highest on variance and hence both models are selected for
further evaluation. For slack models, the model using the sequencing procedure based on
apparent tardiness cost (04XX05) ranks highest on both profit and variance and hence it
is selected for further evaluation.
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5.5 Stage Five Simulation Analysis
The goal of stage five is to evaluate the three models selected in stage four and select the
best performing model(s). The best model(s) is (are) selected based on profit and
robustness of performance in various conditions. In stage one to four, best model(s) were
selected by comparing performance within the same class of models. The reason for this
is that we were evaluating the models on three acceptance criteria values only. Since
profits are influenced by the acceptance criteria values at which they are evaluated, we
need a method to establish equivalent acceptance criteria values between two classes of
models, in order to compare their performance. For example an acceptance criteria value
of 0.15 is tight for an integrated model but is very loose for a slack model. Unless we
have a mechanism to establish the acceptance criteria value, for the slack model that
exactly corresponds to .15 in the integrated model, it is not accurate to compare the two
models.
We solve this problem by evaluating the respective models (integrated and slack) over a
large representative sample of acceptance criteria values covering the entire range of
acceptance criteria values. The average profit from evaluating the model, at all these
acceptance criteria values, is a good representative for the overall average model
performance. This average model performance value can then be used to compare the
results across different model classes. In stage five we evaluate the integrated and slack
models at 20 acceptance criteria points selected from across the spectrum of criteria
values. The three models chosen from stage four (two integrated model and one slack
model) will be evaluated at the 20 acceptance criteria values using the standard orders
(Table 13) under base case business conditions (Table 10). The performance of the
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single-step models will be used to identify the best model(s). The effect of introducing
the screening stage will also be assessed.
5.5.1 Stage Five: Profit Analysis

Profit performance is summarized in Table 100 and the trends are presented in Figure 74.
The x-axis of the graph in Figure 74 represents the 20 acceptance criteria instances. For
the integrated model, the criteria values range from 0 to 1 and for the slack model from
0.25 to 8.25. The graph shows the different behavior of the two model classes. The slack
model (04XX05) at first shows a steady increase in profit performance as the acceptance
criteria is tightened, but it settles to a steady state value around instance 9-10 (criteria
value 3.25-3.5). The integrated models (020101, 020301) show a declining trend as the
acceptance criteria are tightened. At about acceptance criteria instance 8 (value = 0.4) the
integrated model profits decline below the level of the slack model and stay there for the
remaining acceptance values (except at the very last value when profits increase again).
Given the negative slope of the profit curve, if firms choose to implement the integrated
model they run the risk of low profits if they don’t choose the right acceptance criteria.
On the other hand, due to the lower sensitivity of the profits of the slack model (04XX05)
to changes in acceptance criteria, it is more robust to errors in selection. This is useful in
real world business situations where it maybe difficult for a firm to select the appropriate
acceptance criteria values due uncertainties in business condition.
The standard deviations (Table 100) provide further confirmation of the robustness of
the slack model, since its standard deviation is approximately 50% less that of the
integrated models (020101,020301).Though the slack model (04XX05) is more robust, it
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is also less profitable than the integrated model (020101). For acceptance criteria
instances 0 to 8 (Table 72) the profit of the integrated model (020101) is higher than that
of the slack model (04XX05) by an average of 16.92% with the highest profit gap being
as high as 36.78% (Table 101). We see that the slack model (04XX05) is robust but less
profitable overall than the integrated model (020101), and firms must consider the
tradeoff between robustness and profitability.
The introduction of the screening procedure affects the profit profile in two ways (Table
101):
1. The profit of the integrated model (over the entire spectrum of acceptance values)
is higher than that of the slack model by an average of 17.14 % (1.06% for singlestep models)
2. The robustness of the integrated model increases significantly and its standard
deviation is about 23.8% higher than the slack model (51.2% for single-step
model)
Because of this, we consider the two-step integrated model (020101) to be superior to the
two-step slack model (04XX05).
The single-step integrated model (020101) is more profitable than the slack model
(04XX05) for acceptance criteria instances 1 to 8 (acceptance values of 0.05 to 0.4). The
average profit for the integrated model in this interval is 502.28 and standard deviation is
23.35. The slack model (04XX05) performs better for the acceptance criteria instances 8
to 20 (acceptance criteria values of 3.5 to 8.25). The average profit in this interval is
463.16 and the standard deviation is 2.46. If firms do not wish to use the screening
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procedure, they can select between the integrated model (020101) and the slack model
(04XX05) and operate them within the two sets of acceptance criteria discussed (
referred to as best-fit region). However, if firms choose to use the screening procedure,
they are better off using the integrated model (020101).
5.5.2 Stage Five: Acceptance Analysis

The acceptance rates for the various acceptance criteria values are summarized in Table
102. The acceptance rate trends are presented in Figure 74. In the single-step models, the
acceptance rate of the integrated models: 020101, 020301, declines as the acceptance
criteria become more stringent. The acceptance rate of the slack model: 04XX05 model
increases marginally as the acceptance criteria is tightened. The best-fit region for both
integrated and slack models is the set of acceptance criteria values at which the model
outperforms the other models (highlighted in Figure 73). For integrated models it is the
instance values 1 to 8 (criteria value: 0 to 0.4) and for slack models it is from instance
value 9 to 20 (criteria value: 3.5 to 8.25).
A steady acceptance rate could a valuable attribute for an acceptance model in certain
business conditions, in which case the slack model is preferred to the integrated model. In
other cases, firms may value a higher average acceptance rate in the best-fit region, in
which case the integrated model (35.63%) is better than the slack model (27.21%).
For models with screening, the acceptance rate of the integrated model is lower but so is
the volatility of the acceptance rate. Therefore, firms will need to consider a tradeoff
between high acceptance rates with more volatility or lower acceptance rates with lower
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volatility. The acceptance rates for the slack models are not impacted much by the
screening procedure.
5.5.3 Stage Five: Rejection Analysis

The rejection analysis is summarized in Table 103, which contains two tables. Table A
summarizes the rejection rates of the screening and acceptance steps and Table B
summarizes the rate of rejection for the different order types. The rejection rate of
lucrative orders (Type A) is presented in Figure 76. The rejection rate for single-step
slack models remains consistently high across all acceptance criteria values. For the
integrated model, the rejection rate for Type A orders increases as acceptance criteria are
tightened. The average rejection rate for order type A for the single-step models, in their
respective best-fit regions is: integrated model (50.75%) and slack model (93.73%). The
introduction of the screening procedure reduces the rejection rate for both models
(integrated model: 27.50%, and slack model: 72.53%) though the rate for the slack model
in the best-fit region continues to be higher than the integrated model.
5.5.4 Stage Five: Completion Analysis

The completion rate for the integrated model (020101) increases as the acceptance rate is
tightened whereas that of the slack model (04XX05) remains consistently high for all
acceptance criteria values. Within their respective best-fit regions, the completion rate for
the integrated model (75.24%) is lower than that of the slack model (94.54%). The
screening procedure eliminates the gap in completion rates: the completion rate of the
integrated model increases significantly to 95.42% while that of the slack model
increases marginally to 96.84%.
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5.5.5 Stage Five: Processing Time Analysis

As we did in stages one to four the processing time data is analyzed to evaluate the
selectivity of the acceptance model. The average processing time of accepted orders for
different acceptance criteria are summarized in Table 105 and the trends are presented in
Figure 78. The average processing time of accepted orders for the slack model (04XX05)
decreases quickly till acceptance criteria instance 8 and then gradually after that, as the
acceptance criteria tightens, whereas that of the integrated model (020201) increases but
only after remaining stable till acceptance criteria instance 8. Processing time increases at
a rapid pace after that. Within their respective best-fit regions the average processing time
of accepted orders for the two models is similar (integrated 15.11, slack 15.19). With
screening, the processing time of accepted orders is lower for both slack and integrated
models.
The selectivity (see Section 5.1) trends are presented in Figure 79. Similar to the trend in
processing time, the selectivity of the slack model declines and that of the integrated
model (020101) increases as the acceptance criteria are tightened. However, with the
introduction of the screening procedure, the average processing time of the accepted
orders in the integrated model are reduced to such an extent that the processing time of
the accepted orders is smaller than the received orders (selectivity is negative). For the
slack model, the selectivity decreases and then stabilizes at 1.40%
5.5.6. Stage Five: Queue Length Analysis

The average queue length for the integrated and slack models for the different acceptance
criteria values is summarized in Table 103 and the trends in average queue length are
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presented in Figure 80.The average queue lengths are both smaller and consistent for the
single-step slack model (04XX05). For the single-step integrated model (020101), the
queue length decreases monotonically as the acceptance criteria are tightened. With the
introduction of the screening procedure, the queue lengths of the integrated model are
both lower and more consistent. The queue lengths of the slack model with screening are
further reduced and stay lower than the queue lengths of the integrated model.
5.5.7 Stage Five: Profit, Cost and Revenue Analysis

The average revenues and costs for different classes of models are summarized in Table
108, and revenue and cost trends for different acceptance criteria are presented in Figure
81. Revenue in the single-step slack model (04XX05) increases and then stabilizes as the
acceptance criteria are tightened. In the case of the single-step integrated model (020201)
revenue declines as the acceptance criteria are tightened. The integrated model has higher
costs than the slack model, but the costs decline as the acceptance criteria are tightened.
The decline in costs starts later (acceptance criteria instance 12-13) than the decline in
revenues (acceptance criteria instance 7-8) and is steeper than the revenue trends. As we
have seen before, the impact of the screening procedure is much more evident for the
integrated model which realizes an increase in revenues and a decrease in costs as the
acceptance criteria are tightened. The impact on the slack model is evident more on the
revenue side as the model revenues are higher than in single-step models.
5.5.8 Stage Five: Service Level and Flow Time Analysis

The average service and flow time for the slack and integrated models are summarized in
Table 109. The service level and flow time trends are presented in Figure 82. For the
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integrated model, flow time increases and then decreases after reaching a peak at about
the acceptance criteria value of 0.6. The service level, which has an inverse relationship
with flow time, correspondingly decreases until that point, and increases thereafter as the
flow time decreases. The slack model is stable in both service level and flow time. It has
a higher service level and a lower flow time owing to shorter queues. The screening
procedure narrows the performance gap between the two models and makes the
performance of the integrated model consistent across the different acceptance criteria
values, though the slack model continues to have a higher service level and shorter flow
time than.
5.5.9 Stage Five: Selection Analysis

The stage five selection analysis is summarized in Table 110. Model performance is
compared using a process similar to the one used in stages one to four. The z scores in
stage five are computed using a population estimate of variance, since the sample of
acceptance criteria points is larger in this stage. The means-difference test is conducted to
test which model is superior to the others in terms of overall profitability and if that
superiority is strong (95% confidence interval) or weak (90% confidence interval).
When the means difference analysis is performed using all acceptance criteria values, we
see that none of the model pairs are significantly different at the 90%(z=1.64) or
95%(z=1.96) level of confidence). However, if we test the models in the best-fit regions
that have been identified for each (integrated model: instance number 1 to 8, slack model:
instance 9 to 20) class we see that:
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the integrated model(020101) is weakly superior (at 90% confidence interval)
when the acceptance criteria are loose (instance number 1 to 8)



The slack model (04XX05) is strongly superior (95% confidence interval) to the
other models when acceptance criteria are tight (instance number 9 to 20)

The two-step integrated model (020101) is strongly superior to the other two.
To summarize Part I: the integrated model: 020101 and slack model: 04XX05 are the
most profitable and robust models among the 53 models evaluated. Both these models
will be evaluated further in Part II of this study to study their performance under
changing business conditions.
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Part II
In the second part of the two best models from Part I are evaluated further to study the
impact of using an alternative screening procedure and the impact of changing
environmental conditions on the performance of the model. The results are discussed in
the next section.

5.6 Impact of an alternative screening procedure
In stages one to five, the screening step was based on profit (section 3.8.1.4). In this
section we evaluate the impact of using screening procedure based on revenue in order to
build acceptance models that suit diverse business conditions. The alternative procedures
are evaluated using the best models identified in stage five: integrated model (020101)
and slack model (04XX05)
The performance of the two-step model with each type of screening procedure is
compared with a single-step model. This evaluation is performed using standard orders
(Table 13) under base case business conditions (Table 10). The performance of the
single-step model (without screening), two-step model with profitability based screening
(Prfblty in charts) and two-step model with revenue based screening (Rev in charts) are
compared and summarized in Table 112 through Table 120. The performance trends are
presented in Figure 83 and Figure 84. Using a revenue bases screening model is on
average 3.83% less profitable than using profitability based screening. The standard
deviation of profits of the revenue-based model is 19.7% lower for the integrated model
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(020101) and 45.9% higher for the slack model than the profitability based model. This
difference in impact is due to the fact that there is a closer relationship between revenue
and profitability in the integrated model, since order acceptance is based on profit, than in
the case of slack models where acceptance is based on order and system slack at a given
point in time. The overall acceptance rate (Figure 84) for the integrated model is lower
for the revenue based model than either the profitability based model or the single-step
model. The impact is similar on the slack model.
The model using revenue based screening rejects the lucrative orders (Type A,B) at a
higher rate (Table 111) than models using profitability based screening, though the
rejection rate is still lower than the single-step models. The completion rates for the
revenue based model are lower than the profitability based model (Table 115) though the
gap is small and about the same for both the integrated and slack models. The revenue
based models earn 2.7% lower revenue then the profitability based models for both the
integrated and slack models (Table 116). In addition, their costs are higher than the
profitability based model by 3% for integrated model and 5.1% for the slack model. The
service levels (Table 117) for the revenue based models are similar to the profitability
based models even though the order flow times are higher for the revenue based
screening model-integrated (10.17%) and slack model (7.88%)
In summary, we can say that revenue based screening procedure is less profitable than the
profitability based screening procedure under the base case business conditions.
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5.7 Impact of business environment changes
We next investigate the impact of changes in business conditions on the performance of
the models, in order to estimate the robustness of the two models (from Phase I) to
changing business conditions. Management would be interested this information for two
reasons


To understand conditions under which order acceptance model performance can
degrade. There may be a need to make changes to the model or, if possible, avoid
the conditions in the first place



To learn about conditions under which the model performance could improve
further and use the information to design suitable policies

We consider the following:
1. High variance in order sizes: In previous simulations, we varied the average
processing time to simulate order size differences, but the variance in size from
one order to the next was kept very low. Some firms can combine orders to
achieve larger production lot sizes and this way they can achieve more uniform,
low order size variance along with larger order sizes. In case firms cannot batch
orders to form larger lots, they may want to know how production parameters
change with an increase in order size variance.
2. Changes in production costs: Production cost can often be controlled by the firm,
by improving internal processes, improving supplier relationships or by enhancing
process design to enable higher productivity and reduce production costs. One the
other hand, supplier disruptions or unexpected quality problems could increase
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production costs. We evaluate the impact of a change in production cost on
production system metrics using the integrated and slack model.
3. Changes in tardiness penalties- This study will evaluate if the integrated and slack
models behave differently to changes in tardiness penalties. This evaluation could
help inform the decision about which model to adopt in industries where tardiness
penalties are very high.
4. Changes in rejection penalties- This study will evaluate if the integrated and slack
models behave differently to changes in rejection penalties. This evaluation could
help inform the decision about which model to adopt in industries where rejection
penalties are very high.
5.7.1 Order Size Variation

The goal is to study the impact of high variation in order processing times (order size) for
received orders. The two models selected in stage five (020201,04XX05) were evaluated
using the high variance (HighVar) order set (Table 14) under base case business
conditions (Table 10). Performance is summarized in Table 121 throughTable 130. For
the single-step integrated model (020201) profit is 7.25% higher than that of the slack
model (04XX05); in comparison the gap was 0.3% in the stage 5. The comparison with
stage five is instructive because the only difference in these two parts of the study is the
nature of the customer order dataset (stage five dataset has low variation in order sizes).
Profit for the high-variance order set (Table 121) is lower than that for the standard
orders (Table 100). For the single-step models, the difference in profit is larger for the
slack model (25.08%) than for the integrated model (19.95%). This is reversed when
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screening is used (28.28% and 23.56% for integrated and slack models). The introduction
of the screening procedure has different effects on the integrated and slack model.
Although the screening procedure increases profits for both models the difference in
profit between the single-step and two-step integrated models is smaller (30.36%) when
order size variation is high than in stage five (45.41%). For the slack model the
corresponding percentages are: 24.59% and 27.13%. This suggests that the value of the
screening procedure for the slack model increases with an increase in order size
variation whereas the gains for the integrated models are reduced.
The acceptance rate for the integrated and slack model are lower (by 4.19% and 6.37%
respectively) when order size variation is high as compared to the results in stage five
(Table 102). We know from previous sections that both slack models have high
selectivity under standard order conditions (Table 60 and Table 73) and that selectivity
increases as processing time variation increases (Table 126). Due to larger order sizes the
system workload (Table 128) in the integrated model is higher when order size variation
is high than it was in stage five, even though the average queue length is shorter. The
queue length and system workload are similar for slack models. When variation in order
size is introduced, we see that the decline in revenue for integrated (26.6%) and slack
(23.17%) models is quite similar but, consistent with previous trends, the cost reduction
for the integrated model (46.57%) is larger than the reductions for slack model (13.72%).
The single-step integrated model has a higher service level (Table 130) when order size
variation is high (69.66%) than in stage five (62.15%) where the variation is low. For the
slack model, however, service level declines from 99.92% to 92.99% as order size
variation increases. From the above analysis we may conclude that integrated models are
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better able to adapt to a customer environment characterized by high order size variance
than are slack models.
5.7.2 Production Cost Variation

To study the impact of variations in production cost, the production cost factor in the
business base case table was multiplied by: 0.8, 1 and 1.2 which correspond to a 20%
decrease and a 20% increase in production cost. The analysis of the impact of this change
in production cost is summarized in Table 131 through Table 139. For the single-step
integrated model (020101) a 20% decrease in production cost raises profit by 43.31%,
more than twice the rate of decline in cost. Similarly, a 20% increase in production cost
leads to a decline in profit of 46.68% which is symmetric to the increase in profit as the
production cost decreases. This suggests a linear but negative relationship between
production cost and net profit (Figure 86). For the slack model the profit increases
42.45% as production cost decline by 20% and profit decline by 37% as production cost
rises by 20%. In both models the percentage change in profit is almost double the
percentage change in production cost indicating a very strong negative relationship
between production cost and profit (Figure 86). This provides a strong incentive to
introduce measures that will decrease direct production cost.
The operational impact of the change in production cost on the acceptance rate is
summarized in Table 132. The trends in acceptance rate at different acceptance criteria
values are summarized in Figure 87. The production cost changes did not have a large
impact on the acceptance rate of either model. The changes in completion rate (Table
134) are also not significant.
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The impact of change in production cost is seen in the queue length of the single-step
integrated model, which increases 12.69% as the production cost decreases 20%, and
decreases 13.66% as the production cost increases. The impact is lower on slack models,
since those queue lengths are relatively short. Similarly, the average system workload
(Table 137) increases 12% as production cost declines and decreases 13% as production
cost increases. The impact of the change in production cost on revenues and cost is
presented in Figure 88 andFigure 89. The impact on costs in both the single-step and twostep models is minimal, but there are significant declines in revenues (34%: integrated,
26%: slack model) as production cost increases. This suggests that the even though the
number of orders accepted into the system (acceptance rate) has not changed, the
composition of order has. The rate of rejection of lucrative order types (Type A) is
presented in Figure 90. As production cost increases, the rate of rejection of the
profitable orders decrease, thereby changing the composition of the set of accepted
orders.
The service level and flow time data (Table 139) show that the increase in production
cost increases flow time of the integrated model by 10.15% and correspondingly reduces
service levels by 7%, whereas a decrease in production cost leads to a flow time
reduction of 7.93% and a service level increase of 2.4%. The impact on the service level
and flow time of the single-step slack models is negligible. The introduction of the
screening step reduces the impact of the change in production costs.
This suggests that in the case of single-step integrated models much of the benefit of a
decline in production cost is reflected in bottom lines whereas customer satisfaction
variables (such as flow time and service levels) do not show much impact. However, an
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increase in production cost negatively impacts profit as well as customer satisfaction and
therefore production cost increases have a significant double impact whereas production
cost decreases significantly affect only one side of the equation. Therefore, firms located
in industries where the direct production cost for an order are prone to increases (project
based industries) have a choice of using either a slack model or a two-step integrated
model. Since the latter choice provides higher benefits, firms are likely to prefer that.
5.7.3 Tardiness Penalty Variation

A study of the impact of tardiness penalties can help firms design policies that can
mitigate or control the negative effect of tardiness on profit and customer satisfaction,
and aid in the choice of an acceptance model in an environment of rising penalty cost.
Recall that tardiness penalties are modeled here by total order revenues multiplied by the
duration of tardiness. The tardiness penalty factor in the base case business condition
(Table 10) is varied at two levels: 120% and 80%. The impact of the three penalty levels
(80%, 100%, and 120%) is summarized in Table 140 through Table 148. The impact,
albeit mild, of the change in tardiness factor (in the 20% range used for this study) is
realized only in the integrated model. This is logical because the slack models have very
low tardiness levels. A 20% decline in tardiness penalties raises average profit of the
single-step integrated model by 5.71%, whereas a 20% increase in penalties reduces
profit by 6.49%. As tardiness penalties are increased, total cost rise and reduce net profit.
As tardiness penalties are increased, the integrated models with screening reduce the
priority for less lucrative orders, such that the average flow time for these orders
increases, thereby increasing their tardiness. In the analysis of revenues and cost (Table
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147) we see that a 20% increase (decrease) in tardiness penalties decreases (increases)
revenues by 3% and increases (decreases) cost by 7% for the single-step integrated
model. The impact on the two-step model is counterintuitive. As there is no change in
revenues, but the total cost increases (by 4%) as tardiness penalties decrease, and cost
decrease (1%) as tardiness penalties increase. An increase in the tardiness penalty factor
reduces the acceptance rate (Table 141) and completion rate (Table 143) of the integrated
models. The impact is higher in the single-step models than the two-step models.
The most visible impact of the change in tardiness cost is on queue lengths (Table 145).
The average queue length for the integrated model decreases as the tardiness cost rise and
vice versa. Since acceptance rate increases as the tardiness penalties are reduced, we see
that the queue length also increases as tardiness penalties are reduced. The average queue
length is 22% higher when tardiness penalty factor is at 80% than when it is at 120% in
the single-step model and 2.2% higher in the two-step model. Contrary to the trend in
average queue length, the average flow time (Table 145) for the single-step integrated
model decreases with a reduction in tardiness penalties (and an increase in queue
lengths).
The overall impact of a 20% change in the tardiness penalty factor is moderate for the
integrated models and negligible for the slack models.
5.7.4 Rejection Penalty Variation

The impact of the changes in the rejection penalty is summarized in Table 149 to Table
151. Similar to the tardiness penalty variation, the rejection penalties are also varied from

80% and 120% of the base case rejection penalty factor. The changes in rejection
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penalties have a higher impact on the slack model, profit increases by 4% as the penalties
are reduced by 20%, and overall profit declines by 4% as penalties increase by 20%. The
corresponding percentages for the integrated model are 3%. When compared to the
impact of the change in tardiness penalties, the impact of the change in rejection penalties
is seen more in the slack models, since they have a higher rejection rate, and also the
distribution of rejected orders has a higher percentage of more lucrative (Type A,B)
orders which incur higher rejection cost. Integrated models are more sensitive to changes
in tardiness penalties (average absolute change in profit of about 6.2%) than rejection
penalties (average absolute change in profit of about 4.0 %). However, the impact of the
change in tardiness and rejection penalties is significantly lower than the impact of
production cost (average absolute change in profit of about 45.0 %). This suggests that if
the firm could reduce production cost (by introducing process improvements or better
supplier management) they could raise the level of tardiness and rejection penalties
without impacting overall profit. Increased penalties could act as a signal of the firm’s
commitment to superior customer service levels, which might increase future demand due
to enhanced firm reputation.
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5.8 Analysis of cost
One of the common themes emerging from the analysis of the five stages and the
evaluation of the impact of changing business conditions is that the two-step acceptance
models succeed in being more profitable than the single-step models primarily by
reducing cost rather than by increasing revenues. Since cost reduction is a key
mechanism by which the screening procedure influences model performance, it is
important to study the nature of the overall cost and therefore this analysis has been
summarized in a separate section.
We model three types of cost: production costs, rejection costs and tardiness penalty
costs. These cost components are modeled using the following parameters: order
processing cost factor, order rejection cost factor and order penalty cost factor. Each of
these factors is represented as a percentage of revenues therefore these cost will be higher
for more profitable orders. In this section we do not analyze production cost since they
are direct costs depending only on the type of order selected. Therefore this section
focuses on the tardiness and rejection cost.
The behavior of the tardiness and rejections cost under the different stages is summarized
in Table 152 .The cost trends for various order acceptance criteria values are presented in
Figures 88 to 102. The tardiness and rejection cost for various acceptance criteria values
for the standard orders under base case business conditions are presented in Figure 91.
The trends show that for the single-step integrated model, the tardiness cost initially stay
steady at a high level but then decline steadily as the acceptance criterion is tightened.
The rejection cost show a steady increase as more orders are rejected due to the
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tightening of the acceptance criteria, with the two lines crossing at about acceptance
criterion instance 12 and 13 (acceptance criterion value between 0.6 and 0.65). The
shape of the total cost curve (tardiness plus rejection cost) follows that of the tardiness
curve, but at a higher level, and reaches a maximum at about acceptance criterion
instance 12 and 13.
In the two-step models, the control of the queue lengths reduced the tardiness cost to
below the level of the rejection cost. The tardiness cost of the two-step model is lower
than for the single-step model and declines as for single-step models though at a less
rapid rate. The introduction of the screening procedure increases the rejection cost in the
two-step integrated models. The rejection cost decreases (by 9%) with an increase in
acceptance criteria. In single-step acceptance models, the rate of rejection of lucrative
orders (Type A and B) increases with the acceptance rate, thereby increasing the overall
rejection cost. The screening procedure changes this aspect of model behavior by altering
the composition of the rejected orders and increasing the rejection rates for the less
lucrative orders while reducing them for the more lucrative orders. However, due to the
increase in the total number of orders rejected, the overall rejection cost increases, in
spite of the compositional change towards rejecting less lucrative orders. In the case of
integrated models, taking the tardiness and rejection cost together, we see that the
introduction of the rejection procedure increases the rejection cost but reduces the
tardiness cost even more such that the net effect is a decline in total cost as the
acceptance criterion is tightened.
The cost curves for the slack models are less complicated than the integrated models,
since tardiness cost are zero and the total cost consist of rejection cost only. For the
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single-step models, the rejection cost decrease with increasing acceptance rate. For the
two-step models, the level of cost is lower than the single-step model but stays consistent
as the acceptance criteria are tightened.
The trends in tardiness and rejection cost when order sizes varies (increased processing
time variation) is presented in Figure 92. When compared to standard orders (Figure 91)
the rate of decline in tardiness cost is larger, as acceptance is tightened, when order sizes
have high variance. Cost curves intersect at a much lower acceptance criterion value
(instance 6-7) than for standard orders. Therefore we see that rejection costs are the major
cost component for most of the range of acceptance criteria values. This implies that
under conditions of high variance in order sizes and high acceptance criteria values,
rejection cost dominate and the acceptance model is more sensitive to changes in the
rejection criteria value (ω) than the acceptance criteria values. The screening procedure,
similar to the case in standard orders (Figure 91), reduces tardiness cost to below the
rejection costs, but the overall level of both costs is lower than in the single-step model.
The impact of changes in production cost factor on tardiness and rejection cost for the
integrated model are presented in Figure 93. As production cost decreases it increases the
acceptance rates which in turn lead to higher tardiness cost. As acceptance rates increase
the rejection rates are reduced which decreases the rate of increase of rejection cost. Both
these factors push the point of intersection of the two cost curves further to the right (high
acceptance criteria values) when compared to the standard orders (Figure 91). When the
production cost factor is increased, the rate of decline in tardiness cost and the rate of
increase of the rejection cost both increase. This leads to a leftward shift in the
intersection of the two cost curves. In the two-step integrated models (Figure 93) when
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production cost factor decreases by 20%, the production and rejection cost curves
intersect at a low acceptance criteria value and diverge from there, the production cost
decline rapidly whereas the rejection cost stay consistent at a higher level. This trend is
consistent with what we have seen before: the screening procedure, in integrated models,
reduces tardiness cost and the rate of increase in rejection cost as the acceptance
criterion increases.
The impact of the changes in tardiness cost factor on the tardiness and rejection cost of
the integrated model is presented in Figure 95 . When the tardiness penalty factor is
increased (20%) we see that, as acceptance criteria are tightened, tardiness cost first
increase (on average 16%) and then decrease (on average 16%) from the level of
tardiness cost in the base case (business-base case table). The opposite happens when the
tardiness penalty factor is reduced (by 20%). The tardiness cost first decrease (average of
13%) and then increase (average 18%) when compared to the base case, as the
acceptance criteria are tightened. On the other hand, rejection cost increases (average
4.5%) across all acceptance criteria values as the tardiness factor is increased by 20%,
and a decreases (average 3.4%) as the tardiness factor is decreased by 20%.The net
impact of the changes in the tardiness and rejection cost curves is such that the curves
intersect at about the same acceptance criterion value (criterion instance 12-13) as the
standard orders model (Figure 91). We have seen that changes in the production cost
factor shifted the tardiness and rejection cost curves such that their point of intersection
moved to the right or left of the point for standard orders (Figure 91). In the case of
changes in the tardiness cost factor, the curves do not shift, however, they change shape
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such that the cost curves intersect at the same acceptance criteria value as for standard
orders.
The behavior of these cost curves, at different acceptance criterion values, provides
management with information about the type of cost that are dominant at a given
acceptance criteria. This could help them formulate a plan of action in case production
conditions change For example, if the firm uses a single-step integrated acceptance model
(020101) and operates at a high acceptance value (tight acceptance), management can use
the cost curves to see that a small reduction in acceptance criterion is unlikely to change
tardiness cost but could increase rejection cost. The impact of this increase might be
mitigated by negotiating a reduced rejection penalty.
The impact of the changes in the rejection cost factor on the tardiness and rejection cost
of the single-step and two-step integrated model is presented in Figure 98. An increase in
the rejection factor increases the rate of increase (slope) of the rejection cost curve as
acceptance is tightened. The impact on the tardiness cost curve is minimal.
An increase in the rejection cost factor shifts the intersection point of the tardiness and
rejection cost curves, to looser acceptance criteria (left shift), and a decrease in criterion
value causes a right shift to a tighter acceptance value. This pattern is similar to what we
observed when production cost factors and tardiness cost factors are varied from 80% to
120 %. The difference in the three cases is that the extent of the shift is largest in the case
of production cost variations (due to large profit changes) and lowest in case of rejection
cost penalty variations. This ranking of the impact of changes in production cost,
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tardiness penalties and rejection penalties is similar to the ranking of the impact of these
changes on profit for the single-step model.
In remained of this section we will analyze the tardiness and rejection cost trends from
the five simulation stages.
5.8.1 Rejection Cost Trends

Rejection cost for the different classes of models in stage one are summarized in Table
151. Slack models have the highest rejection cost for both the single-step and two-step
models. Integrated models show the greatest percentage decline (25%) in rejection cost
due to the introduction of the screening step. In stage two (Table 153), the rejection cost
for the single-step models increase with an increase in the demand rate due to the
increased rejection associated with the greater mismatch between demand and supply.
However, rejection cost are higher for small orders than the large orders due to the higher
revenues associated with the large orders (rejection cost is a fraction of revenues). The
two-step models show a similar pattern of rejection cost as the single-step models, though
at a lower level of cost. In stage three (Table 154), we see that rejection cost for the
single-step integrated model are higher when industry competitiveness is high (SS,
SW).This are due to the increased rate of rejection to avoid the risk of higher tardiness
penalty cost if higher acceptance rates cause increased tardiness when there are high
penalty rates. The negative effect of a combination of high acceptance rate and high
tardiness penalty can be seen in case of SW business environment, which has a the same
rate of high penalties as SS but has a higher acceptance rate (SS-30.55%, SW-31.97%)
thereby leading to a fourfold increase in rejection cost (SS-58.71, SW-235.06). In the
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two-step models, the screening procedure reduces rejection cost for all business
scenarios. The rejection cost for the slack model is higher than for the integrated model
for all corresponding business environments. The rejection cost trends for the different
business environments in stage four (Table 155) remain similar to the trends in stage
three. The small orders show a higher level of rejection cost across all business
environments.
5.8.2 Tardiness Cost Trends

Tardiness cost for the three classes of single-step and two-step models in stage one are
summarized in Table 156. The slack models have the lowest tardiness cost since they
only accept orders that have enough of slack that they can be completed by their due
dates. Single-step workload models have the highest level of tardiness cost,
reemphasizing that workload are not appropriate for this business conditions. In stage two
simulations (Table 157) tardiness cost increase initially as the demand rate increases but
decrease later as the acceptance rate declines, thereby reducing the rate of increase of
queues in the system. This gives the shop floor time to prioritize work and reduce
tardiness cost. The tardiness cost for small orders are consistently higher than those of
the large orders at all demand levels. In the two-step models, the screening procedure
reduces tardiness cost for all models. Since workload models have the highest costs they
also show the biggest percentage cost decreases (91.1%), with the integrated models
close behind with 88.5% reduction in cost. In stage three (Table 158) we see that
tardiness cost are higher when customer competitiveness is weak and the single-step
integrated model increases revenue by accepting more orders. When penalties are high,
integrated and slack models avoid a buildup of tardiness (by rejecting more orders) and
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hence keep tardiness cost low. The screening procedure reduces tardiness cost
significantly for all four business conditions. The reduction is larger for weak customer
conditions (average of 87.6%) and under strong customer conditions less than half that at
35.2%. Business conditions have more impact on single-step integrated models with
small orders (Stage 4:Table 159) than for the large orders. Tardiness cost for slack
models are negligible across all stages.
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CHAPTER 6.0: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The motivating example for this research was the business problem faced by the tire
manufacturing firm, discussed in section 3.3. The firm faces a situation in which demand
exceeds capacity and firm is forced to choose which orders to fulfill. Given the nature of
demand and limits on capacity, the firm wanted to increase profitability and customer
satisfaction within the constraints of existing contracts and industry norms. This business
problem was framed as the following research questions:


Which single-step acceptance model maximizes firm performance?



Does the introduction of a screening step increase performance of the acceptance
model?

In order to answer these questions we evaluated 53 acceptance models to identify singlestep models that are consistently more profitable under different industry and customer
order conditions. The best models were tested further for robustness by evaluating their
performance under different business conditions. The impact of using two-step models
was also evaluated.
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One integrated model using minimum tardiness beam search as the sequencing method
(020101) and one slack model using the apparent tardiness cost as the dispatching
method (04XX05) were identified as the best single-step models. The performance of
these models, under various industry and customer conditions, is summarized in Table
160. Based on the average performance over all business conditions, the profit for the
integrated model (506.65) was higher than the slack mode (472.98) by about 6.6% but the
standard deviation of the integrated models is about 7.1% higher than the slack model. If
the firm were to select an acceptance model based on overall performance across a wide
range of business conditions, they will have to weigh the relative merits of higher
profitability of the integrated model with its higher variability (risk) in performance.
From the perspective of customer satisfaction factors such as service level and flow time,
we see that the slack model has a significantly higher level of customer satisfaction
(98.55%) than the integrated model (72.08%) but the integrated model accepts orders at a
higher rate (36.32%) than the slack model (28.40%). The firm needs to decide which
factor is likely to have a larger impact on demand and the overall brand value. If rejecting
customer orders has a larger impact than providing lower customer service, then the firm
will rank the integrated model higher.
On the criteria of delivery speed, we see that the average flow time of the slack model
(04XX05) is about 26.8% lower than the integrated model (020101). If the firm is
unlikely to face all the variability in business conditions as summarized in Table 160 then
it can choose a model based on the average performance over its preferred set of
conditions. For example, if the firm faces conditions of moderate to strong industry
competition, it can average the metrics over Standard and WS business conditions. In this
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case the profit of the integrated model (273.50) are about 10% higher than the slack
model (248.7) but its risk factor (std. deviation) is higher than that of the slack model by
20.8%. The firm can use a similar method to calculate other metrics presented in Table
160 and use them to compare the model performance.
The low standard deviation of performance variables like acceptance rate, completion
rate, service level and flow time (on average 12.2%, 9.8% of mean for integrated and
slack models respectively) when compared to the standard deviation of the overall profit
(64.8% and 64.5% of mean for integrated and slack model) (Table 160) suggests that the
performance of both models remains stable across business environments, even though
firm profitability may vary considerably.
In order to enhance the performance of the single-step models and generate higher profit
under various business conditions, we modify the single-step acceptance models using
the screening step. The results are summarized in Table 161. The table presents the
relative performance of the two-step model as compared to the single-step model. The
profit of the two-step model are higher than the single-step model for both integrated (by
26.92%) and slack (by 24.28%) models. The integrated model generates 4.4% higher
profit than the two-step slack model. This is achieved by reducing acceptance rates by
7.05% (compared to the single-step version) to 29.27%, which is close to that of the slack
model (28.34%). This reduction in acceptance rate helps improve the performance of the
customer satisfaction variables by increasing service levels by 17.86% to 89.94% and
increase their delivery speed by reducing flow time by 44.60%. The slack model had a
high service level in the single-step model, but its average service level decreases by
1.17% to 97.38% in the two-step models. The decrease in service level is due to an
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increase in the acceptance rate by 0.87%. The profit variability (std. deviation divided by
mean) for the two-step integrated, model decreases from 64.8% to 61.4% but for the
slack models the variability increases marginally from 64.5% to 66.99%. Reviewing the
results of the performance enhancement due to the introduction of the screening step in
both integrated and slack models (Table 161), we can conclude that introduction of the
screening procedure enhances model performance for both integrated and slack models
but it has a larger impact on the integrated models.
The evaluation in section 5.5.1, conducted over a larger set of acceptance criteria values,
suggests that the results of introducing the screening step is more evident in the best-fit
zone for the integrated and slack models. Therefore, depending on which model is
adopted by the firm they should execute the model within its best-fit zone, in which case
the gains will be higher than those suggested in Table 161 since those represent an
average performance over all acceptance criteria values.
The analysis in section 5.7 suggests ways of further improving the performance of the
models by reducing production cost, since a 1% decline in production cost increased
overall profit by 2% for single-step and 1.7% for two-step models for both integrated and
slack models. When compared with production cost, declines in tardiness and rejection
penalties had minimal impact on profit. In an environment characterized by large
variation in order size, the introduction of the screening procedure increased profit for
both integrated (by 30.26%) and slack (27.13%) models. The two-step integrated model
achieved this by increasing service levels from 69.66% to 82.39% and the slack models
by increasing their acceptance rate from 20.74% to 26.26%.
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Beyond evaluating performance metrics, an assessment of the positive impact of the
screening procedure can be made by analyzing the mechanism by which screening
influences model performance. Some important aspects of this mechanism are:


Since the screening procedure focuses on selecting a pool of lucrative orders for final
evaluation, it leads us to believe that the impact of the screening procedure will be
seen primarily in increasing revenues and little to no impact on the cost side.
However, in the first part of this study we learn that in almost every scenario the
impact of the screening procedure was far higher on reducing cost than on increasing
revenues. In the integrated models, the screening step reduced tardiness cost and in
the slack models it reduced rejection cost. Therefore, the screening procedure is not
merely a revenue enhancement mechanism but also a shop-floor management tool
that can us used by operational managers.



The selectivity (in terms of processing time) introduced by the single-stage models is
reduced by the introduction of the screening step. Both the integrated and slack
models are biased in terms of accepting larger orders into the production system. A
systemic bias of this kind can have repercussions on the firm. The screening step
eliminates this bias while improving system performance.



The single-step models reject lucrative orders at a very high rate in order to avoid the
possibility of penalties because of associated tight due dates. This behavior is unlikely
to benefit the firm in the long term even if it may raise short- term profits. The
screening step helps the firm by giving management a tool that it can use to align the
operational strategy (which orders to accept and complete) with the long term goals
of the firm (such as who are the core customers)
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The evaluation of the screening step using revenue and profitability based measures
reveals that the profitability based measures are more profitable. Although both revenue
and profitability based screening is more profitable than the single-step models.
The analysis of stage four results suggested that the use of the screening procedure
increases the influence of the order characteristics and business characteristics on the
performance of the acceptance model. This implies that the results of the screening
procedures could vary with changes in the order characteristics or business
characteristics. However, from the results in Table 160 and Table 161 we can see that the
variability in the performance of the two-step models is biased on the positive side and in
all twelve business environments (Table 161) the screening step increased profit from
those of the single-step version.
Finally, the analysis in stage two (section 5.2.1) underlined the fact that the screening
procedure is beneficial not only in cases of high demand rate (3.5) but also in cases
where the capacity demand –supply mismatch is not as high (demand rate 1.5 and 2.5).
Based on the analysis in this study we conclude that the two-step models are superior to
single-step models and the use of the screening step increases firm profitability and shopfloor performance.
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6.1 Contributions to the field
The contributions made by this study to research on order acceptance are:
1. Development of detailed simulation model: To the best knowledge of the author
this is the first detailed order acceptance model using Excel. The benefits of
designing the model in Excel are that it is easy to use and can be installed on any
general purpose computer since Excel is widely used in academia and industry.
The model allows for the use of multiple sequencing techniques, acceptance
methods and acceptance rules. This level of flexibility is difficult to achieve in
discrete event simulators currently available for use. This type of model also
enables analysis of various aspects of the production system depending on the
nature of the study and the research questions. The ability to vary parameters in a
flexible manner makes models of this kind very useful in research and practice
2. Use of two-step acceptance models: This study has highlighted some of the
weaknesses of single-step acceptance models and it has demonstrated the benefits
that can be derived from using a two-step model.
3. Use of rejection procedures: Rejection techniques have been studied in computer
science for many years. This study integrates the use of rejection techniques and
rejection penalties into a study of order acceptance in the operations management
literature. To the best knowledge of the author this is the first attempt to use
rejection techniques and penalties in an order acceptance model.
4. Slack acceptance methods: Prior research in order acceptance has focused on
using workload based techniques or techniques based on profit at the time of
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acceptance. This is the first time a slack order acceptance rule has been studied in
an order acceptance setting. Similar to the workload based methods, slack
acceptance techniques can be applied in variety of production settings due to their
computational simplicity and ease of use, especially in practical shop floor
settings.

6.2 Extensions and future work
The results and conclusions produced by this study are based on assumptions that limit
the scope of the results. Extensions of the present study, which involve relaxing these
assumptions, include:


Size of the simulation: Due to the limitations of the computing resources
available, the size of the customer order set was restricted to a maximum of 100
orders. Future studies of larger order sets may provide more information about the
evolution of the production system over time.



Sequencing procedure: This study used one approximate algorithm, two heuristic
algorithms and two dispatch rules to generate sequences. The use of optimal
procedures could provide fresh insights and modify the conclusions of this study.



Single machine: This study considers the production system to be a single
machine. Although this assumption is valid in conditions where the bottleneck
processes can be clearly identified, it may be less relevant in other situations. The
complexity of the shop floor in terms of multiple machines, order routes, reentrant
flows and machine configurations is a possible topic for future work.
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Linear price and cost relationships: We assume that, the relationships between
processing time, revenue and processing cost are linear, which is not necessarily
true in many production systems. Tardiness cost are also assumed to be increase
linearly with order tardiness. The modeling of other types of price-cost and
processing time relationships are another possible extension.



Customer behavior: In actual business conditions, firms face a variety of customer
behaviors, such as price negotiations, order cancellations, requests for expedited
or delayed delivery or changes in the order after acceptance. Inclusion of these
behaviors may also provide an interesting extension.



Production conditions: Firms face a variety of shop floor conditions such as raw
material shortages, labor shortages, machine breakdowns and unexpected quality
problems all of which can impact the production system in negative ways. Future
research may include these disruptions.



Single period: The production system for this study has been modeled as a single
period with no carry over from previous periods. Extensions to a multi-period
study would provide additional insights.



Online model: This study assumes an online model in which the firm has no prior
knowledge of the incoming orders except historical knowledge of ordering
patterns. In actual business conditions firms have some ability to forecast, obtain
firm orders or plan for contingent orders. Future research to include these demand
characteristics can provide new insights.
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Further research can be pursued in the following directions:


Design of more advanced screening procedures to enable the order acceptance
model to generate higher profit from the set of customer orders received. More
specifically, the design of intelligent rejection techniques which modify
themselves in response to conditions of the production system and demand.



Developing the two-step acceptance model in conjunction with other order
acceptance activities such as-order negotiations, due date setting, order review
and release and machine scheduling in multi machine shop.



Bringing the two-step order acceptance model into better alignment with other
production constraints like supplier lead times and raw material availability.



Developing tools and policies to better align the operation of the two-step order
acceptance model with management strategy, by identifying review periods for
acceptance and screening criteria variables.



The use of slack based acceptance techniques can be studied further in conditions
similar to those in which workload based acceptance rules are applied. Comparing
the use of slack rules with workload based acceptance rules could provide further
information about the comparative merits and drawbacks of the slack method



The study of two-step models constructed using different types of screening
procedures, acceptance and sequencing methods combining together in different
ways can further enhance the benefits realized from two-step models
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Tables

Table 1: General classification of order acceptance literature
Routing
Order Acceptance
Order Rejection

No-Routing
Section 2.2

Section 2.1

Section 2.3

X
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Table 2: Order acceptance with routing (Section 2.2)
Themes

Papers

Workload
Control(Section 2.1.1.1)

Theory

Breithaup, et al.,2002, Fredendall et al.,2010, Hendry & Kingsman, 1989,
Kingsman, 2000

Workload Control- Application
(Section 2.1.1.2)

Breithaup, et al., 2002; Fredendall et al., 2010; Hendry & Kingsman, 1989;
Kingsman, 2000; Betrand & Ooijen, 2008; Ebben et al., 2005; Ebadian et al.,
2009; Haskose et al., 2004; Kingsman & Hendry, 2002; Lu, et al.,
2011;Melnyk et al., 1991; Missbauer 1997; Moreira & Alves, 2005; Moreira
& Alves, 2006; Moreira & Alves, 2009; Oosterman et al., 2000; Philipoom &
Fry, 1992; Philipoom & Fry, 1999; Rogers & Nandi, 2007; Sabuncuoglu &
Karpinar, 1999;Yücesan & de Groote, 2000.

Demand Management (Section
2.1.2)

Moodie, 1999; Moodie & Bobrowski, 1999

Production ControlSupport System

Ono & Jones, 1973; Pourbabi, 1989; Pourbabai, 1992; Kolisch, 1998; Ebadian,

Decision

et al., 2009; Kalantari et al., 2011; Wu & Chen, 1996; Gharehgozli, et al.,

(Section 2.1.3)

2008
Scheduling
Feasibility
(Section
2.1.5.1)

Raaymakers, 1999; Raaymakers et al., 2000; Raaymakers et al., 2001;

Acceptance

Cost & Price

Leitch et al., 2005; Geunes et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2008; Uskonena &

Rules

(Section
2.1.5.2)

Tenhiälä, 2012)

Capacity

Mestry et al., 2011; Chen, et al., 2009

Other

Ivanescu et al., 2002; Ivanescu 2004; Ivanescu et al., 2006; Nandi & Rogers,
2004; Rogers & Nandi, 2007)

(Section
2.1.5.3)
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Table 3: Key problem characteristics of workload control application papers (Section 2.1.1.2)
Paper

Order
Acceptance

Philipoom & Fry, 1992

√

Due Date

Sabuncuoglu & Karpinar, 1999
Haskose et al., 2004
Ebben et al., 2005
Ivanescu et al., 2006
Moreira & Alves, 2005
Gordona & Strusevich, 2009

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

Philipoom & Fry, 1999
Fernandes, 2011
Yücesan & de Groote, 2000
Melnyk et al., 1991
Ebadian et al., 2009

√
√

Betrand & Ooijen, 2008
Lu, et al., 2011
Kingsman & Hendry, 2002

√

√
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Order Release

Dispatch

√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

Buffer

√

√
√
√

Table 4: General classification of Order Acceptance without routing papers (Section 2.2)
Static order acceptance

Senju & Toyoda, 1968; Ono & Jones, 1973; Pourbabi, 1989; Stern & Avivi, 1990;

(Section 2.2.2)

De, et al., 1991; Gupta, et al., 1992; Pourbabai, 1992; De, et al., 1993; Aspvall, et
al., 1995; Stadje, 1995;Kyparisis, et al., 1996; Slotnick & Morton, 1996; Ghosh,
1997; Wouters, 1997; Kolisch, 1998; Lewis & Slotnick, 2002; Slotnick & Morton,
2007; Yang & Geunes, 2007; Lee & Sung, 2008; Rom & Slotnick, 2009;Chen, et al.,
2009; Nobibon & Leus, 2011; Lee & Kim, 1998; Gordona & Strusevich, 2009;
Og˘uz, et al.,2010

Dynamic order acceptance

Guerrero & Kern, 1988; Kern & Guerrero, 1990; Wester, et al., 1992; Ten Kate,

(Section 2.2.3-2.2.5)

1994; Kate, 1994; Duenyas, 1995; Duenyas & Hopp, 1995; Patterson, et al., 1997;
Balakrishnan, et al., 1999; Carr & Duenyas, 2000;Keskinocak, et al., 2001;
Charnsirisakskul, et al., 2004; Roundy, et al., 2005; Charnsirisakskul, et al., 2006;
Herbots, et al., 2007; Hing, et al., 2007; Barut & Sridharan, 2004; Van Foreesta, et
al., 2010
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Table 5: List of papers in order acceptance without routing classification (Section 2.2.1 -2.2.5)
Themes

Papers

Due date and Lead Time

De, et al., 1991; Duenyas, 1995; Duenyas & Hopp, 1995; Eastona & Moodie,
1999; Keskinocak, et al., 2001; Charnsirisakskul, et al., 2004; Charnsirisakskul, et

(Section 2.2.1)

al., 2006; Gordona & Strusevich, 2009
Static Order Acceptance

Senju & Toyoda, 1968; Guerrero & Kern, 1988; Stern & Avivi, 1990; Kern &

(Section 2.2.2)

Guerrero, 1990; Gupta, et al., 1992; De, et al., 1993; Aspvall, et al., 1995; Stadje,
1995; Kyparisis, et al., 1996; Slotnick & Morton, 1996 Ghosh, 1997; Carr &
Duenyas, 2000; Lewis & Slotnick, 2002; Og˘uz, et al., 2010; Slotnick & Morton,
2007; Yang & Geunes, 2007; Lee & Sung, 2008; Rom & Slotnick, 2009; Chen &
Askin, 2009; Nobibon & Leus, 2011,Lee & Kim, 1998

Production planning and control
system

1990; Pourbabai, 1992; Kolisch, 1998

(Section 2.2.3)

Other
Acceptance
Rules

Ono & Jones, 1973; Guerrero & Kern, 1988; Pourbabi, 1989; Kern & Guerrero,

Workload Based

Wester, et al., 1992; Kate, 1994; Kate, 1994; Hing, et al., 2007; Van Foreesta, et

(Section 2.2.4.1)

al., 2010

Learning
rules

Arrendondo & Martinez, 2010

based

(Section 2.2.4.2)
Cost Based

Wouters, 1997; Uskonena & Tenhiälä, 2012

(Section 2.2.4.3)
Inventory Control
Based
(Section
2.2.4.4)

Guerrero & Kern, 1988; Kern & Guerrero, 1990

Capacity Based

Patterson, et al., 1997; Balakrishnan, et al., 1999; Roundy, et al., 2005; Herbots,

(Section 2.2.5)

et al., 2007; Barut & Sridharan, 2004
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Table 6: Due date strategies (Section 2.2.1)
Strategy

Papers

1.Quoting due dates/ lead times that incorporate

De, et al., 1991; Duenyas, 1995; Duenyas & Hopp, 1995;
Keskinocak, et al., 2001; Gordona & Strusevich, 2009

probability of customer acceptance
2.Developing a continuum of price-lead time points

Eastona & Moodie, 1999; Charnsirisakskul, et al., 2004;
Charnsirisakskul, et al., 2006

that can be used for negotiations with the customer

Table 7: List of papers in static order acceptance classification (Section 2.2.2)
Objective

Papers
Senju & Toyoda, 1968; De, et al., 1993; Slotnick & Morton, 1996; Ghosh, 1997;
Nominal

Maximizing

(Section 2.2.2.1)

Profit
Discounted

Carr & Duenyas, 2000; Lewis & Slotnick, 2002; Slotnick & Morton, 2007; Yang &
Geunes, 2007; Rom & Slotnick, 2009; Nobibon & Leus, 2011
Gupta, et al., 1992; Aspvall, et al., 1995; Kyparisis, et al., 1996; Chen, et al., 2009

(Section 2.2.2.2)
Og˘uz, et al., 2010; Stern & Avivi, 1990
Nominal
Maximizing

(Section 2.2.2.3)

Revenue
Discounted

Stadje, 1995

(Section 2.2.2.4)
Minimizing cost and utilization

Lee & Sung, 2008; Van Foreesta, et al., 2010

(Section 2.2.5)
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Table 8: List of papers in order rejection without routing classification (Section 2.3.4)
Focus Area

Order Arrival

Papers

Offline

Bartal, et al., 2000,

Quality

Bartal, et al., 2000; He & Min, 2000; Seiden, 2001; Epstein, et al., 2002;
Online
Dósa & He, 2006; Dósa & He, 2006
Offline

Speed

Engels, et al., 2003; Cao, et al., 2006; Chen & Askin, 2009
Sengupta, 2003; Lu, et al., 2008; Lu, et al., 2009; Lu, et al., 2008; Chen &

Online
Askin, 2009; Lingfa, et al., 2011
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Table 9: Detailed Classification of order rejection without routing papers (Section 2.3.5-2.3.8)

Papers

Shop. Characteristics

Bartal, et al., 2000

Order
Characteristics**

M/c Characteristics

Objective Function

M identical parallel m/c's

M Identical m/c in Parallel

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

He & Min, 2000

2 & 3 m/c's in parallel

Uniform Machine

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

Seiden, 2001

M identical parallel m/c's

Preemption

M Identical m/c in Parallel

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

Epstein, et al., 2002

Single m/c

Order Penalty

Single Machine

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

Sengupta, 2003

Single m/c

Single Machine

Lateness/Tardiness Min.

Engels, et al., 2003

Single m/c

Precedent Constraint

Single Machine

Weighted Completion time min.

M Parallel Machines

Preemption

Identical, Uniformly related
Unrelated Parallel Machines

Hoogeveen,
2003

et

al.,

and
Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

(Dósa & He, 2006

Identical M/c's in Parallel

Machine Purchase cost

Makespan + Rej Cost+ Machine purchase
cost minimization

Dósa & He, 2006

Two Uniform M/c

Preemption

Uniform Machine in parallel

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

Cao, et al., 2006

Single m/c

Order Compression

Single Machine

Makespan+Compression time + Rejection

Lu, et al., 2008

Batch m/c

Release dates

Batch Machine

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization

Lu, et al., 2008

Single m/c

Release dates & Order
Delivery

Single Machine

Makespan Min. (including delivery time)

Lu, et al., 2008

Batch m/c

Release dates

Batch Machine

Cheng & Sun, 2009
Lingfa, et al., 2011

Single m/c
Single m/c

Order Deterioration
Release dates

Single Machine
Single Machine

Makespan + Rej Cost minimization
Weighted
Completion
time,
lateness/tardiness
and
makespan
minization with rejection cost
Makespan + Rej Cost minimization
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Table 10: Business Base Case

Table 11: Business Test Cases- Parameter Levels for environments

Table 12: Business Test Cases- Parameter values (calculated from Business base case)

Table 13: Customer Base Case –Standard Orders
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Table 14: Customer Test Cases- Parameter Values

Table 15: Customer order simulation lengths

Table 16: Standard Orders –Sample

211

Table 17 : List of acceptance models and model descriptions

212

Table 18: Incremental Impact –Single-step Models

Table 19: Incremental Impact-Two-step Models

Table 20: Standard Deviation of Model Classes

Table 21: Stage 1 Profit at various acceptance criteria –Integrated Models
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Table 22: Stage 1 Profit at various acceptance criteria –Workload Models

Table 23: Stage 1 Profit at various acceptance criteria –Slack Models

Table 24: Model Z Scores-Integrated- Stage 1
Model
020101
020103
020301
020303
020201
020401
020501
020206
020601
020205
020406
020204
020203
020403
020405
020503
020603
020404
020606
020506
020505
020605
020604
020504
020305
020306
020304
020106
020105
020104

μ
502.19
487.85
481.95
498.93
357.94
370.63
364.69
349.27
354.51
346.16
351.43
338.72
340.65
342.37
350.86
337.49
336.99
344.73
339.10
326.93
328.83
327.27
289.80
253.65
221.84
142.85
88.12
59.79
-15.16
-82.26

σ
58.92
69.32
69.71
84.10
111.34
116.20
117.11
116.38
123.82
121.67
126.57
122.23
123.15
124.07
130.58
128.03
128.08
131.27
135.42
135.99
140.08
147.16
173.56
203.84
222.53
265.84
292.15
329.26
389.82
406.30
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Z-Values
8.523
7.037
6.914
5.933
3.215
3.190
3.114
3.001
2.863
2.845
2.777
2.771
2.766
2.760
2.687
2.636
2.631
2.626
2.504
2.404
2.347
2.224
1.670
1.244
0.997
0.537
0.302
0.182
-0.039
-0.202

Table 25: Model Z Scores-Slack Models-Stage 1
Model
04XX01
04XX03
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06

μ
430.60
413.72
440.08
439.94
439.41

σ
31.53
31.82
33.92
38.13
33.67

Z-Values
13.6553
13.0004
12.9722
11.5389
13.0515

Table 26: Model Z Scores-Workload Models- Stage 1
Model
03XX01
03XX03
03XX04
03XX05
03XX06

μ
185.71
210.33
-331.84
-173.98
-30.65

= Selected for further evaluation

σ
422.00
361.62
950.40
771.55
594.08

Z-Values
0.44007
0.58163
-0.34916
-0.22550
-0.05159

= Selected for observation only

Table 27: Impact of Screening on Slack Models-Stage 1

Table 28: Impact of Screening- Integrated Models- Stage 1

Table 29: Impact of Screening- Workload Models-Stage 1
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Table 30: Profit Path- No Screening: Slack Models

Table 31: Profit Path- No Screening: Integrated Models-Stage 1

Table 32: Profit Path- No Screening :Workload Models-Stage 1

Table 33: Profit Path- With Screening :Slack Models-Stage 1

Table 34: Profit Path- With Screening: Integrate Models-Stage 1
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Table 35: Profit Path- With Screening: Workload Models-Stage 1

Table 36: Stage 1 Acceptance Rate at different acceptance criteria- Slack Models

Table 37 : Stage 1 Acceptance Rate at different acceptance criteria- Integrated Models

Table 38: Stage 1 Acceptance Rate at different acceptance criteria- Workload Models
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Table 39: Stage 1 Acceptance Rate Path

Table 40: Stage 1-Impact of screening on acceptance rate
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Table 41: Stage 1- Rejection by order type with and without screening

Table 42: Stage1- Analysis of rejection location
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Table 43: Stage1-Completion analysis

Table 44: Stage1- Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis
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Table 45: Stage1-Processing Time Analysis

Workload Models
03XX01
03XX03
Average

No Screening
Mean
Processing Time Mean Processing
Received
Time Accepted
Orders
Orders
14.40
13.97
14.40
14.04
14.40
14.01

Slack Models
04XX01
04XX03
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06
Average

No Screening
Mean
Processing Time Mean Processing
Received
Time Accepted
Orders
Orders
14.40
16.05
14.40
15.97
14.40
16.02
14.40
16.00
14.40
16.00
14.40
16.01

Integrated Models
020101
020103
020201
020206
020301
020303
020401
020501
Average

No Screening
Mean
Processing Time Mean Processing
Received
Time Accepted
Orders
Orders
14.40
14.96
14.40
14.96
14.40
14.97
14.40
15.02
14.40
14.89
14.40
14.88
14.40
14.98
14.40
14.97
14.40
14.95

Screening
Mean Processing
Time Accepted
Orders
14.33
14.25
14.29

Screening
Mean Processing
Time Accepted
Orders
14.87
14.79
14.80
14.70
14.86
14.80
Screening
Mean Processing
Time Accepted
Orders
14.39
14.28
14.58
14.55
14.32
14.34
14.42
14.37
14.41

Table 46: Stage1- Queue length analysis
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Table 47: Stage 1- Service Level Analysis

Table 48: Stage 1-Flow Time Analysis
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Table 49: Stage 1 - Service Level and Flow Time by Order Type

Table 50: Stage1-Average Run Time Analysis(in seconds)
Slack Models
04XX01
04XX03
04XX05
04XX06
04XX04
Integrated Models
020101
020103
020201
020206
020301
020303
020401
020501
Workload Models
03XX01
03XX03

No Screening
27.47
23.22
15.18
17.60
19.23
No Screening
1263.93
1942.15
144.70
44.50
341.28
51.55
185.23
196.88
No Screening
190.27
11.85

With Screening
20.40
30.67
19.52
21.67
23.88
With Screening
48.98
57.25
33.43
27.18
49.58
33.83
37.83
34.75
With Screening
23.92
23.87
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Table 51: Stage 2- Model Profit Analysis at various demand levels

Table 52: Stage 2- Impact of screening at various demand levels
Integrated
020101
020103
020201
020206
020301
020303
020401
020501
Average
Slack
04XX01
04XX03
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06
Average
Workload
03XX01
03XX03
Average

D=1.5
High
Low
11.39%
8.68%
14.02%
12.45%
14.04%
15.14%
15.07%
17.79%
11.88%
10.45%
12.13%
13.40%
15.89%
15.53%
15.85%
15.07%
13.78%
13.56%
High
Low
10.05%
8.47%
11.13%
8.35%
8.94%
7.99%
8.89%
8.02%
8.94%
8.01%
9.59%
8.17%
High
Low
24.80%
29.85%
26.36%
30.91%
25.58%
30.38%

D = 2.5
High
Low
26.26%
22.12%
27.66%
25.68%
35.09%
38.58%
39.36%
42.36%
30.74%
23.73%
25.76%
22.93%
38.35%
38.71%
40.80%
40.45%
33.00%
31.82%
High
Low
23.17%
15.23%
24.84%
17.08%
23.02%
11.17%
22.53%
13.32%
22.62%
13.68%
23.24%
14.10%
High
Low
49.79%
60.18%
45.74%
56.44%
47.77%
58.31%

D = 3.5
High
Low
25.88%
18.31%
24.51%
14.56%
34.71%
53.80%
39.65%
58.71%
26.35%
21.07%
24.82%
19.92%
37.76%
50.44%
32.95%
53.65%
30.83%
36.31%
High
Low
18.83%
27.21%
23.72%
28.87%
18.06%
25.52%
19.49%
25.36%
18.22%
24.78%
19.66%
26.35%
High
Low
18.77%
44.82%
11.77%
37.97%
15.27%
41.39%
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Table 53: Stage 2- Impact of acceptance criteria at various demand rates

Table 54: Stage 2-Average Acceptance rate at different demand rates
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Table 55: Stage 2 Rejection Analysis at various demand levels: No Screening

Table 56: Stage 2 Rejection Analysis at various demand levels: With Screening
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Table 57: Stage 2-Distribution of rejected order types

227

Table 58: Stage 2-Completion Analysis

228

Table 59: Stage 2 –Revenue, Cost& Profit Analysis

Revenue,Cost & Profit Analysis
D=1.5
Integerated
Models Revenues
020101
663.22
020103
683.37
020201
608.28
020206
608.20
020301
659.41
020303
673.17
020401
619.99
020501
628.27
Average
642.99

No Screening
Costs
68.88
115.77
38.55
46.36
73.13
97.59
53.96
62.38
69.58

Profit
594.34
567.61
569.73
561.84
586.28
575.58
566.03
565.90
573.41

Revenues
671.99
679.26
670.71
671.29
670.03
676.25
673.52
672.02
673.13

D=2.5
Screening
Costs
18.11
36.61
17.87
17.27
18.33
27.24
18.57
18.65
21.58

Profit
653.88
642.65
652.84
654.02
651.70
649.01
654.95
653.38
651.55

Revenues
627.00
637.09
540.28
539.93
620.44
630.08
553.04
559.32
588.40

No Screening
Costs
123.64
160.36
86.35
98.79
132.01
135.27
101.66
115.04
119.14

Revenues
534.04
537.30
543.93
545.18
547.27
541.54

No Screening
Costs
53.99
60.24
52.85
52.99
55.56
55.13

Profit
503.36
476.73
453.93
441.14
488.43
494.81
451.39
444.28
469.26

D=1.5
Slack
Models
04XX01
04XX03
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06
Average

No Screening
Costs
28.90
33.48
28.61
28.65
28.71
29.67

Revenues
603.95
604.08
607.44
607.06
607.48
606.00

Slack
Models
03XX01
03XX03
Average

No Screening
Revenues
Costs
659.13
139.40
638.79
145.73
648.96
142.57

Profit
575.05
570.60
578.83
578.41
578.77
576.33

Revenues
649.37
648.08
648.92
648.53
648.92
648.76

Profit
625.21
604.01
620.86
621.17
621.54
615.42
625.30
624.79
619.79

Revenues
483.47
492.22
412.99
412.27
492.30
480.55
438.61
435.50
455.99

No Screening
Costs
100.92
137.20
89.66
97.13
109.44
113.04
104.64
107.71
107.47

Revenues
402.40
402.17
406.64
407.06
407.29
405.11

No Screening
Costs
66.05
72.99
65.36
65.53
65.26
67.04

D=2.5
Screening
Costs
21.15
22.04
21.11
21.25
21.11
21.33

Profit
628.23
626.04
627.80
627.28
627.80
627.43

Screening
Costs
23.64
32.43
28.03

No Screening
Profit
Revenues
Costs
661.90
604.66
222.31
634.09
601.43
216.53
648.00
603.04
219.42

D=1.5
Profit
Revenues
519.73
685.54
493.05
666.52
506.39
676.03

Revenues
664.47
666.04
658.18
657.61
660.59
662.96
662.32
663.08
661.91

D= 3.5
Screening
Costs
39.27
62.04
37.32
36.45
39.05
47.53
37.02
38.29
42.12

Profit
480.05
477.06
491.08
492.18
491.71
486.42

Revenues
613.72
620.65
616.09
621.23
624.00
619.14
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Revenues
522.27
526.05
515.40
518.01
534.99
522.54
538.01
521.76
524.88

Screening
Costs
55.60
102.33
51.13
50.14
61.32
72.87
58.34
54.61
63.29

Profit
466.67
423.72
464.26
467.87
473.67
449.67
479.67
467.15
461.58

Revenues
468.54
474.25
469.92
472.55
469.92
471.04

Screening
Costs
55.19
58.75
54.57
54.65
54.60
55.55

Profit
413.35
415.50
415.35
417.90
415.33
415.49

D= 3.5
Screening
Costs
41.74
43.85
41.65
41.16
43.44
42.37

Profit
571.98
576.80
574.44
580.07
580.56
576.77

Screening
Costs
59.56
70.99
65.28

No Screening
Profit
Revenues
Costs
591.57
454.87
126.67
580.28
455.56
139.41
585.92
455.22
133.04

D=2.5
Profit
Revenues
382.35
651.13
384.90
651.27
383.63
651.20

Profit
382.55
355.02
323.34
315.14
382.85
367.50
333.97
327.79
348.52

Profit
336.35
329.17
341.28
341.53
342.03
338.07
D= 3.5

Screening
Profit
Revenues Costs
Profit
328.20
501.14 73.49
427.65
316.15
500.46 110.57
389.89
322.18 500.80 92.03
408.77

Table 60: Stage 2-Processing Time Analysis
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Table 61 : Stage 2-Service Level Analysis

Table 62: Stage 2- Service Level by order type
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Table 63: Stage 2- Flow Time Analysis

Table 64: Stage 2- Capacity Utilization
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Table 65: Stage 2- Queue Length Analysis

.

Table 66: Stage 2 Selection Analysis
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Table 67: Stage 3-Average Run Time (seconds)

Table 68: Stage 3-Profit Analysis

Table 69: Stage 3-Acceptance Analysis
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Table 70: Stage 3- Rejection rates of order types
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Table 71: Stage 3- Rejection Analysis

Table 72:Stage3-Completion Analysis
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Table 73 :Stage 3- Processing Time Analysis

Table 74: Stage 3-Queue Length Analysis
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Table 75: Stage 3- Revenue Cost & Profit Analysis
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Table 76: Stage 3-Service Level Analysis

Table 77: Stage 3- Service Level for different order types
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Table 78:-Stage 3 Flow Time Analysis

Table 79: Stage 3 -Capacity Utilization
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Table 80: Stage 3-Run Time Analysis (in seconds)

Table 81: Stage 3 Selection Analysis

Table 82: Stage 4 : Profit Analysis
Profit Analysis
No Screening
Integrated
Model
020301
020303
020101
Average

SS
Low
159.31
154.65
158.37
157.44

SW
High
147.85
154.99
152.69
151.84

Low
677.61
660.07
656.84
664.84

Screening
WS

High
679.35
679.62
687.68
682.22

Low
209.61
209.66
195.38
204.88

WW
High
201.02
207.07
242.90
217.00

Low
884.32
876.70
815.32
858.78

High
875.69
869.93
848.78
864.80

SS
Low
203.64
203.12
202.35
203.04

SW
High
196.01
198.05
196.75
196.94

Low
921.88
914.74
888.37
908.33

No Screening
Slack
Model
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06
Average

SS
Low
141.73
142.43
141.87
142.01

SW
High
152.60
167.76
152.73
157.70

Low
650.36
656.01
649.58
651.98

Low
180.19
179.66
180.13
179.99

WW
High
185.50
185.35
185.63
185.50

Low
779.57
784.90
778.72
781.07

High
817.91
816.40
831.97
822.09

SS
Low
174.58
174.42
174.58
174.53

SW
High
180.87
199.83
180.87
187.19

Low
881.79
885.12
884.69
883.87

SS
Low
-149.86
57.59
-46.14

SW
High
-49.37
121.82
36.23

Low
-130.52
472.69
171.09

Low
103.60
171.43
137.51

WW
Low
High
1000.77
990.84
1002.08
997.21
982.35
967.62
995.07
985.22

Low
210.75
209.80
210.75
210.44

High
214.02
211.33
214.02
213.12

Low
979.54
982.95
982.52
981.67

High
203.76
203.66
203.71

Low
959.18
916.89
938.03

WW
High
1004.20
1026.06
1066.25
1032.17

Screening
WS

High
281.07
651.19
466.13

High
227.13
228.01
226.51
227.22

WS
High
919.63
944.06
919.63
927.78

No Screening
Workload
Model
03XX01
03XX03
Average

Low
286.46
230.96
277.58
265.00

Screening
WS

High
703.92
701.54
703.79
703.09

WS
High
905.61
902.95
864.32
890.96

WW
High
138.33
192.08
165.21

Low
669.18
766.50
717.84
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High
747.85
822.97
785.41

SS
Low
117.99
121.27
119.63

SW
High
101.92
115.05
108.49

Low
850.58
730.62
790.60

WS
High
774.65
763.90
769.27

Low
211.13
208.76
209.94

WW
High
967.48
915.85
941.66

Table 83: Stage 4-Difference analysis -Profit

Table 84: Stage 4: Acceptance Analysis and Difference Analysis
Stage Four
Acceptance Analysis
No Screening
Integrated
Models
020301
020303
020101
Average

SS
Low
31.40%
32.21%
31.99%
31.87%

SW
High
35.47%
35.71%
35.47%
35.55%

Low
33.03%
33.33%
33.59%
33.32%

Screening
WS

High
37.66%
37.67%
37.31%
37.55%

Low
38.43%
38.39%
38.37%
38.40%

WW
High
41.72%
42.28%
41.60%
41.86%

Low
40.06%
39.76%
39.78%
39.86%

High
44.44%
44.52%
43.69%
44.22%

SS
Low
28.55%
28.77%
28.83%
28.72%

SW
High
30.09%
29.98%
29.97%
30.01%

Low
29.52%
29.30%
29.40%
29.41%

No Screening
Slack
Models
04XX04
04XX05
04XX06
Average

SS
Low
26.97%
26.75%
26.97%
26.89%

SW
High
30.02%
30.27%
30.02%
30.10%

Low
27.09%
27.25%
27.18%
27.17%

Low
26.97%
26.75%
26.97%
26.89%

WW
High
30.02%
30.23%
30.02%
30.09%

Low
27.09%
27.25%
27.18%
27.17%

High
31.79%
32.07%
32.12%
31.99%

SS
Low
28.30%
28.18%
28.30%
28.26%

SW
High
29.82%
29.66%
29.82%
29.77%

Low
27.75%
27.86%
27.72%
27.78%

SS
Low
29.60%
30.42%

SW
High
30.14%
30.17%

Low
29.60%
30.42%

High
30.53%
30.17%

WW
Low
High
29.31% 30.45%
29.43% 30.57%
29.48% 30.44%
29.41% 30.49%

Low
28.30%
28.18%
28.30%
28.26%

High
29.82%
29.66%
29.82%
29.77%

WW
Low
High
27.75% 29.57%
27.86% 29.80%
27.72% 29.69%
27.78% 29.69%

High
29.45%
29.41%

WW
Low
High
28.96% 29.65%
29.01% 29.41%

Screening
WS

Low
29.46%
30.42%

High
30.64%
30.28%
30.52%
30.48%

WS

High
29.57%
29.80%
29.57%
29.65%

No Screening
Workload
Models
03XX01
03XX03

Low
28.96%
28.99%
29.12%
29.02%

Screening
WS

High
31.79%
32.07%
31.79%
31.89%

WS

High
30.37%
30.60%
30.48%
30.48%

WW
High
30.26%
30.17%

Low
29.81%
30.42%

High
30.45%
30.17%

Difference in Acceptance Rates (Large –Small Orders)
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SS
Low
29.01%
29.01%

SW
High
29.45%
29.41%

Low
28.92%
29.01%

High
29.73%
29.41%

WS
Low
29.01%
29.01%

Table 85: Stage 4: Rejection Analysis –by stage and Difference Analysis
Stage Four
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Difference in rejection rates of the Detailed Rejection step:

244

Table 86:-Stage 4:Rejection Analysis: Rejection rate of order types and Difference Analysis
Stage Four

245

Difference analysis: Difference between rejection rate of Order Type A (Large –Small orders)

246

Table 87: Stage 4: Completion Analysis and Difference Analysis

247

Difference analysis Completion Rate
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Table 88: Stage 4: Processing Time Analysis and Difference Analysis
Stage Four:

Difference Analysis- Selectivity
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Table 89: Stage 4:Queue Length Analysis and Difference Analysis
Stage Four

Difference Analysis
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Table 90: Stage4 Workload Analysis
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Table 91: Stage 4 Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis and Difference Analysis for Revenue and Cost

252

Difference Analysis- Revenue

Difference Analysis -Cost

Table 92: Impact of Screening on Revenues and Cost

253

Table 93: Stage 4- Service Level Analysis and Difference Analysis

Difference Analysis –Service Level

254

Table 94: Service Level for different order types

255

Table 95: Stage 4-Flow Time Analysis and Difference Analysis

Difference Analysis –Flow Time

256

Table 96: Stage 4- Capacity Utilization

Table 97: Stage 4- Selection Analysis- Difference Test

Table 98: Stage 4-Selection Analysis
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Table 99: Stage 4- Average Run Time Analysis

Table 100:

Stage 5- Profit Analysis

Table 101: Stage 5 Profit vs. Acceptance criterion instance
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Table 102: Stage 5-Acceptance Analysis

Table 103: Stage 5-Rejection Analysis

Table 104: Stage 5 Completion Analysis

Table 105: Stage5-Processing Analysis

Table 106: Stage 5- Queue Length Analysis
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Table 107: Stage 5- Workload Analysis

Table 108: Stage 5- Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis

Table 109: Stage 5- Service Level, Flow Time and Capacity Utilization

Table 110: Stage 5- Selection Analysis- Z scores
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Table 111: Profit Analysis- Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 112: Acceptance Analysis- Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 113: Rejection Analysis A- Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule
Models->

020101
Scrn Rej%

020301
Det. Accept Rej. % Reject %

No Screening
4.18%
Screening-Rev
71.01%
Screening-Prfblty 67.70%

63.33%
2.18%
3.88%

Scrn Rej%

67.51%
73.19%
71.57%

4.18%
69.74%
65.39%

04XX05
Det. Accept Rej. %Reject %

63.06%
3.29%
6.11%

Scrn Rej%

67.24%
73.02%
71.50%

Det. Accept Rej.Reject
%
%

4.18%
53.89%
49.73%

68.71%
19.66%
22.80%

72.89%
73.56%
72.53%

Table 114: Rejection Analysis B- Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule
Models->

020101
A

No Screening
61.81%
Screening-Rev
41.36%
Screening-Prfblty 30.73%

020301

04XX05

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

80.47%
80.28%
79.72%

65.82%
85.91%
88.30%

45.34%
85.85%
86.93%

60.02%
42.30%
34.44%

80.73%
80.11%
80.36%

72.50%
83.95%
86.09%

39.51%
86.21%
84.72%

88.79%
80.29%
73.26%

70.31%
60.46%
57.67%

54.34%
69.29%
72.65%

60.44%
84.49%
86.26%

Table 115: Completion Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 116: Processing Time Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule
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Table 117: Queue Length Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 118: Workload Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 119: Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability Screening Rule

Table 120: Service Level, Flow Time & Capacity Utilization Analysis - Revenue VS Profitability
Screening Rule

Table 121: Profit Analysis- Order Size Variation

Table 122: Acceptance Analysis- Order Size Variation
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Table 123: Rejection Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 124: Rejection Analysis-Rejection Order Type Share - Order Size Variation

Table 125: Completion Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 126: Processing Time Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 127: Queue Length Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 128: Workload Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 129: Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis - Order Size Variance
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Table 130: Service Level, Flow Time & Capacity Utilization Analysis - Order Size Variation

Table 131: Profit Analysis- Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 132: Acceptance Analysis- Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 133: Rejection Analysis A- Impact of Processing Cost Variation
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Table 134: Completion Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 135: Processing Time Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 136: Queue Length Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost Variation
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Table 137: Workload Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 138: Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost Variation

Table 139: Service Level, Flow Time & Capacity Utilization Analysis - Impact of Processing Cost
Variation
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Table 140: Profit Analysis- Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 141: Acceptance Analysis- Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 142: Rejection Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation
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Table 143: Completion Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 144: Processing Time Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 145: Queue Length Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation
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Table 146: Workload Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 147: Revenue, Cost & Profit Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty Variation

Table 148: Service Level, Flow Time & Capacity Utilization Analysis - Impact of Tardiness Penalty
Variation

Table 149 : Profit Analysis- Impact of Rejection Penalty Variation
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Table 150: Revenue, Cost and Penalty Analysis- Impact of Rejection Penalty Variation

Table 151: Service Level, Flow Time and Capacity Utilization Analysis- Impact of Rejection
Penalty Variation

Table 152 : Analysis of Cost: Rejection Cost Stage 1
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Table 153: Analysis of Cost: Rejection Cost Stage 2

Table 154; Analysis of Cost: Rejection Cost Stage 3
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Table 155: Analysis of Cost: Rejection Cost Stage 4

Table 156: Analysis of Cost: Tardiness Cost Stage 1

Table 157: Analysis of Cost: Tardiness Cost Stage 2
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Table 158: Analysis of Cost: Tardiness Cost Stage 3

Table 159: Analysis of Cost: Tardiness Cost Stage 4
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Table 160: Summary of single-step model performance
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Table 161: Summary of impact of Screening
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Figures

Figure 1: Classification of order acceptance literature

Figure 2: Classification of order acceptance with routing literature
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Figure 3: Components of the order process Kingsman (2000)

Figure 4: Classification of order acceptance without routing literature
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Figure 5: Classification of order rejection without routing literature

Figure 6: Tire Manufacturing Process
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Figure 7: Taylor’s typology (Fransoo, 1993)

Figure 8: One dimensional typology for process industries (Fransoo, 1993)
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Figure 9: Production Planning Model

Figure 10: Hierarchical backlog control framework (Stevenson and Hendry (2006)
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Figure 11: General workload control framework (Breithaupt et al. (2002)

Figure 12: Control mechanisms in the various workload control stages (Fredendall et al. (2010)
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Figure 13: Components of an order acceptance process model

Figure 14: Order acceptance models
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Figure 15: Order acceptance models with rejection
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Figure 16: Research Models
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Figure 17: Profit payoff graph for an order at acceptance decision point

Figure 18: Production System Model
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Figure 19: Business conditions matrix

Figure 20: Customer order matrix
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Figure 21: Order Acceptance Model Nomenclature

Figure 22: Customer Order Set Nomenclature
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Figure 23: Simulation Software Schema
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Figure 24: Logical diagram of simulation software

Figure 25: Simulation Software Front End
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Figure 26: Results Section of simulation software
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Figure 27: Impact of Acceptance Criteria on Profit

Figure 28: Rate of Increase of Profit with acceptance criteria

Figure 29: Stage1 Simulation Path of Profit - Without Screening
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Figure 30: Stage1 Simulation Path of Profit - With Screening

Figure 31: Stage1 Simulation Path of Profit – Integrated Models

Figure 32: Stage1 Simulation Path of Profit – Slack Models
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Figure 33: Stage1 Simulation Path of Profit – Workload Models

Figure 34:Stage 1: Revenues & Cost-All Model Classes

Figure 35: Stage 1-Service Level vs. Average Queue Length
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Figure 36: Stage 2- No Screening-Profit at various demand levels- Large orders

Figure 37: Stage 2- No Screening Profit at various demand levels- Small orders
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.

Figure 38: Stage 2- Screening Profit at various demand levels- Large orders

Figure 39: Stage 2- Screening Profit at various demand levels- Small orders
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Figure 40: Stage 2-Profit at Demand Levels- No Screening

Figure 41: Stage 2-Profit at Demand Levels- Screening

Figure 42: Stage 2-Percentage Improvement in Profit from Screening
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Figure 43: Stage 2- Acceptance Rate vs. Demand Rate- No Screening

Figure 44: Stage 2- Acceptance Rate vs. Demand Rate- Screening

Figure 45: Stage 2- Impact of screening on Acceptance Rate
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Figure 46: Work distribution between screening and acceptance stage

Figure 47: Stage 2-Distribution of rejected order types at different demand rates

Figure 48: Stage 2-Completion Rate
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Figure 49: Stage 2- Revenue and cost trends at demand levels

Figure 50: Stage 2-Percentage impact of screening on revenues and cost

Figure 51:Stage 2-Selectivity of the order acceptance process
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Figure 52: Stage 2-Service Level at Demand Rates

Figure 53: Stage 2-Flow Time at Demand Rates

Figure 54: Stage 2-Queue Length Analysis

Figure 55: Stage 3-Profit in different business conditions
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Figure 56:Stage 3-Impact of screening on profit

Figure 57: Stage 3- Rejection shares of Order Types

Figure 58: Stage 3- Rejection share of screening procedure
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Figure 59:Stage 3-Completion Rates

Figure 60: Stage 3-Selectivity Analysis (Processing Time)- No Screening

Figure 61: Stage 3: Queue Length Analysis

Figure 62: Stage 3-Revenue,cost and profit analysis-No Screening
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Figure 63: Revenue, cost and profit analysis-Screening

Figure 64: Stage 3-Flow Time Analysis

Figure 65: Stage Four analysis method
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Figure 66: Stage 4 Profit under various business conditions-No Screening

Figure 67: Stage 4 Profit under various business conditions-Screening

Figure 68: Stage 4-Impact of screening on model profit
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Figure 69: Stage 4-Rejection order shares- No Screening

Figure 70: Stage 4-Rejection order shares- Screening
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Figure 71: Stage 4-Revenue and Cost Trends

Figure 72- Stage 3 Vs. Stage 4 Revenue and Cost Comparisons
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Figure 73: Stage 3 vs. Stage 4- Flow Time

Figure 74: Stage 5-Profit at different acceptance criteria
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Figure 75: Stage 5-Acceptance Rate at different acceptance criteria

Figure 76: Stage 5-Rejection Rate of Order Type A at different acceptance criteria

Figure 77: Stage 5-Completion Rate at different acceptance criteria
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Figure 78: Stage 5-Average processing time of accepted orders at different acceptance
criteria

Figure 79: : Stage 5-Selectivity of order acceptance process at different acceptance
criteria

Figure 80: Stage 5-Queue Length at different acceptance criteria
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Figure 81: Stage 5 Revenue and Cost at different acceptance criteria

Figure 82: Service Level and Flow Time at different acceptance criteria
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Figure 83: Profitability based vs. Revenue Based Screening- Profit

Figure 84: : Profitability based vs. Revenue Based Screening- Acceptance Rate

Figure 85: Production Cost Variation-Profit Analysis
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Figure 86: Relationship between production cost and profit

Figure 87: Production Cost Variation-Acceptance Analysis

Figure 88: Production Cost Variation-Revenue Analysis
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Figure 89: Production Cost Variation-Cost Analysis

Figure 90: Changing Production Cost: Rejection of Order Type A –No Screening Model
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Figure 91: Tardiness and Rejection Cost Vs. Acceptance Criterion: Customer Order-Base
Case

Figure 92: Tardiness and Rejection Cost Vs. Acceptance Criterion: Order Size Variation
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Figure 93: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Processing Cost
Variation- Integrated Model

Figure 94: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Processing Cost
Variation- Slack Model
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Figure 95: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Tardiness Cost
Variation- Integrated Model

Figure 96: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Tardiness Cost
Variation- Slack Model
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Figure 97: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Rejection Cost
Variation- Integrated Model

Figure 98: Tardiness and Rejection Cost vs. Acceptance Criterion: Rejection Cost
Variation- Slack Model
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Figure 99: Rejections Cost Analysis Stage 2

Figure 100: Rejections Cost Analysis Stage 3

Figure 101: Rejections Cost Analysis Stage 4
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Figure 102: Tardiness Cost Trends-Stage 2

Figure 103: Tardiness Cost Trends-Stage 3

Figure 104: Tardiness Cost Trends-Stage 4
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